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NA,TIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS AND WOMEN' IN- SPOBT

The lNiational Association for Cub, and WorOn'in Sport is a non-profit, educational orgarniaffon designed to serve the needs of par-ticipants, teachers, coaches, leaders and administrators in sports
programs for girls and women. II is one of seven associations of theAmerican Alliance tot Health, Plo,,sical Ititication, and Recreation.
PURPOSE

f he. pur'pose of the National AssoLianorNor Girls and Women4inSport is to 'foster the development of 'sports programs tor. theenrichniero of the life of the participant
BELIEFS

The National 1:ssociation for Girls and Women in Sport believesthat .

Sports are an integral part 01 th6 LAdrure in a, /itch we live.
Sports yrogranis are a part of the total educational experience ofthe participant when cOnducted in educational institutions.
Opportuny ICS ftn:InStrIldlint and Participation in spo'rts appropn-ate tolier shill level should he included in the e.\--perience of everygirl
Sports skils and sports participation, are valuable social andrecreational tools Which ivy be used to enrich the lives of women inour society

-Comp.sttition and cooperation may be, demonstrated in all sportsprograms, although the t pe -and intensity of the competition andcooperation will eery with -the degree or level of skill of theparticipants.3
An understanding of Ole relationship between cc2mpetition and:ooperation and the utiliiation of both within the acceptedframework of our SOLlety rs OM' of the desirable outcomes of sportsparticipation.
Physical activity is important in the maintenance of the gencrtilhealth of the participant.
PartiLipation in sports contributes to t h.! development of self-confidence and to the establishment of desirable interpersonaltionstups.

FUNCTIONS

The National Ass1-04djion for Girls and Women in Sport promotesdesirable sports programs through

IStATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IN SPORT 5
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I. Formulating and publik.hing guiding pyincipies and standards
fcir the administrator, leader, official, and player.

2. Puhlithing and interpraing 'rules governing sports for girls and
voinen.

3. Providing the 'means for training, evaluating, and rating,
officials.

, 4. Disseminating on' the cOnduet ''Of girls .nod
wonwn's sports. -

disseminating research in the field,.
of girls and wornen's.sports.

6. Cooperating with athed,groups.interssted in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate pohcies and rules that affect tile -

.conduct of women's sports.
7. Providing opportlinities for the development of -leadership

among garls and. women fir the conduct of: their sports
program's.

9
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t.1 "STANDARDSA4 iN SPORTS FOR GIR.I.SANO WOMEN.... .
, ., ...,

Standards m.sports activities for girls and women should be hilted
.upon the.folloNpg: ' - , .- .''' 1. Spo'rfsactivitiP.s for girls and woven should he taught, coached,.9-,,. and" Officiated by qualified women whenever and Wherever:. ,,'. i possible.

'- ,,.."*2. Programk should provide. every .girl' with 'a wide' variety of
. activities. . .' :' . ..,0 '`:. .3. The results of competition Stiould he judged in terms of benefitsto the Participants rather than by the -winning of championshipsor the athleti' or coltiMercial advantage to schooes'or organiza-tions.

1 .
Health and Safety Standards for Players °

1 4
`.Careful supervisionof the .health of all phiyers rijrust he provided.,by

" .1. An examination by a qualifieti Pitysteizin
, .2.- Written permission_by a qualifie-trity-sittati after.seriousbillness or--; ,

-<.)

3. Removal of pla'yers when they are injured or overfatigued or .show signs of emotional. instability .4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary environment for sportslactivity
5. Limitation of compet,ition to a geographical area which will

permit. players to return at reasonable hour; provision.'of safe .transportation. ,

General Policies'.
.

t.1.., Select thehe members of all teams ,lo that they play against' those of
approximately the same ability and maturity.

., 2. Arrange the schedule .of games and..practices so as not to place. demands on the team or pfa"yer which would 'jeopardize theeducational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.
3. Discourage ary..1i,j1 from practicing with, or playing with, a team"fdr

same
t hart:Ariel grows) while competing in't hat sport during the.. ,,same it.tort season' .. .4: PrornMe social *gents in connection with all fcirms of comft-tition`: . ,

. .
.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE
. ; ixAll requests .for .informatiOn 'about- services should be addressedto: Executive SecretarytNational 'A,ssociation for Girls and Womenin Sport (NAGWS), AAHPER, 1201,. 16th Street, N.W., Washing-, ton,. D.C. 20036.

.. .STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

O--
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''"' NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL
,

The. ,N1-kiorial Code* Council; was. formed kW.: NAGWS 'to:
t °

(1) provide a chann0 of, direct communication -ainong coaches
. at all educational levels

(2) assist in the formulation and ,iffsserninatio: of -Tiding
urinctples, standards aiLd policies for i:ondticting .campeti-

. tive sports programs.for,
-.)prls.arfd women.

13) keep ,membels informed pi current coaching techniques and
trends ., - ,

..

s" (4) sponsor clinics anirtonferences in spOrts and coaching skills
,' .( 5) provide input from s.,,od,ches to USC'SC..spOrts comMittees

and representattive. assembly
,

I O) promote cooperative' e(forts with other sports'-centerett
organizations

1(7) provide a. united body or I tive Political :fiction in the
realm of girls' and womell's a hletios.

, ..
...

. .i

- - Academies for.1-1-.-!-scrarrs dio li....n eStiabfistied. (NoTe the
application blank for specific list' Rs.) Membershipin each Academy

..,i.s open to -any. coaoh of girls o i 'women's' sports or any ,interested
. person. Anftuat dues for. AMIPER. ,members are $10,00 spier,

Academy.. Non-A.4111'TR mertibtirs 'pay $20.00 annually for mem-
bership in one sport Academy! and $ 10,00 .for each additional
Academy membership desired. The $10.00 non-membership fee Mav
be applied at any time toward ANIIPER membership. .

-x ;,
.. . ,

Get involved ... JOIN ;NOW,
... ".

. -

tl
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NAGWS SPORTS.GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The Sport Guide Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of---personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The purpose. of 'this form is to offer readers ar opportunity to join us in meetingthis need. [lease complete this forniand send' it to the Associate. Guide Coordinator-elect, Geri Polvino,- (;astern Kentucky Univ.,Richmond, KY-40475.
Name

Professional Address

City State
1. Check the Sport Committee(s) whichyou:

Aquatics
Archery
Badminton
B isketball
Bowling
Iencini!
Field hockey

Flag Football
Golf
Gymnastics
I acrosse
Orienteering
Racquetball
Soccer
Softball

ZIP Code
would beof interest to

Speedball
Squash
Synchronized Swimming
Team Handball
Tennis

__Track and Field .

_Volleyball
_Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as member of a SciortiGuide.Committee
of your interest ?* Yes ci, .No,3. Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committeeas a prospective author?. Yes NoPossible topic or title

'4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to haveincluded in tuture Guides? (Please indicate sport.).
5. ANphere others-whom you would recommend for considerationas possible committee Membersor authOts? Please indicate below.(Use additional paper, it' necessary.)

Name rt(s)

PrOfes'Sional Address

'City State Zip Code
Sports Committee Nliiiber Prospective Author (Chpuk one)

*You May c on only one Sport Guide: Committee at a time. .

NAGWS INTEREST INDICATOR
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NAGWS TENNIS GUIDE COMMITTEE*
1974-1976 .

SHARON L. VAN OTEGHEN, Chairperson, Southeast Missouri
State University, Cape-Girardeau, 63701

JAVENE. YOUNG, Chairperson elect, University of Kentucky,
Lexington 40506

SALLY CRICKARD, Gayle Junibr.11igh School, Fredricksburg, VA22401
DORIS HAMER, Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Gir-ardeau 63701
PHYLLIS JACOBSON, Marian College, Indianapolis, IN 46222
KRISTIN McBRIDE, Augusta na College, Rock Island. IL 61201
DONNA GENOVr.k, Bronx Community College, -Bronx, NV 10468
PATRICIA SHERMAN, University of Wisconsin, River Falls 54022
HELEN SMILEY, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks 58201
ALLYS SWANSON, College of St. Catherine, St. Paul, MN 58116

NAGWS TENNIS COMMITTEE
1976-1978'

JAVENE YOUNG, Chairperson, University of.Kentucky; Lexington," 40506
. ..

SHARON L. VAN OTEGHEN, Past Chairperson, Southeast MissouriState University, Cape Girardeau6370f
VARY JO WYNN,-Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield65802

eBARBARA ANN GAZRETT;- Box W -1400, Mississippi University
for Women, Columbus 39701.

.

BONNIE SLATTON, University of Iowa, lowa'City 52240
MILDRED B. WEST, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA2318,5 .BARBARA R. BERNARD, Northwest Missouri State University,.Maryville, MO.64468

-.

JUDY AULD, Southern' Illinois University, Carbondale 62901
PHYLLIS A. JACOBSON, Marian College. Indianapolis, IN 46208
KATI1Y BOYSEN Spalding College, Louisville, KY 40203

,, ,, ..*The current Guide was prepared by the 1974-76 Committee; The 1978-1980
Guide will be prepared by the 1976-78 Committee.
NAGWS TENNIS GUIDE COMMITTEES 14 13



Public Relations and the Tennis Program
PHYLLIS A. JACOBSON

Philip, fee, recCit.C./ tne and ,11.S. ilogre
Central .11zisouri It'arrenshu'rg, and the
at I %banal' Inlversity, 111',oitingtotz. She is assistant proj'ssor
Pt pa kv-r4/ cduf atton at Varian Colic i;e Indiana.

llis .torinerly touched tennis at 1.1nilenivood College in St.
Charles, Missouri.

Ibis time like all times is a very good one
it \se but know what to do with if.

Emenon

In today 's society, skepticism seems to be t he Watchword of
human interaction. We. are skeptical at one another even in-
uncomplicated matters mitten guarantees on products we buy,
pertormance at a duty, Workmanship and personal commitmenito a
cause. FdiLation a no exception to this skepticism, particularly.
specialized suhlecfs such.a., physical educatioti,which are undergoing,
rigid scrutiny on the part Of the public. We are in an era when
taxpayers consider thCillselVes burdened by continually rising educa-
tional costs which they are ioiced to meet through increased
property taxes. I he result is an mchnationt-to he skeptical Of existing
programs and,..to reject new ones Much have no relevancy in the
minds of the Lrxpayers.

Whether or not we agree, we must realize that educational
experiences must lustity themsek es in the minds of these taxpayers. .

Passive acceptance of education by the public no longer may be
expected. Rather. the public needs to he advised of the purposes and
rewards at a particular program if we are to gain support. The most
beneficial program may fail if the public does not support it. Such
support is gained only through an educationally enlightening.publie.,
relations program.

In order for any public relations. program to be a success, there
must a sincere desire on the part of tho-s'e involved to make it
succeed. We rust Work to dispel the public's negative thoughts,
toward the Hudational values of a program such as tennis: public
relations should seek to turn 'negatke.opinions into positive action.
11 is far betterto expend the necessary energy to actively seek public
support Hy incre4ing understanding of the -values of the tennis
program than to be chastised publicly and never gain suet programs.

14 . . .NAGWS TENNISOADMINTONSQUAS.H GUIDE



Communication
The one key factor in developing favorable public relations for a.

progr-am is effective conimunication. The public must know- the
program before- being able to appreciate it. Intelligent use of
communicative techniques results in ;tick knowledge. (4) It isWith:tilt for any individual to be completely- objective in judging a
program v, hen he lacks knowledge concerning it. We as a profession
have not .ettectively succeeded in communicating to the public the
values ot the tennisprogram. Acceptance and support of the activity
have therefore been lacking. It is important to keep in mind that,
more often than nut, rejection of a program is. caused by lack of
knovvIedg,e* of tlie Throgrant's usefulness and value rather than byout rig -lit .opposition L

Lift:elm communication involves more than discussing the tennis
Program with others in fhe-depart.rnent or with parents twice a year
a. open house, it involves more than ;in occasional news release to
parents. Rattier, effective communication. must be a consistent,
ongoing teacher-parent dialuue in terms of what is actually taking
place in the program. This mean; a willingness by the teacher to get
out ot the classroom and meet and talk with the public. If we are
proud of our profession and th.e values of a tennis program, we must
be w illmk to communicate the idea.

One net the most effective means of implementing this type of
public relations communication is to. participate in community lifeof interest to all citizens. Speaking engagements before the PTO,
Rotary (lub, League of Women Voters, religious -grqups and sport-
banquet; are ideal situations tor enlightening the public as to thebenvins ot tennis in our schools, Appearances on radio and
tle-Vision talk shows give' the opportunity to reach large numbers of
the public in a single presentation. In addition, these audiences oftenrepresent a larger cross- section ot the public than is- normally
available' to the teacher. In this way, the public gets to know and
value the opinion of the teacher and can he Made aware of current
need; in prograninung. It is small wonder that the public does not
support .1 tenni; program if 1,ve"nsfeachers associate only with those
un .1;1-1e teaching profession and remain aloof from others who
comprke our-society (2).

Another effective means of.comnnunicationis publicinvolvementin the planning and 'impiQuentalion of the program. This means that
those participating,-will become enlightened about the 'values of the
tennis program, and will have 'an effect on all those with whom they
come in contact. Tice.. result may mean greater support of the
program. id regard to budgets, bond issue and other-vital-areas ofpublic support 13). One way to 't:arrY, out 'this involvenient program
is to establish supervisory councils withregularly scheduled meet-
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND THE TENNIS PROGRAM
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ings. It' should he remembered..lrowever, that we must be sincere in
seeking such consultation and must give meaning to the process.

Presentation of the benefits derived twill_ a program of tennis on
a one-to-one basis is a very effective means of communicating with
the public. Discussion with emphasis on the carry0v,ir value may be
a plus in gaining public support. .Many people may have been
exposed only to team activities when thty were .in school. These
individuals may have been involved in classes where the emphasis
was on athletic ability and where those of lesser ability may have
been deprived of a rewarding classroom experience in physical
education. This may have left .a negatin impression and hence a
negative reaction to all phases of the physical education program.
I'.nlightenment as to the carryover or lifelong value derived from
participation in tennis classes in the.schopls can reverse such negative
opinions and lead to positive support.

Another theme to emphasize is the complete involvement of all
pupils in the program- every individual a participant. Those indEid-
uals who were left on the sideline to keep score or provide
equipment becauSeof a lack of athletic ability may he enlightened
and highly supportive of the program when learning that regardless
of one's natural ability, each child is capable of-attaining success'in
the sport. Pointing out to the publicthat each child can find sheer
joy in participating effectively at his individual level of ability may
reap rewards beydrid our grmtest expectations.

However, the__most fundamental and perhaps most influential.
communication contribution is effective teaching, As the child views
the classroom, so -Llit the pumas new the entire program: We must
he 'certain, therefore; that we ,have a ,sound program of logical
progression and complete pupil involvement:00 time we teach:pur
tennis programs must be geared for niak.iimi:M pupil learning and
accomplishment if our public relations effeeI is to be .positive.
- Physical` educators would do well to. take .a lesson from business
in regard to public support of programs such as tennis. Effective
public relations may lead to a better understanding and a greater
willingness to suppOrt educational pursuits; We must'as a profession,
strive to obtain such support thrziugh .pThlic relations it we 'want
tennis in our schools..
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TENNIS TIP

The Educated Wrist .

A good tennis game demands a unique balance-between relaxa-
tion and tension --relaxation and freedom. -of motion in the."swing of
the arm.from the shoulder and tension and firmness in tne wrist lig.
the ball contacts the racket. Wrist control is, in faet, a key to good
tennis.. The firm wrist is essential on the forehand and backhand
drives, the basic ground strokes, and is needed on the volley and the
chop.

The abSolute opposite, a complete flexibility of wrist,. is
demanded to serve effectively. The gripping must be done with .the
fingers in the service grip and the wrist muscles must 'remain flexible.
This same relaxed wrist action is also needed on the overhead smash
and the drop ::shot. It is the educated- wrist that- will meet the
challenge of good tennis.

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND THE TENNIS PROGRAM..
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Functional Budgeting for Girls' Interscholastic
Tennis

SHARON L. VAN OTEGHEN

Sharon. run Oteglicn is an assistant professor at Southeast
Missouri. State Universitv,:Capc Gmardegu, where .she coaches
the women's intercollegiate tennis team. !let' experience
includes teaching tennis at the high school and college levels as
well as coaching at the high school level. SharOn received her
B.A. anti M.1. degrees frail! the University of Iowa, Iowa City,
and the doctorate. from Indiana University, Bloorhington.

Enactment into law of Titli IX -affords women additional .

opportunities for involvement in interscholastic atfileticS..For years,
women's teams have "done without" adequate funding which is-
considered essential to the offering of a quality sports program.

If the director of activities or athletics, the principal and the
board of education' can be helped to understand and perceive the
need for budgetary items which will- aid in developing a team,-they
will likely approve requests-considered necessary for new or existing
programs.

A functional typebudget requires detailed program planning and
evaluation with respect to the essentials of a sports program. Specific
amounts .ire requested for budgetary iteMs (without padding the
budget) based upon the -actual program being offered. Should the
coach or athletic director be asked to defend her requests,' each
amount can then be cited with reference to provision of a quality
program. It Will he clearly evident that if funds are not provided, a .

portion of the program must he eliMinated, thereby lessening' the
carefully planned- experience for the partiCipants.

-.A comprehensive presentation of the program function and.-
'budget for aligh schoolgirls' varsity tennis team is shown as a
hypothetial situation with inclusion of (I) a letter to the activities
director alerting the director to the requests which will be made; (2)
a budget summary Presenting brief resume of expenditures
requested .iii comparison ',with amounts allotted for the past two
seasons. (3) function (actual tennis. program) showing expenditure
analysis and identifying the whys of the monies being requested with'
an expenditure breakdown and- (4) Aipplcmentary data to reinforce
the need for specific requested funding.

If necessary to defend the budget before the board of education,
copies of budget summary, function and expenditure breakdown
and supplementary data may be distributed to hoard members for
1 8 9 'NAGWS
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quick referral. This material should provide a comprehensive
'"understanding of the specific items and services for which funding.is
being requested. Although the budget presentation may be made bythe director of activities or athletics, a coach should welcome the
oppOrtunity to discuss a specific- aspect of the program with
members of the hoard of education.

In the budget format which followS names of high schools and
towns are fictitious. Figures, while fairly accurate at the time of the
writing of this article will, of course, change with the economy. The
figures serve to illustrate the detail of accounting for each dollarspent.

Letter to Activities' Director

Girls' Varsity Tennis Team
Oakville thigh School
Oakville
Date

;qtr. ames Doe
ActiVities Director
Oakville High School

'Oakville

. _Dear Mr. Doe'

Both school and community interest have grown during the pasttwo years in : girls' interscholastic tennis. In . keeping with
challenging program which will enable the girls to utiliz,e [kir Skill's
at a high level of performance, I -wouldlike to call to your attention
S-1-e-wfactors concerning the girls' varsity tennis team.

Select members of the Girls' Oakville-High School Varsity Tennis
:Team have been-invited to participate hrthe district and state meets.
These tournaments hill -beheld annually, beginning in the spring of
I,)7 S. Participants will include..one -doubles team and two singles
players in the district tournament- aril one doubles team and one
singles player in the state tournament.. Tlie---trips_to Hemlock and toCapital City will require additional, funding fortransportation,
overnight lodging in Capital City and meals. .

\Vann-up suits (jackets and pants) are also needed for cool fallweather. As you recall, only the basic tennis uniforms werepurchased last year.
TrariTortation expenses for meets, within the metropolitan area'

and other small purchases for the varsity team are similar to those ofpast years.
. -
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A varsity. team schedule for spring matches and tournament play
is enclosed.

Sincerely,

Girls' Tennis Coach
Oakville High School

Oakville High School Girls' Varsity Tennis Team Schedule
Spring 1978

Date School (opponent) Place (location)

Matches:
March 29 Tamarack Tamarack
March 30 Driftwood Oakville
April 4 Mapleton' Maplelbri
April 6 Pine Acres Oakville
April 11 Elmwood Elmwood
April 13 Mapleton. Oakville
April 18 Elmwood. Oakville
April 20 Pine Acres Pine Acres
April 25 Driftwood Driftwood
May 2 . Tamarack Oakville.

, .

Tournaments
May 6 Metropolitan

Conference Mgplcton '
May 13 District He, lo-ckk
May 20 State Central 'City

e ,

BudgetStimmary
Reasons for a major increase in cost between the 1976-1977 and

1977-1978 years _include: the addition of one school to the
. Metropolitan tennis conference varsity team participation in state
and district meets necessitating transportation, meals and lodging; a
request forhe purchase of .new- varsity warm -up suits. Because of a
rise in the cost of living, expenditure items also slum increased
pri,ces. The,coacfi's salary is not included as it is a line item irr the
physical education budget rather, than an expenditure in the
activities' budget.
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Expenditures

Function Actual Estimated Request
0.

Girls' Varsity 1975%1976 197u-1977 1977 -1978Tennis Team $320 $520 , $815

$320 $520 $81.5

Object 0 .

Services Contractual
Supplies
Materials
Current Charges

Net Cost,
ExpenditUres
Receipts

Tennis Program

$100 $120
175 0180;
00 170
45 50

$320 $520

$320, $520
00 00

$320 $520

$320
200
235

60

$815

$815
00

$815

Girls' Varsity TenniS Team
Oakville High School 1977;1978 .

Transportation for ihjyarsily girls' tennis team must be provided'for five "away " meets as well as for the Metropolitan Conference
Tournament in Mapleton, the District TournaThent in Hentibek andthe State Tournament in Central City:

For. the metropolitan matches, including the conference tourna-ment, ;9two:parent volunteers in addition to the tennis coach Provide-
transportation to the "away" sites. These persons are reimbursed Tor
mileage expenses as well as for a "bus rider policy" which they arerequired to obtain in addition to their regular car insurance.

For each "home" meet the host school provides -eight cans ofballs for the playing of 'seven singles, matches folloWed by fivedoubles matches. Four singles players and three doubles tearits-participate in the Metropolitan Conference Tournament.
schoOl contributes five cans of balls and provides a noon'lunch for
team members. Sixleam members are involved in this tournament asx'
players one through four play both singles and doubles.

District and state tournament expenses for -the team members and
coach include transportation; overnight lodging for Ole night in
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Central City (state meet) and mak (three per person for the distri, t
meet and four per person for tife state-.g eet).

The girls call their own play for all matches, and the coaches
Settle any necessary disputes. Balls, tournamprit entry fees and
officials for the district and state tournaments are provided .for by
the High School Activities AssociatiOn of. which Oakville High
School is a member.

Score sheets fur each match are mimeographed sheets made up by
each coach. Paper, is supplied through the Oakville High School.
office supplies at no expense to the team: A first aid kit for each
match is made up by the school nurse and is not included as1 team
expose. t

Acct. Estimated Estimated Code
Code Cost. Total Total

Sf12-V10ES C'ON'TRACTUAL
Transportation
3 cars for round trips to
5 metropolitan meek
20st per mile (3 cars - 121
miles 20st per mile) 72.60

21 .Transportation
2 cars for metropolitan
tournament per
mile'( 2 cars - 27 miles
ta 200 per mile) 10.80

21 Transportation
1 car for round trip to
district meet (134
miles « 200 per mile)

21 Transportation .
1 car forzround trip to
state meet (352 miles

200 per mile)

Motel lodging:. over-
mghtfor state meet
3 players and coach.
(4 persons t4.. 512.00!
single room; $16.00/
triple room

26.80

70.40

28.00
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26 Meals - metropolitan
tournament (.6 players
and coach)
7 lunches $2.50

26 Meals - district meet:
(4 players and coach)
5 breakfasts Of $1.75
5 lunches 0' $2.50
5 dinners (a' $4.00

26 Meals - state meet:
(3 players and coach)
Friday evening:
4 dinners (d $4.00
Saturday:
4.hreakfasts $ 1.75
4 lunches (a $ 2.50
4 dinners 0 $4.00

3 SUPPLIES
37 Tennis heavy duty

championship halls
5 home meets: (8
cans each meet/40
cans of halls)
Metropolitan con-
ference:
5 cans of halls
Total ball supply:
(45 cansJ4,cans per,

= dOzen
hatt.a-$1-3-.00.per

. dozen) 156.00
Chenille award letters-

,

10 large letters t
$3.00/5 small letters
at 52:50 42.50

4 MAT4RIALS.
44 Team warm-up uni-

forms:
jackets - white daci'on
and Combed cotton: (4
size 12:4,size 14;,2
size 16) 101+ $13.50

17.50

41.25

49.00

135.00

$316.35 $320.00

198.50 200.00
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44 -Team warm -up uni-
forms:
pants - white dacron
and combed cotton: (4
size 12; 4 size 14; 2
size 16) 10 01) $10.00 \

.\\
.

5 . CURRENT CHARGES
51 r Bus rider policies

(insurance for trans-
porting students)
3 policies (4 $20.00

Total Expenditures-

Supplementary Data

Description

Transportation "for round
trips to meets

To Ehriwood High School: 3
cars; 14 miles (a: ,20ci per mile

To Pine Acres High School:.3
. cars, 25 mites (a 200 per mile

To Mapleton High School: 5
cars, 27 miles (a 20¢ per mile

tharack
3 cars, 30 mireT(t-t00--per- mile_

Driftwood High School: 3
cars. 21 miles tz 20it per mile

District tournament Hemlock
I car, 134 raile:; .200 per mile

State meet 'Gentral City
I car, 352 miles (a, 20,1tper mile

24 25

100.00

$815,00

$235.00 $235.00

$ 60.00 $ 60,00

60,00

Unit Price Total Price

S 2.80 $ 8.40

5.00 15.00

5.40 27.0'0

6.-00 18.00

5.00

26.80 26.80 -.

70.40 70.40

$180.60
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Summary - ,.

The importance. ordetail and -accuracy in budgeting has,been
presented. Function,a1 budgeting demands careful planning of the
program to be'offered. prior to making t.he budget request. Careful
planning for all. aspects of the program should result in 'a quality
in terscholastiesexperience.

r-

TENNIS TIP
Footwork

Agile, sure feet are essential to good tennis: Turriping rope is an
excellent way to improve footwork. Proper footwork enables a
player to get in position.so that he may execute the stroke smoothly
and transfer his body weight forward as he hits the ball. Poor
footwork results in costly errors. If footwork is ,incorrect,.it is
impossibleto make the correct stroke.
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How to Organize a Community Tennis Club
ALLYS SWANSON

..11/. Swanson received her B.A.., and ;ILA. .degrees'from! the
Stite.. University of Iowa, Iowa. 'City. She has taught and

-(.1"ached tennis fir many years and has served as adniinistrator
ill the Saint Catherine.'S Tennis Club.. since its beginning.
Currently, she ns associate professor and chairperson- of the
physical education department ,of the College of Saint Cath4
crinc,Str Paul, Minnesotd.

One .of the major problems fOr the tennis enthusiast today is
getting, a coat. WW1- the interest in tennis booming at all ages and
skill levels. this problem is going to he with us for a 'long. tithe. To
help our students and community get court time and to aid in the
promOtion of tennis as4,sport, a tennis club has been organized and

, operated successfully on our school's 'courts during the summer. for
Ihe past three years.

A tennis club is an orgaiii/W approach to providing court
reservations, ley,ork programs and supervision and maintenance ,of

,the tennis facility. .for a fee paying membership. School courts offer a
ready facility "(Or a cluborganization if left unscheduled during the

.. stimmyr. The:fricome from the nominal membership and lesson fees
. : treces.,tr.fr.- -to pay the wages of the staff and, provide the

the rnbyp p with maxinium use of tlie tennis facility through.
leserva oths an

.,,,
d ssuperviilon. " ...

_ .
' Pre-s son ton'sti ations _.

Agethe 'Pp' to starts,-the following tasks shbuld'be completed:
1.°En\tall4tion di a_ lug-in phone at the courts .fog:reservations.
2. Printing of reservation ft.srms, -membership ,pplication blanks,

membersh.m cards, publicity posters and le'sson'. registration, .
mater 4,

3. Launch the ,prennotional campaign through a feature story in
the' local' paper coupled with -it membership 'application, clip
coupon and lesson registration inTormation. .

4. Hiring the necessary start: one club nyanager, one teaching head,
eand. four or fiv. court Superuisors. The aro.nritDistaff Will vary .

' with club membership and lesson enrolliTients. This size_ staff,. ,served 200 members-. ..

5: Ordentik, tennis batls,for the lesson program.`. ,'" .\
Staff Job Descriptions'e . 4 1c

Job descriptions for tile', staff will vary a (van .to theelaboratere cifity. Our c ),operatee int, five'tennis
26 . I '. /
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courts, There were no dressing or showering facilities and noclubhouse or food facilities, .!
The dub manager is responsible for proc,essing all club member-

ship applications, handling lesson registratiOns, scheduling courtfunctions ranging from private, semi-private or group leSsons. to
court supervisors' work schedules. The manager turns in all timecards, attends to all maintenance requirements, maintains a contin-uous up- ).date budget and generAly oversees the adherence to clubpolicies by staff and membership: Club policies are needed for the
following procedures: reservations, cancellations, guests, payments,refunds, court etiquette, 'tours of work, attendance of staff, overall
hirmg practices, -wages', relations with eo-workerS, membership andoverall smooth operation of the club. A- year-end report thatincludes a final financial statement and guidelines and suggestions
for the next season should be written by the 'club manager.

manager' r-tiL 1s very important and can betfilled by theschool's tennis coach, physical education teacher or-other qualifiedperson, It should he salaried accordingly.
The teacher is resininsible fOr content of the lessons,

materias needed for teaching and teaching the private, semi- p ,rivateand group. Ijssons. Any additional teachers for the group ldssons
should report directly to the head teacher. The head teacher is also
responsible for the end-of-the-season club tournanientS.

The court supervisors are on duty at the courts (luring the openhours of the club. They are responsible for sweeping the courtsdaily. keeping the facility clean and neat, drying the courts asquickly as possible after rain, taking phone reservations and gettingmembers on their reserved court at the proper time. Occasionially,
they play tennis with members who have come without partners.Some :. :art supervisors are also qualified to serve as assistantteachers.

Post'season Consideration'' . 4 .

Post-season considerations include letter of appreciation
to club members and offering them priority for. the, next season's.
membership. Sine there is a limitedliumber of tennis courts, the
membership ifiYebc^-limited if the -objective of maximizing courtplay is to he met ana the membership is to be happy with the club
organization. A workable range is :20 to 50 members per trOurt
depending on the activeness of the membership.

Al! tones, phone, and tither materials should he stored, And, ofcourse, have a staff party.

Summary ,

To set up a similar type program on public school facilities withfive or more tennis,, counts; the author recommends that the
,
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administration be handled as an outgrowth of the adult education
office and treated as a public service by keeping the fees nominal.

The St. Catherine Tennis Club, which is operated on the private
college's courts, has been extremely successful the past three years'in
promoting tennis and good community public relations and the
members are thankful to have a place to play without having to wait
for hours.

rA

2 e.
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Group 'Tennis Instruction for Elementary
Grade Children'

o.

JAVENE ANN YOUNG

Javene no Young reccive41 her B.S. degree from State
University College, Brockport, New York, and M.S. and Ed.S.
ilegrees from Eastern Kennicky University, -Richmond. She is
an instructor at the UhiVersity of Kentucky, Lexington, in the
areas of elementary physical education and sport skills.

The time to- -introduce tennis is in the elementary gradeS! This
instructional program should begin in kindergarten and continue .through )ugh school.

.The elementary tennis curriciMum is beSt illustrated in.phases.; thefirst is a basic movement phase.lt consists of experiences in those
movements which are fundamental to all movement experiences inlife: It also consists of experiences which provide knowledge about
factors that affect fundaMental-movement.-Laban (3) has analyzedmovement and from this analysis those movements which arefundamental . and those factors that affect movement have been
discerned. Since basic movement programs (I, 4) are available to the
teacher; the connection between this phase and specific phases of
tennis instruction merit identification. Those factors that influence
fundamental nio3lement also influence all movement no matter how
advanced they are..

A. few of the factors that affect movement will he described topoint out the connection between 'basic movement and the
development of tennis skills. In the basic movement program the
force lactb-r,will he .thoroughly explored. The child will explore
applying different amOunts"-ot -force and also 'applying force. indifferent directions. Tennis requires applying force in specificdirections and in specific amounts. "transfer of weight is anotherfactor to he explOred in basic movement. The transfer of weight
from the bask toot to the front toot Is a specific part of all tennisskills. Relationship is another factor to he studied in basicmovement," Specific relationships fparincr," opponent, object) areneeded in tennis. These are but a few of the connections Between
this phase and the next phases, It is tip to the teacher to make
herself familiar with these experiences so that children will have a
firm basic movement background which, will lead easily into the
second phase of the tennis progression..

The second phase is directly related to specific skill development.
It involves drawing forth specific striking patterns and is summarized

GROUP TENNIS INSTRUCTION
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'in the outline that followsthe body of this article. Phase two begins
in third grade with exploration, individual development and coopera-
tive activities. flirough verbal cuing selected Use of equipment and
space, the striking patterns used in tennis can be discovered by
children. The hand can he used, as the implement at firstnd later
the racket Lan he introdUced, using the same progression.

1 he thini.phase which should he initiated at the fourth Or fifth
grade.level Includes cooperative, selt'-testing and competitive activi-
ties. C'orrect mechanics of execution should he stressed to a greater
degree than in the first two phases. Rules and strategies of tennis
should be taught also in the third phase.

Che following outline depicts phase I., phase It and phase Ill of a
group instructional program.. Phase II and phase Ill include
information needed as to the type of equipment, use of space, verbal
cues and major points of -empliasi;,, .The teacher. after using these
ideas, can expand them to meet the needs of her students, .

Phase I is brief as movement education programs are available to
the teacher. The cues reflect example which enable the teacher to
see the connection between this phase and specific phases of tennis
instruction. Phase II and phase III are Outlined as follows: striking
pattern to l)e discerned, equipment anal space verbal cues to
be used, explanations of those cues in and other
experiences. tnclUded in each phase, as well as principles to be
emphasized.

I. Phase I (kindeigarten through third grade)
A. Sampling only of movement challenges and the movement

factors involved which.shovv the relationship to the next two phases
(no progression suggested)

I. Challenge: Strike the ball toward the wall. (Use all site

a) Movement factors
( fort.e

. 1 2) direct lint
(3) striking

2. Challenge: Use sliding steps 'to move sideWays. Try ,

sliding both to the lett and right.
a) Movement !actors

( I diret.tnin
t2). slide

3. ClUillenge: Bounce the ball and catch it at waist height.
a) Movement factors

(I ) level
(2) object relationship
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17?-4. Challenge: Botince the ball and as it reaches waist
height, strike it toward the wall,
a) Movement factors

(1) striking.
(2) direction

'(3) level

5. Challenge: Strike the ball so your partner can catch it.a) Movement factors
(1) partner relationship
(2) force
(3) direction
(4) .object relationship

b. Challenge: Strike the ball so that it goes high in the air.a) Movement factors
( I ) direction

-(2) force
(3) striking

7. Challenge: Strike the ball so that it hits the Wall. Let it
bounce.onee and then catch it at waist height.a) Movement factors

( I ) striking'
(2) level

t. Challenge: Stand with your feet together. Rock from
the balls of your feet to the heels and back to the balls.a) Movement factors.

(1.) transfer of weight
(2) rocking
(3) body awareness

`).{,,Challenge: Stand with one foot forward. Move all yotirweight onto your front foot. Now move all yourweight onto your bask foot. Nbw rock from one'footto the other. . --
a) ,Movement factors

( I ) transfer of weight
(2) body awareness

10. Challenge: Run quickly toward the Wall and tlibn run
backWards as quickly as you can to the spot where youstarted.
a) Movement factors

( I) speed
(2) spatial awareness
(3) =run

GROUP TEN141,INSTRUCTION
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B., Equipment and space needed
1. halls

a) light balls such as large yarn balls, balloons, rubber
balls

b) many d,fferent size.balls
2.. large wall space

II: Phase II (third and fourth grade)
A. Striking pattern (forehand)

,l. Equipment dnd space needed'
a) balls suspended on string at waist height (Use

volleyhall.standards and rope suspended between.)
b) light balls such as yarn halls and light plastic balls

Six to eight inches in diameter (Heavier halls tend
to cause an underhand striking pattern.) (2)

c) racket to be of light weight material such as ptatic
(Heayy racket tends to elicit an underhand striking
pattern.) (2)

d) large wall space with-lines three feet and eight feet
from the_,floor .(flitting between these lines tends
to draw out the sidearm striking pattern.) (2)

e) line drawn 10 feet from wall on floor.
2. Verbal cues ,

a) (suspended ball at 10 foot line and racket) Get. a
ball, stand with your left side to the wall and plade
one foot on each side of the line. Take your racket.
straight back and strike the ball.toward the wall.
(Allow student to explore many times.)

b) (yard ball for each child) Stand at the 10 foot line
with your left side to the...wall, Strike the ball so
that it will hit the wall between the two lines on
the wall (3 feet and 8 feet).

c) (increase the distance from the wall) Wive hack
five large steps. Strike the ball so that it will hit
the wall between the:. two lines on the wall. (This
should begin to elicit use of total body force rather
than just arm force.)

d) this time take a step toward-the wall as you hit the
ball, keep your back foot still.

e) (lightweight ball that will bounce) Drop the ball
and hit it, to the wall after the bounce.

fi. try to hit. the wall between the two lines as you hit
it after the bounce.

g) (ball that bounces) Move to the IQ foot line
keeping the sidestride position...(Be sure children
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.
understan&this term.) See 'how many times you
can Ni the target (between the 3 foot and8 foot
lines) without having to catch it.. :-11) with a' partner, strike thg ball so your partner can
catch the ball. Keep the ball below high level (high
.level aboVeliead level).

i) with a partner toss the ball so .your partner can bit
it back to you after it bounces once. Keep the ball,P below' high4 level..

j) now with your partner hit the ball back and forth
to each. other keeping it below high level and

-4 Jetting it bounce at least once before hitting,it..
3. Emphasize (-These gbints should be emphasized to

indjvidual childreri,Jas needed in all'grades. Remember '--
poSitive feedback is- better ilian negative.)
a) Back swing is parallel to floor, (4)
b) Follow through in direction.of hit.
c) Keep weight on front,foot as ball is hit.
d) Hit behind ball rather than under it.
p) Keep elbow away from body. (4)
f) Hit: through center of ball. (4)
g) Watch ball it is hit. (4)
h) Bali goes from left side to wall or to partner.

:,i) Contact ball at waist height. ,
j) Emphasize cooperation not cOmpetition.
k) comfortable grip may be used or a grip may be

deScribed.
B. Striking pattern (serve)

I. Equipment and space needed
a) Same as for sidearm except that ball. should be

adjusted when suspended so that it can be hit at
child's full upward reach!

I'. Verbal cues
a) (suspended ball at ,I0 foot line and raCket) Strike

the ball as if you were hitting it downward and
toward the wall. (41low child to explore many
times.)

b) (yarn ball for each child) Stand with your left side
to the wall at the 10 foot-line. Toss the ball over ,

your head and strike the ball towards the target.
(Between three foot and eight foot line.)

c) now keep the same target but farther from the' vl
wall. .

d) (late third grade) Using suspended balls, see if you
can hit the ball harder by swinging the racket arm
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in a circle; start with the racket in front of you
and swing it down and around ..inback of you be-
fore you hit b.

c) (yarn ball) Use a toss and full swing to hit ball to
1 target, between 3 foot and 8 foot line,

C. Striking pattern (backhand)
Equipment and space needed
a) Same as for forehand

2: Verbal cues
a,) Stand with right side to net and place 1pft hand

below right hand on racket, strike ball toward
wall.

b) (experiences can he the same as for.!forehand
except hall is on left side of body.)

3. mphasize_
a) Same as for forehand e'gcept right foot is front

foot, right side to wall or partner.

lit. Phase iii (fourth through sixth grade)
.

A. Striking Patterns: Forehand, backhand, serve
1. Equipment and space needed .

a) A paddle racket can he used by most children and
a tennis ball can he used by 'some. Notesome
children will he able. to handle a tennis racket and
should as soon as possible.

b) court space (ins-ble or out)
o c) -large wall space
2. Verbal cues and experiences (emphasis oh sell4esting

activities),
a) Bounce the ball to yourself and strike the target

five times ilia row. Catch the ball each time before
hitting it back.

.b) If you can do-a), hit the target fiv'e times in a row
without catching it.

c) If you can do b)., choose a partner and- see if the

two of you can strike the ball hack and forth five
times'in a row. Keep the half below high level.

d) ( Increase the number of times task is done to
provide a" progressively more difficult task.)

3. (serve and progression of self-testing activities)
a) Serve from the 10 foot line and hit the.target five

times in a row.
b)rMove hack .five steps and serve the ball to the

. target five times in a row.
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c) (paddle tennis. court) Using a paddle ball, serve the
ball to the service court five times in a row.

d) Aincrease the number of times task is done to
provide a progfessively niore difficult task.).

4. a competitive game (4)
a) Court is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

20'

15'

20'

Net
by Ball is bounced to self and hit into opponent's

court from behin4 the endline.
c) Opponent must retum ball to apposite court afterball bounces once.
d) oAny method a scoring maybe used but this is agood time to introduce the official method or

allow children to develop 'their own method ofscoring.
5, Emphasize

a)" same principles as in other grades but with greater
degree of emphasis.
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Help!' No Room!

MICHELE STER,N

Miehele Stern, an assistant professOr of health, and physical
education at Bronx- Community- College New- York City, is
coordinator of women's athletics and coach of the women's
tennis team. Michele received her B.A. degree from Hunter

'College in the Bronx .and her M,S degree from Brooklyn
College.. Being a college 'varsity "tennis player and active
tournament phOcr,' she has been instrumental in developing
the tennis instructional, intramural and intercollegiate pro-
grams at Bronx Community College.

A basic, problem which faces most inner city school and college
tennis instructors on- a beginning level is how to accommodate the
large numb& of participants when only limited facilities are avilable.

7 When 20-35 students must play on two or three courts, it is difficult
to maintain interest and expect real learning to take place. The key
to this problem is to keep the students and the instruction moving in
a steady progression which provides fun, quick analysis, reward and
all,,around safety.

People-To-People Drills .

-The following two drills are designated as people-to-people drills
and are performed after the forehand and backhand motions have
been taught. The drills can be set up on one or two courts using the
baseline and/or service box lines on both sides of the court thereby
allowing a maxinlum of 32 people to participate. (See Figures '1 and
2.) Note-: rackets are not used in the drill.

In the first drill one person acts ast the tennis ball and the other as
the racket,
1. Place students (without rackets) on court as shown in Figure 1,

with partners.
2. The person actirrg as the "Racket" times her backswing to the

person acting as the "Ball," who moves with her back toward the
"Racket." (See Figure 2.)

3. As the human "Ball" gets into contact position to the forehand
or backhand side of her partner the "Racket" follows through.
'pushing the human "Ball"- forward and gets back into the ready
position. This gives the player the idea of hitting through the ball
while shifting weight and keeping the wrists -firm because of the
weight being Rushed.
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Figure 1.

The .purpose of the second drill i3 to d6v131op strength in the
wrists and to encourage beginners to keep the Wrists firm during the
drives. It is set up like the first drill.

. I-. Have partners face each other with enough room to'execute a
forehand or backhand drive without the rackets.

.

2. Slowly, as they follow through, theif, hands meet (Light with.
right, left with left) palm to palm, weight on their lead foot,
knees bent and eyes watching the contact.Point. .

3. Both partners push against' each other's hands at waist; level for
the count of five, keeping the wrist straight, and. continue into a
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ready position. Partners .must be rilatched according to whether
theY.are right or Left handed. . 4

Paper Drill
A' paper drill May be perforrneA.....gn-t--me--tcr1V-ee courts, or

indoors it weather is `poor.}-Ser-'6Unding .fentes miiV be utilized to
1reduce interference' with other stujlents on the court. 4f

The I.Taper drill was originally devisedbecause of the poor control'
beginners have over the direction of regular tennis balls and the large-
number of players in each class. This drill\will provide the beginner
with eye-hand tcoordination and the idea of hitting a ntoving,object
(whach resembles a tennis ball).'

T

H

Figure 3:

1.. Crumble a coitple of sheets of paper into a ball (three halls per
player).

2. }lave each student work with a partner, one tosser with one
.

H.

T

H
T H

H T

hitter, (See Figure 3.) .

- Nate: Pape', doesn't travel far on a toss. The toSser must he in a '
posiiondireotly op,posite.the point of contact of thLYfloretiand'or _

backhaiiddriv'e.-and apitroximately tWo racket lengths away from '' the hitter. . .,-
. .. .

3. The player should, be in the pivoted poSitionswith the racket back
in the backswingready to move into the ball and back into a.
ready position.. . 4 r

4. The player executes -a fovhand4or backhand drive de .p..12ding
upon the toss` eche entire .class mziy perfsirm the .forehMli first,"
and then the backhand if the conditions are4go crowded.) ,
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Rif-One Rid-One
Following the teaching of the forehand and backhand drives and,Volleys a "hit-one-rid-one" drill may be introduced. Twleve playersmay use one court (Figure 4). On one side are, players (P) and theother: side setters (S).

Si

S2

1

'81

,,

_
<-

___,._.

Shpt - _

Figure 4.

P2

P2

P Players

S Setters

) Movement
of Players

Movement

t 1. Both setters (Si and S2) are near the baseline with setters thathave two tennis balls each:
2. One player (P1) is at net position and one rear the baseline (P2).3. S1, from the baseline hits a ball to P1 for a net volley. Aftervolleying P1 retreats behind P2 who is at.,,thp baseline, Si comesup to net and gives P2 either a forehand or' backhand drive. Siquickly retreats-behind S2, at the baseline who now becomes thesetter. P2 'has moved up- to the net for the volley: The setterwaiting at the baseline may retfieve the balls just hit.4, Continue the drill until each player gets 10 net volleys and 1.0ground strokes., Players then becomes setters and setters becomeplayers.

Circuit Drilling f
A circuit drill provides a designated number of stations on acourt. This particular drill provides for eight stations:Forehand andbackhand drives, forehand and backhand volleys,, the tossing andbody motion for serve and the flat service are included in thepractice experience, Fences surrounding the court are utilized withinthe circuit stations. Players move in a clockwise direction afterpracticing five minutes at each station.
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Station 1

Stations 2 &.3
Station 4
Station 5
Stations 6 &
Station 8

... ,
Forehand drive into fence, student tosses ball to .
herself . L.,--- '

Forehand 7vbfley across net within serving
0

erving boxes
Tossing and serving motion '
Serving MO the fence from behind baseline
Backhangtvo. lley over the net . 4 "

7,- Backhand into the fence with person toksing to
herself ....... .0.

1.

p ST1 ST2 ST3
P(

ST 8 ST 7 P*1"P ST 6

-Pt

r.

Figure.g.

p Payer

Sistit.,
-' Drectwnof

Ball (luting
al Siaton,

. These drills Xfave been used effectiyely in beginning tennis classes
in the inner city schools. Usually the class size ranges from 20 to 30
students. The average number of available courts is one to three per
school. These drills meet objectives of conservation of space,
progression of instructidh, movement of the students and safety.
Students are able to have immediate self, peer or instructor analysis
of their skills. These drills, ena'bn'-'"a beginner to experience early
success in performancb of strokes which require both correct
mechanics and kinestheticawareness. Even with the over-crowded
situations in many cities, these drills do work with little room to
spare.

.a
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Teaching the Tennis Serve First

KATHLEEN CO8DE§

Kathleen Cordes has been a competitor and member of tennis
clubs and has ,tanqht in city recreation programs and at
Rainer Tennis 'School. She received the B.S. degree .1rOni
Indiana Cniversity, Bloomington, Where she played, on the
tennis team for three ;ears. !ler M.A. degree was earned at Bull
State University, Muncie, Indiana. She coaches tennis at
Hanover College, Hanover, Indiana and is a member of the
Indiana Women's Intercollegiate Sports Organization ,Tennis
Advisory Board.

Ma ny- consider the termis'.serve to le.the most complicated stroke
in tthinis..An intermediate or advanced`playbr would indeed discoverthat it is most difficult tti maste6 efficiently. For the beginner,
however, it can actually be the easiest stroke to learn. It is similar to
throwing a baseball, and the only shot in which the ball has not been

'deliVered by an opponent. Only the-server is involved with tossing
the ball and contacting itin a relatively stabilized position.

Plesentmg a new activity. creates fresh interest and determination
among students. This is an ideal time to take advantage of their
eagerness and concentration. To start the class with more flare than

A ;bouncing the ball up and-down with the racket, allow students to get
into the. spirit of the class by rallying with one another:They are
familiar enough with 'tennis to do this, and no serious incorrect
habits an likely to he formed during one 45-minute class period.This- type of practice also provides the instructor with an oppor-
tunity to view individual abilities.

Devote the next several class meetings to service instruvtion,
allowing each crass to progress according to the ability of the
students. A. good ball toss arid correct form may he accomplished by
serving to a surrounding court fence.

Accuracy
Accuracy is:introduced by allowing the students to serve into.the

service 'courts. Right-handers should learn to:serve from the right
side to the right court, while left-handers will serve from the left sideto the left court. More immediate 'success will result from this
positioning because of a small natural curve caused by 'a slight slice
given- to the. ball from a tlat ,stroke with the forehand grip when
serving from this diagonal. This curve will aid in control as it will
give the ball a longer traveling path, bettering the probabilit of its
landing in the service court. Thus, the student will gain confidence
TEACHING THE TENNIS SERVE FIRST 41
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and practice before moving on to the opposite side, where',the
natural curve Is abseq, and the serve is more diffictilt.

Rhythm and Force
Emphasize. rhythm and force. Encourage students to aim toward

the service hne or even a little beyond. 1 t is much easier to shorten a
serve than it is to feng,then it, just as it is easier to add accuracy to
power 'on the ground strokes.' Some students may need to be
moved in from the bsseline it they lack the proper strength.or are
consistently lobbing the ball over the net,

,Scoring
Scoring, competkion and control can be additional objectives

during the, instructional phase of the service. Students enjoy
competitive aspOcts of tennis which ate initiated by the introduction,
of scoring. The server is allowed two serves. is in a regular gdme. If
one of ...the two serves lands in the correct service court, the score

becomes 15 t4 love. It a double fault is committed,, the score is
iove 15 and so on until a "gimp" is completed. Competition is based
upon service accuracy and tont,rol. Scoring, including deuce games,
is easily understood by students who are given an opportunity to
realistically uttli/e6that which they have learned before being plated
in .a game skuatioiliThis also provides ahccellent time to teach the

-return of serve.
ao

_Practice
Aft'er ttje mechanics have been learned, the serve .must be

prastiOed regularly so thsat it will become an effective weapon and
prime offensive tool. It is difficult for students to develop the
discipline to pr'actice the ;erne after he more active ground strokes
have. been taught. The beauty ot'teaehing the serve first is that
students can anti do become conditioned to practice the serve just
before and after class or anytime that is convenient for them, since it
can be practical without an opponent. It car die fun and challenging
to master.

Summary
Teaching the serve first will allow studentslime during the entire

length of the course to develop a powerful fee serve and a reliable
second serve: Sonic students can be given an opportunity to progress
further by practicing placement, and the most advanced can be
chanted naturally ter the left-bevel grip (approximates the backlhind

' Billie Jean King; and Kim Chapin. Tennis to Wm; (New Yo'rk: Pocket Books,
1974), pp. 48, 73.

.
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grip) for spin. listudents are introduced to the left-bevel grip beforeexperiencing the forehand service grip, they tend to becomediscouraged with their serve. The strength and control required forthis grip present a problem for many pupils. Their serves curve to theleft of the service court. A tendency to compensate results inincorrect form.
Serving has never been more important in tennis competition.than it is today. The current emphasis. is on the "Big Game,"consisting of a powerful serve followed by a volley. The serve isessential to this winning technique and must he practiced early inthe course, .50 that progress will be made toward development ofstrung slice serve.
Too often teaching the serve is saved until students are about toembark in games. By then they are too-eager to win to have patiencewith their serve. The fact that a grade often awaits a student at theend of a class tournament further forces her to sacrifice correct form-.and t echnique.
It takes time to develop a serve. In order for the game to he morefun, a .tennis player needs to he confident of her serve-rather thanfrustrated by it, A player with a good serve is a welcome member of

any tennis .group or club. In singles tournament play, it is the playerwho wins the games she serves who W 'neVer lose a match!

4 i3
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Considerations for Warm-up and Match Play
pATR1CIA ANN SHERMAN

Since 1958 Patricia Sherman has been active in tennis as a
competitor, teacher, and coach. tier experience includes
teaching in city recreation programs, private tennis camps,
high school priigrams, workshops and at the college level. She
was ranked second in the Northwestern Section of the USITA
for the 1967 and 1968 plaving seasons. She received her B.S.
degree from Winona State College, Winona, Minnesota, and her
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the' University of Iowa; Iowa
City. She is an assistant .Professor in the' physical education
department and the women's tennis coach at the University of
Wisconsin, River Falls.

The warm-up period prior to match play is generallynot more
than 5 to 15 minutes in length. This time period, however, is vety
important! Tennis is one of the unique sports in which oppdnents
warm up each other instead of waiting until the first few minutes of
actual game play to meet face to face. Each player has an excellent
opportunity to site up her opponent prior to the beginning of game
play as well as-the, opportunity to evaluate her own game. During,'
this time period, a player should be analyzing various aspects of her
opponent's game while developing her own mental set and concen-
tration in preparation for match play.

Each .,player shOuld he able to detect weaknesses in her
opponent's game, while practicing variations in her own stroking.
This can be accomplished by hitting variations in drives (deep, short,
fast, and slow) while mixing them with chops, slices, lobs and drop
Shots. The player sho'uld note the opponent's form, footwork, court
positiOning and return placements.

She should ask questions such ,as: -Does the opponent hesitate.
before hitting any of the shot variations? This is a strong indication
that the opponent does not prefer that type of shot. What does the
opponent do. with a mid-court shot? Does she move in and 'place it
deep to a corner and then come in for the volley, or does she move
up to hit The sholls,shot and then retreat to the baseline or remain at
mid-court? This simple maneuver will tell you a great deal about her
confidence in her .net playing ability. Does she return speed with
speed, or is there a timid return of a fast drive? Is there a set pattern
for the opponent's approach shot from a short drive? Does the
opponent .vary her passing shots? Does she run around any stroke?
What does the opponent do with a lob and to where and how does
she like to play it?

44
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Following is a check list of questions i'vhich concern the
techniques and attributes for which each player should be,looking
her opponent'S play prior to and of course throughout match plase:

General Attributes
1. Its khe opponent able to maintain good court position?
2.As the .opponent able to anticipate where the next shot is coming?3. Is the opponent able to handle various types of spin including

top, back and side?
4. Does the opponent lack confidence?
5. Is the opponent overweight or lazy?
6. Is the opponent exceptionally fast?

Basic Strokes
. Notice-should he.made of the opponent's form on all strokes.

2. Does the opponentt,run around any strokes?
3. Which strokes are weak;
4. Can the opponenthit an overhead effectively?
5. Does the opponent have a strong serve?
6. Can the opponent lob effectively'?
7. Does the opponent vollewell?

.

8. can the opponent effectively hit all types of shots?

Likes and Dislikes
I. Does the opponent like to, run?
2. Does the opponent hit well on the run?
3. Is the opponent able to handle low balls well'?"
4. Does the opponent handle'high halls well?
5. Does'the opponent like to hit soft balls?
6. Does the opponent like to hit hardballs?
7. Does the opponent like to play the net'?
8. Does the opponent like to l9b?

Placements
1. Is the opponent able to place drives near the baseline?
2. Where does the opponent usually hit her passing shots?
3. Where does the opponent place service returns?
4:- What does the opponent do with a high volley and a low volley?
5. Where does.the opponent place the serve?
6. Where does the opponent place overheadS?

Style of Game
I. Is the opponent weak at the net'?
2. Is the opponent a baseline player'?
3. Does the opponent play the net :contiquouslY?
CONSIDERATIONS FOR WARM-UP AND MATCH PLAY 45
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4. Is the opponent steady or erratic?
5. What speed is used by the opponent in rushing the net?
6. Does the opponent hit with great speed? .
7. With what height does the opponent's ball clear the net?

.

With this basic knowledge 'a player may take advantage of her
own strengths and her opponent's weaknesses by utilizing the
following suggestions:

1. If the opponent has poor form and footwork, she should be
forced to hit on the run. This can be accompliShed by forcing
her to return low shots which have.been hit to.the corners or by
hitting the ball very deep and directly at her forcing her to move
quickly in order to make a good return. Sharp angled crosscourt
shots are very effective against the player with poor form and
footwork, for besides causing her to hit on the run they also
tend to pull the opponent out of position for the next shot.

2. If the opponent runs around a weak stroke, she can be played in
one of two ways--(1) play her weakness until she has moved

`out of position in an attempt to cover her weakness and them hit
to her strength or (2) hit to her strength and then to her
weakness when the point is needed. It I7s More demoralizing if
you can break the opponent by playirig her strength.

3. A player who enjoys baseline play should be brought up to the
net. Then the following things should be tried to test the net
player's ability: (I) if the player seems unsure of the volley, the
ball can he hit very hard and directly at her; -(2) the player's
overhead _ability can be tested by hitting a lob to see how she
plays it; and (3) the, players ability to move into position and to
place speed on the volley can he tested by hitting soft angled
shots.

4 When playing against a player who continuously plays the net
position, the backcourt player should either lob over the net
player's head or advance to the net herself.-She must force her
opponent away from her strongest attacking position.

5. if a player is playing against a steady defensive type player who
seems to get everything hack, she must force her to err. Pressure
can he placed or. her by hitting deep into the court and to the
corners and by- taking the netposition as often as possible. This
Witt force the opponent to hit a good return and the net player
will be in an ,excellent position for a put -away, shot on any
Mistake the opponent does make. The opponent should also be
forced to run as much as possible, tiring her both physically and
psychologically.

6. if a player is having difficulty controlling her returns against
great power, she should simply attempt to keep the ball in play.
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This can he accomplished by hitting the ball deep into the
opponent's court and right hack to the position front which it
was hit. Seventy-live to 80 percent of all .points ein1 in error
rather titan winning placements. The ball should be kept in play
as long as posSible to give the Opponent a chance to err,

7. Each stroke which a player makes should be hit with the
specific intention to attack, to maneuver.or to defend. A player
should Force the opponent to play her game; she should not be
kneel to play the game the opponent enjoys. A slowly hit ball
whit.: I is_ intelligently played will he more effective in the long-run han one depending upon speed ilorte. A player should have
.a detinite intention and placement in mind for every shot, using
her intelligence to make wise use of all her potential weapons.

H. Change of pace is also a very important factor in match play:
This can be obtained by mixing chops, slices, lobs, drops and
drives,,within the same. rally. Long rallies can be broken by
mixing .combinations of strokes. Above all a player should use
her imagination; she should not stick to set patterns.

0. the basic cardinal rule of any type of competitive situation is
that a player should never change a winning game and she

-should always change a losing one. Very Often an inexperienced
player will have a commanding lead on her opponent and willthen decide to try a few different techniques which result in
allowing The' opponent a chance to get right back into the
match. A player must, continue to keep pressure . on her
opponent. Never change something which is working! Thereverse is also true. 1t a player is being beaten why not try a'
different approach, tor atter all, She has nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

10.. A player must also learn to play within tier ability on the day of
the match. She should not attempt shots which site does not
know and she should. avoid using shots which are not working
for her On a particular day. Instead of getting. down on herself-tor making mistakes on a particular shot she should capitalize
on the phases of her game which are working and minimize as
much as pbssible her weaknesses on that particular day.

11. Players should play to win, never simply to avoid losing. Fear of
loss has defeated many good players. A good tennis player never
considers herself defeated until the last point has been played.One. of the qualities which stands out in a great player is
courage, the spirit which helps to win close matches and to pull
out others which scent to. he lost. A player should respect the
opponent's 'ability, giving her credit for well-played points and
spectacular shots. A player should play to win., but without the
fear of defeat. As Paret states in his Psychology of AdVancea
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Play' , "believe you can win, and you will; fear thatyou'll lose,
. and you're lost."

12. .Concentration is vital to learning tennis and even more vital
during competitive play. Signs of lack of concentration may-be
failure to watch the ball at all times, not moving into position .

quickly, hitting on the run, and poor usage and placement of
strokes. Each player must train herself to concentrate and to
place added pressure on her opponent. Concentration means
giving, undivided attention to each and every ball which the
opponent Strokes and every ball which she is returning.
Concentration aids include: (1) playing each point as if it were
as important as the last point in a gameor a.match; (2) keeping
both eyes focused on the ball from the time the point begins
until the point Jias ended; (3) preparing immediately to return
the opponent's shot as the ball leaves the oppanenrsiacket and
(4) moving immediately into good ready position after:com-
pleting each shot.

13. The player with a calm determined nature who can control her
temper and her shots, is the player who will be able to go far in
the world of tennis. A player must have perfect concentration
throughout match play: Nothing can detract from a player's
concentration and efficiency more than an uncontrollable
temper, conceit, or playing to the gallery.
Each time _a player plays a match she should gain something.

She will definitely discover weaknesses of which she was not aware,
for her opponent will note thpse weaknesses and capitalize on them.
She will learn to play against many different styles of play and
further gain experience in how to handle each most effectively. She
will also gain added knowledge as to which types of shots to play in
certain game situations and how to pull out the most crucial points.
If each player reflects on some of the pointS which have been
mentioned in this article, each match which she plays can become
more fruitful, enjoyable and challenging.

' Jahial Parnily Paret, Psychology and Advanced Play of Lawn Tennis. (New
York: The American Lawn Tennis, Inc., 1927), p. 226.
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A Lesson in Strategy and Tactics

ROBERT L. GALLOWAY and
FRANCIS B. WAKEFIELD

Robert GalliAlay received his B.S. degree at the University
of California, Los Angeles, He is a certified tennis profes-
sional, a nationally ranked USLTA Senior, a ranked SCTASenior, a Gordon Cup team member and a Senioi. Wimble-
don competitor.

Francis Wakefield received her M.S. degree from the
University' of Southern California, Los Angeles. She is a
nationally ranked USLTA Senior, a ranked SCTA Senior, it
lectnrer-authtir and is presently head counselor at College
ul the Canyons, Valencia, California,

If there were a "fundamental law"' of playing winning tennis, itwould be "place the ball where your opponent is not."
The "fundamental law". applies equally to beginners, intermedi-

ates and advanced players; the only difference lies in the'execution
of skills. Hence, the beginner should have no plan except to make
the -rallies last as long as possible. The intermediate player starts fo
develop an elementary plan, force the play more, strive fOr greater
dep.th and placement while still relying on steadiness. The advanced.
player who has mastered all the skills 4,ready to use all the tactical
tricks that are known to the match player.

When play is ready to begin, you will find yourself in one 'of five
play,,,'ing situations: serving, returning serve, rallying from thebackcourt, going to net or lacing your opponent at the net,. Eachsituation requires -some kind of tactic that will break through the .: .defense of your opponent and allow you to make the winning shot.

. .. ....Serving -.
.

Whatever level player, you must observe these rules: .I. Strive for the highest percentage "in" with the maximum
speed this 'allows.

2. Op first serve use variety in placement. .
.3. Strive for consistency on setfond. serve plus 'accuracy and

depth, - ..

4. Seek out opponent's backhand in most instances.
5. Serve down -center-line frequently to avoid the angle return.More specifically, for the intermediate or advanced player,however: .
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1. Determine as soon as possible what weakness, if any, your
opponent has in returning the Various serves, Mix up the serves
to work on these weak areas.

2; Know yotir .own ability to vary the serve with speed,.spin and
placement', and avoid faults.

3. Notice the court surface and consider reaction changes.

Returning Serve .

The most important factor is to get the service into play.
Receiving position. Generally, you should stand on a spot that
bisects the two extreme servive possibilities.

Watdring the hall. Fix your eyes on the ball in the server's hand
as she prepares to toss. At the same time, observe the.direction of
the racket swing; notice the change in ball direction as it is hit.
Make an immediate move to the.appropriate position. ry

The beginner does not have to concern herself with. where to
return the serve as long as.,it is in. The intermediate player is more

'concerned, with where she returns the ball. For the advanced player,
however, where she returns the serve is one of the most important
shots she haS to make.'

Wh'ire To Return the Serve
Against a server consistently rushing net. All returns should be
low.

Against the server who does mit rush the net. The most effective
shot is the deep shot to the server's backhand that will force her

) move backwards atter she has served.

Rallying from Backcourt

The hginner player should have no interest in getting to net,. The
strategy a ways is to remain steady and wait for the error of her
opponent. he intermediate player is mildly interested in approach
ing net and . multi come to net if she has to, but may still be too
inexperienced 1c) adopt this as the percentage way to win points. The
advanced player,, htiwever, must work her Way to that position
because if she doLsn't, her opponent will.

Strategy of Backcourt play
1. Concentrate on consistency', accuracy and depth.
2. Exert great patience.
3:. Bit to weakness. \\
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,What To Do If Your Position Is Weak
1. th;2 crosscourt is the best,:detense since` most weak positions

occur when yoirare driven wide to pne side,
2. If strongly presSed to backeouit with opponent's volleys and

oVerheads, the lob may be the .mest effective shot to. stall off
.your opponent's "kill,"

3. In general, return the ball to a place that gives you the shortest
run hack to your waiting position:

How To Take the Offense
, 1. Keep the .ball .deep on the weak side until the opponent hits a°

,short ball, then approach down. the line deep or,, to her weak
stroke, .

21 lilt wide angled. shots to move the opponent'bilLof position,
then approach to her weak position or to her weak stroke:

3. Mix up -deep down- the -line' shots with short .angled,crosscourt
shots until out of position, then approach through her weak
position.

4.. Use deep slow balls to'Jthe middle of the court at everyopportunity.
5. When you see you have hit the proper deep shot to the weak

side, take one 'or two steps' forward in anticipation of a weak
return.

6. Play the .strong side sometimes to explo.it the .weak side, as for
instance, against one who likes to run around her backhand.

7. Consider the percentages' of the girl with the,. powerful-but
erratic forehand versus her weaker backhand thzit is very steady
and vice versa.

H. Don't hug. the baseline by refusing to move back on deep shots
and gambling on a half volley or Other weak return from the
baseline.

0. Cory.;ider the drop 'shot, but.only.when close cl:nough to the net-
to execute it witti,a high degree of success and when able to

cover,a drop return.
10. Anticipate unusual spins and slices used by the opponent and he

ready to hit them on the rise. "
11. Play the wind, using it to advantage.,
12. Loboften.
13. Use the so-dick of surprise.
14. Use the strategy of change of pace.

Going to.Net

Approach the net,' el(pecting a short shot. The purpose of this
move is to get the opponent into difficulty from which she cannot
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recover; however; .it ,is advantageous only to the player who knows'
why she went to net and what to do once there.

What li'the'Strategy? , ,

1: Go in onla strong stroke, not a weak one.
2. IX the opponent's short shot Happens also, to be ,very wide, you

may .have to avoid taking the net on this shot but instead hit a
crosscourt in order to recover your own. position.

3.' Po.. .not attempt to approach the net unless you are hitting the
approach Shot from a point inside the baseline.

4. If the short ball is to one side or another, approaCH down that
side in nearly every instance.

5: If the short ball is in the Middle of the court, yOu have the optiOn.
of approaching throtigh the opponent's weak position or to her
weak stroke.

. .

6. When the opportunity to apprbach occurs,_move up.and take the
ball as high on the bounce aspossible to hit down.

7. As the approach is made, move up-as fai;:asii.)ossible for the first
volley, but stop and be wady for the-nextghot. Then. continue to
proper net position.

Net Position
1. Be at the point bisecfing' the opponent's possible return.
2. If the opponent is successful in hitting a very tow shotqo your

feet, don't attempt -a- winner, but play a defensive .return and
await the next volley. .

.3. Be prepared for the lob.
4. Generally, keep the volleys deep until you get a clear shot down .

the lint, or chIsscourt that is put away.

Playing Against Opponent at Net

-There are only three" choices.of shots depending upon position, of
the. person .acnet and your own position. They ark (1) a low dipping

.

shot to her feet, (2) a winning passingshot and (3) a lob.

Strategy From Inside the Baseline
1. Hit a hard low down-the-line passing shot it' a side opening occurs.

This is the. best of all pi'reehtage shots. =3

2. .114 a .medium hard cross-cou,rt aiming for 'the short corner and
crossing the net al its lowest point, the center.

3. Hit a low dipping shot crosscourt or down the line thatmakds the .

net girl hit up.
4. Get the hall to the net girl's feet,. an'ticivate a weak return

immediately and move up to catch a rising ball that can be driven
downward as you also move up to the net.
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0,

. c, , , .c Strategy Frorn Back of Baseline ,,,,
I. Hit a hard passing shot "clo,Wn The lineLor crOsscatit if the pace ofthe play is fast and the net gifj is on the tnove.
2. If the net girl has Achieved A solid net positibnjob hi h and deep.

Stfategy,FromVery [16ep .2 - - 4 ' . . . .. ..
1. Hit extremely high lobs. 1 ,. - ., -,

TENNIS TIP

Measuring.the Tennis Ndt
The length of a 'tennis racket plus the width of a racket headequal the corret height of the netthree feet at the center of thenet. Check the eight of the net before playing. If.it'is too high ortoo low, the net may be adjusted by turning the handle of ~the reelon the net post . - .
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A Word about Tennis Elbow
PEGGY STANALAND

Peggy Stanaland received her Bachelor:c and Master's degrees
from Florida State. University, Tallahassee, and her doctoral
degrce from Indiana l'inversity, Bloomington, Currently, she is
a projesor of physical education ',at Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond. She is a teacher 01 tennis, an active
player and a termer tennis elbow Sufferer.

There are a number of nagging discomforts that frequently plague
the tennis player and subsequently the tennis coach or teacher,
Bruises. sprains, strains and softie form of tendonitis are among
these, Although the conditions of these discomforts are often
temporary and perhaps not'serious enough to warrant complete
c;estation of play, they do furnish enough anxiety to the player.to
aff&t his concentration, and that, in the final analysis, assuredly
may attest his pert ormance.

Description
Arming these nagging discomforts there is the much talked-about

tenTriv-Vlbow. Technically speaking, it is' an inflamed condition
usually' around the lateral epicondyle of the numerous. Practically
spell/Jig, it is a persistent pain the elbow that is aggravated by
almost every ktickhand stroke or an off-centered shot' and a lot of
other everyday tasks like opening a stubborn door or twisting a jar
cap. Tennis elbow may strike the skilled player who takes his game
seriously and plays several times a week Jo prove it.

From a technical point of view, the condition and resulting pain
may be' due to the tearing and pulling of fibers (ligaments and
tendons) attached to the lateral eincondyle of the humerus. Any
muscles having an extensor or supinator function are congregated
along this lateral' 'aspect of the elbow (anconeus, supinator and
extensor carpal radians longus) and subsequently their tendons
become -subject to the tearing and pulling. Repeated impact of ball
(in racket on a faulty backhand stroke puts the work responsibility
on these extensor muscles. :flats the fibers may become fraYed. This
is not unlike a frayed string on .a racket or a frayed rope. Repeated
impact orstte,s even away trom the area will cause more fraying and
tearing. Continual impact on these muscle fibers will lead to more
tearing and fraying and subsequently more pain, and the cycle is on.

From a practical point of view, the pain is likely caused by some
poor tennis habits that warrant attention from the skilled player, the
serious hacker and certainly the concerned. coach/teacher. Failure to
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keep the forward shoulder down, or to keep weight on the forward
foot or a tendency to hit the ball too latt.may all contribute to the
pain-producing situation.

Whether ogle chooses to describe and analyze the situation from a
technical standpoint or from a practical standpoint, the fact remainsthat the player is suffering with a malady in the tennis arm which
will make impossible that necessary total concentration. Following
are some suggestions for pain relief that may at least help the player
get through the summer or playing season.
Suggestions for Relief -

First, the condition was described as an inflamation. So one;step
toward alleviation would he reduction of inflamation. Aspirin, or
-doctor prescribed. anti-inflamatory medication, or ice could be easily
administered. All are capable of reducing inflamation.

Then it was stated that the pain was centered around the musclesat ached to the lateral epicondyle area. A work load on these
muscles has been made by continued force. This force is transmitted
finally to that painfully sore lateral epicondyle. A cushioned band.or,

'restrictor. on the .arm just below the elbow joint would give theancorrens and extensor carpi radiates longus and the supinator
something to bounce on thereby ab,sorbing somt of the shockdestined for the epicondyle. These restrictors may be purchased
commercially or they can be homemade. .A narrow piece of foam
rubber tlong enough to wrap around the *a.r,vi) glued to a strip of
beltbacknm with an inch or so of the self to king zippers on each
end will serve quite well as a testrictor.

It was further noted that the condition could be a ravated by
some had Habits in form and execution. A simple remedy (to betterform) may he to change rackets. The lighter racket with a
whip.action may cause the reasonably skilled player to develop some
pour positioning habits, particularly in picking up garbage halls and
making; desperation I those - almost- too -late) shots that could have
been fiTiaWithout desperation. A change to a heavier, less whippy
racket may torce a return to good form and fundamental posi-tioning.

On the other hand, if the heavy racket with less whip action is
causing the player to hit late, particularly on the backhand, then the
use of the lighter racket (metal, for example) with more whip.actionJmay prevent this player from develofiing poor position with weightcentered on the rear foot.

Thus, a change of racket could help relieve, the elbow malaise.
The coach/teacher Would do well to observe carefully any individual
player's tendency to hit late or shift erroneously to the rejir foot in
repeated execution of the backhand. There is no medical substitutefor proper execution.
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Some devotees of the tennis elbow cure-cult recommend strach-
mg exercises ( I, 2. 3). This makes sense. for if the tightness of
muscles elsewhere in the body (the legs, the shoulders or wherever)
is reflected in strained or distorted movements of the racket arm,
then relief of the tightness or tautness in these other areas by
stretching may help. Gentle, sustained stretching would' be an
tappropriate start. The next step would he to move progressively to
more vigorous and "exaggerated stretching" as suggested by Steiner
(3). The tennis elbovs. sufferer would feeT.that the obvious place to
start would he the ar n-elbow area, but the player would do well to
consider concerted stretching of the shotilder region as well as hip
and leg areas. Strete ling only the painful area would have little

.plasting effect, It', in f:ret, the tenni% elbow condition is aggravated by
tautness or tenseness in, other areas.

Finally, the best recommendation _for tennis elbow relief is (me
akin to the proverbial condition of "locking the barn door after the
horse is already out." That recommendation is improved technique
in stroking. There is no substitute in the form of 'aspirin, or iee, or
restrictors. or rehabilitative exercises for proper execution. The
player who executes an effective backhand (or any other stroke)
with good form, proper positioning and precise timing is far less
likely to develop a condition of tennis elbow or any of the other
naggingiiijuries that will eventually affect his play. .

Although the use of multiple remedies will he of little help in
isolating the one most effective for a specific player..their use will, at
least. buy- time fur the player in the peak of the sesort.. That is the
period when the player skilled and competent or unskilled but
faithful is least disposed to give up time in order to effect healing.

Conclusion
A complete analysis of cause and effect of tennis elbOw may lack

identity to the tennis experts, but its condition lacks no identity to
the sufferer. Time and inactivity may cause tennis elboWto go away.
But that is not enough for the player who wants to kelp playing. if
the suggestions for relief do, in fact, give 'relief, the player may then
finish the season in reasonably good health. It' the suggestions for
relief do not give relief, then the player may have to hang up his
racket foreawhile and await a mediCal diagnosis specific to hin and
to his very.own elbow. 'Tennis elbow's, indeed, a nagging discomfort
that will not necessarily go away it ignored:
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Coaching the Skilled Tennis Player in an
AVademic Environment

MARY JANE DONNALLEY

Mary Jane Dormancy is a nationally recognized tennis player,
teacher and coach 01 tennis Jr O both men and women. She is a
past nationally ranked player who has competed at Forest"
MTh and has received numerous tennis awards and honors. She
received her 11.J. degree from Rollins,College, Winter Park,
Florida, and her master's and doctorate degrees from the
University of rirginia, Charlottesville. She contributed "Ten-
Ins This " on pages 17, 25 and 53.

CoAching the.skilled player in a high school or college setting has
unique problems and challenges. A good tennis team coach is
concerned not only with developing a winning team but also with
developing a fine person who enjoys pia.y.ing tennis and participating
in competition. learning to compete and accept victory or defeat
with poise and equanimity' is a valuable part of the tennis team
experience.

Developing good sportsmanship, appropriate court manners and
an attractive personal appearance, as well as teaching winning tennis
tactics and court strategy in match play are all important responsi-
bilities of the tennis coach. The tennis team reflects the attitudes
and ability of the coach to impart these 'qualities.

Often yOung players are competing in match play for the wrong.
reasons. The tennis coach is challenged to build an esprit de corps on
her team: she 'must also know each player individually as a friend.
"The coach has a marvelous Opportunity to help her students achieve
academically. grow socially and emotionally and improve as tennis
players. Counseling skills and willingness to he honestly interested in
he p Each player become all that she can become are important.
Tennis earn members have academic and tennN goals, and the
skilled coach b interested in developing the whole student and a
winning team of players who understand and appreciate the game.

Flexibility of team' practice schedules to allow students to take
the. necessary academic courses for their major studies should be a
prime consideration.. This does not mean that team practice is not
important.. for it b. The tennis coach, however, must work
cooperatively' with the academic faculty so. That the tennis team
matches, trips and practice sessions are eXcellent experiences that
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contribute to the playr's total growth, Tennk team membershipand match play should not cause academic failure.
'The tennis coach 'Is not just a traveling baby sitter. She has theopportunity to counsel each player in her personal, .8oeial andacadenue problems while at the same time assisting each tei.vitmember in improving her tennis skills and competitive attitua.Sometimes the highly skilled tennis player is a spoiled prima donna

type who expects to be catered to because of her tennis ability: Thetenifis coach must help this player learn to beta cooperative teammember.
Only 1 of every IOU players on high school and college teams isambitious enough t,) become a great -tennis star, Only a smallpercentage of the tennis team members have the talent andmotivation to become touring tennis' professionals. When the tenniscoach does have a .player with this talent and ambition, it is thecoach's responsibility to help her achieve this goal without Stleri-`ei

(icing her academle commitments.
Selecting the tennis team must be done in an objective, fairmanner A series of round robin matches, where every player has anopportunity to compete against every other. player is one validmethod of arriving at the rank order of ability of each player. Thenumler oneam players will vary depending upon the school and the

league play schedule, Often a junior varsity team can be developed inaddition to the varsity team..This allows two levels of players to gain
competitive match experience. To assure competent officials for theteam matches, the coach can certify team mcnnbers as umpires andlinesmen. The junior varsity tetim can serve as umpires for the varsity
team matches and vice VtIsa.

An active challenge ladder for the competitive players is also ahelpful method of selecting each week the number one, number twoand numbei three places on the team.
Developing winning dbul'les team combinationS is another chal-lenge for the fermi: coach. Otten the number one player.may play'better doubles with. the numbei 3' or 4.player than with the number2 player. The tennis coach will soon discoVer which players willmake the best doubles teams by trying out various combinations and

arranguigintormal match play..
Serving as a tennis team coach a challenging opportunity. livenif she does not play ,is well as some of her top tedm players, thetennis coach can successfully organize and develop an outstandingtennis program:

Cl
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THINKING
.1f you think you are beaten, you are.
If you think you dart. not, you don't.
If you'd like to win, but think you can't
It's almost a cinch you won't.
If you think you'll lose, you are lost.
For out in the world we find
Success begins with a fellow's will
And it's all in your state of mind.
If you think you are outclassed, you are.
You have got to think high, to rise.
You've got to be sure of yourself,
Before you can ever win a prize.
Life's battles don't always go.
To the stronger or faster man.
But sooner or later, the man who wins,
Is the man who thinks he can.

Anonymous
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What is Team Tennis?

ELLIE PEDEN

Ellie Peden graduated from the University of Illinois with aB.S. degree in physical education. She is coach of the AnokaSenior High School tennis team, Anoka, Minnesota, St.Catherine's College team, St. Paul, Minnesota, and a teaching
professional at an indoor racket club. As a ranked tournament
tennis player in the Northwestern Lawn Tennis Association,she has' conducted several tennis clinics add workshops for
physical education teachers.

By now, many of us are probably familiar with the team-tennisconcept after one complete season of having viewed the professional
World Team Tennis. For those not acquainted with the format putforth by WTT, the team play opens with a women's singles match,
which consists of one six-game set. Should the set go to 6-6, the9-point tie breaker is played. Men's singles follow the openingmatch, followed by women's doubles, men's doubles and finallymixed doubles, All matches, are one set. Scoring is by games won by.each teain and is accumulative, In other words, if player "A"defeated player "B". 6-3, layer "A" would receive six points forher team, while player "B' would score three points for her team.Men's and women's points are totaled together and often the teammatch will be decided by the last match, that of mixed doubles. ThisOften makes for an exciting climax to All evening of teamcompetition.

Team tennis is an outstanding possibility for exhibition and couldhe used by both high school and college wants for that purpose, butbecause of the one-set limitation, it may be deemed unsatisfactory
fir regular competition, where the traditional method of Play for
interscholastic' matches is probably more acceptable. Team,tennisalso.limits the number of participants. Yet, the scoring method forthe team concept lends an interesting element to the game and doesmake for high spectator interest.

6 2
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Provide More Opportunity for Game Play.
DONNA GENOVA

Donna Genova received her BA, degree from Queens College,
Flushing, New York, and her MS degree from Indiana
Univerwy, Bloomington, She is -currently teaching at Bronx
Communal! College, Bronx, New York. She has heen.teaching
tennis on the collegiate level for. five years.

The past 10 years have witnessed. a tremendous interest in tennis.
by both spectators and participants. This increasing popUlarity has
presented problems for many physical education teachers, recreation
leaders and managers of public and private dennis courts in terms of
the number of available courts for the rapidly.inCreasing ri timbers of
partkipants. Urban areas are partiCularly affected since there are not
sufficient courts for the large number of people in these concen-
trated areas. Construction of new tennis courts to ease the- present
shortage will take a considerable period of time. In some instances,
more courts may never he built because of such factors as lack of.
finances and space.

What alternatives can we offer that might lessen the severity' of
thiprolilein? Perhaps, courts could be .made more readily available
if the time to complete a game, set or match were deCreased, This
would afford more people the opportunity to use the existing
courts. Within the past few years, the United States Tennis
Association has taken steps which have had an effect on the duration
of matches. The development of the five of nine points (sudden-
death)tie-breaker when a match reaches six games-all hajs forced the.
termination of sets which might have continued for considerably
longer periods. (2) This system is being utilized at the USTA
national and sectional competitions.

he Wimbleton 7 of 12 tie-breaker is a variation of the above
system, (2) It also comes into effect when the game score is six-all.
However, players may have to compete for a slightly longer period
than in the USIA tie.-breaker system before the winner of the set is
determined simve seven points rather than five points, must be won.

However, these innovations are concerned with the total number
of games per set. A minimum of 12 games must he Played before
either' of these scoring systems goes into effect. Therefore, these
systems may not aid, those tennis instructors who, because of lack of
class time to complete a set,are unable to give all the students in
their classes more opportunity to play a few games of tennis,

A possible solution which instructors could use would involve
limiting each student to the playing of three games. However, if two
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players are evenly matched in skill ability, a game often,. takes
considerable time to complete because of the many returns to deuce
point, Another alternative is that 01 setting a time limit per student.
llowever,.mstructors then face the problem of students being halted,:in the midst of a game which might be of crucial importance to theset.

If the solutions are unsatisfactory., the "No-Ad" scoringprocedure can he utilized. As the name implies the advantage point
has been eliminated from the scoring method. Now, in order to win
a game, a player needs to score only four points. When the score isthree points-all (deuce), the player who wins the next point; winsthe game. It is not necessary to 'have a two-point advantage. On the
seventh and deciding point of a game, the.recinver has The dption-
choo.ang to whi,di court the ball will be served. In the event that a-set reaches- sly games-all, the nine point sudden death tie-breaker canbe employed. (2) ^

Another innovation inherent in this system is that ,a simplified
scoring ter nunology can be employed. The numbers zero, one, twothree (game,point), Ganle, can be used rather than the Conventional,
andoten contusing, scoring terminology. Beginning players are abletoReep a more accurate ac count of the score of each game,

The No-Ad scoring system-can be implemented for all levels ofplay. Hementary teachers will tind this system.advautageous since
students can quickly grasp the scoring procedures,'Junior and seniorhigh school'te'achers. as well as college instructors, might utilize thisSystem in class situations or intramural contests:in order to givestudents more opportunities to participate in game Situations.

Coaches who use several sets of the No-Ad system during practice
situations wdl discover that their players aree.xposed to- the pressuresituations of "game Point" more trequently than in the conventional
scoring system, In anany instances. lack of sufficient daylight causescoaches to limit the number of matches which are played when in
'competition with other schools. Perhaps the adoption of the No-Adscoring procedure would enable more matches to he played.`,

Rey-Nation leaders may HMI thal less conditioned or handicapped
persons are able to play additional sets- of tennis, since games take alesser amourt of tune and hence less physical stamina to complete,
Tournament directors may find ft easier to run more extensive
tburnaments since the tune necessary to'complete a match will be
decreased. Therefore, Larger numbers of competitbrs can be accom-modated. The decreased amount of time necessary to complete amatch may also appeal to speclators.

Ideally, everyone interested in tennis would like to have adequate-facilities for all participants. However, until such situations becomefeasible, perhaps we should try to devise methods whereby more
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people are given an opportunity to play a game. The No-Ad scoring
procedure is an experimental system which may be utilized to meet
our present problem of increased court time for all participants.
Readers should consult the current Tennis .Yearbook for-official
"No-Ad" rules.
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What About l Net et Positioning in Doubles?
DORIS KOSTRINSly

Doris ,Kostrinsky received her &1.B. degree from the State.
University of New York-at Buffalo and her N.A. degree fromthe Ohio State University, Columbus. She is an ,assistant
professor of physical education at Ithaca College in -Ithaca,
New York where she has. taught both major and elective. tennis
classes of different skill abilities. She attended the Leighton-
Barta National Tennis School for Teachers in 1964, and hasParticipated in a number of tennis tournaments. While
attending thv ;SUAT at Buffalo. site represented the university
at the Eastern Intercollegiate.tennis Championships at ForestHills.

Those familiar with good doubles play know that it is a game offlexible positioning, requiring constant readjustment depending
upon the position of the ball. The object is to take command of theife t.

The concept of doubles positioning in regard to its flexibility can
he understood theoretically by the beginner, but can hardly he
demonstrated.prucwidlv. This is a result of the beginner's lack ofskill 'particularly in the technique of volleying. When the beginner is
preoccupied with the execution of the skills of the game, there is
hardly time to react to each situation.

Advanced Doubles Play
Partner of the Server. In adVaneed doubles 'play, the partner of

the server should assume a net position six to eight feat away from
the net and a few feet inside the alley line, This places the net player
in a strong offensive position, allowing. net coverage and also aretreat to the baseline to recover lobs. This usually forces thereceiver to return service crosscourt away from the net player.

Partner of the Receiver. The partner of the receiver should be at
the service tine, in the center of the service box. From this position
she must respond' to her partner's return of serve by either retreating
hack to the baseline or by moving up to the net in position similar to
that of the net player on the serving team. On an offensive return of
serve. one which is low and crosscourt. the partner of the receivershould move toward the not: On a return of serve which appears to
be defensive in nature, the partner will retreat back to the baseline.This syri4tem of starting positions has been referred to as the
Australian System of doubles- play., Ideally, in good doubles play.both players on a team will try to come to the net together when

a
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they are on the onensive, or play hack at the ICaserine when their
team Is put on 11-re defensive.

Beginning Doubles
As described above, this system requires that the partner of-the

receiver quickly analyre the situation after the return of serve and
decide whether to advance. to the net or retreat hack to the baseline.
The'. author has found, that trying to teach beginners this flekible
positioning usually has one Of two results- ( 1), the partner forgets'. to
advance or retreat from the position in the .milldre: of the eburt and
winds.up playing the point out from the weakest position on the
court.or (2) the partner ,ilways rushes towards the net 'regardlessof
the actual return of service, detcating the entire purpose of the
starting position.

Conclusion
There will .always he a few_beginners who will grasp the purpose

of this net position and he able to demonstrate it practically': but
. their number will be few, ther&ore, the recommendatiOn is that the

beginner ( the .partner of the server. or receiver) should assume only
orre net position; Tins position should be. theptne described earlier
for the partner of the server in advanced double splay.

In tins way, they beginner will not add to her already uneasy
fet.'lihg of playing the net by knowing she Must analyse strategically,
as well -as execiite correctly tier newly acquired volleying skill, Once
tier volleying -skill is fairly well established, then there is no reason
why this more tie \Able net .position cannot he introdueed, and
reinforced through doubles pi,*,

(3
n.
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Playing Percentage Tennis
BERME 3..G1JLOSTEIJI

Bernice ,Goldstein is a member of the United States
Professional Tennis Association. Site earned he:r B A. degreefrom C. .W. POsi College.and received her neister's.degree fromNew 'York University in .1972, She is currently ,teachingphysical education. at August Martin High School in Jamaica,New York.

.

Stroldhg
IPercentage tennis requires one to use the stroke that is mostlikely to he 'a .good and saf, shot. It means making the shot-that willremain in play by using rile, tennis court to yoUr advantage..Foi'.exa.mple.,. hit the crosscourt instead of a -down-the-line shot. A.down-thrtine shot must clear a net height of 3V2 feet. On the otherhand, the net height at the center is only 3 feet; so ..a crosscourtstroke is sent over the' net at, its lowest point..Playing crosscourtincreases the chances of a successful shot:

furth'er reduce the risk of error do nor afm for the lines.Instead aim for the "safe crosscourtzone." See Figure 1.

F

Figure 1. Singles court. Shaded area is three-foot safety zone. v..
PLAYING PERCENTAGE TENNIS
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Avoiding. unforced errors is the key to percentage tennis. Restrain
desires to hit the flashy winner, an all. or nothing affair. Don't give in
to the impulsive urge to hit a sharply angled short crosscourt Shot.
Go' with the odds. Reduce the angle of the shot to increase the
chances of making the shot.

Anticipate returns by quickly recovering from each, shot. Re-
covery does not mean returning to the center of the court. It means'
returning to the center of the area of the most likely return. (See
Figure 2).

NE T

FOREHAND

X

CROSSCOURT

e Figure 2. Shade indicates area of most likely return in
crosscourt exchange. X represents player's position after recovery.

Does percentage tennis force a player to rely solely on the
"crosscourt theory? The .answer is no. Down-the-line shots can be
used 'to rett',n short shots. Here too, resist the temptation to hit the
sensational shot. Remember that having moved in to retuin the short
ball, do not aim at the baseline: Do not try to blast the ball. Keep in
'mind the safety zone. This safety zone extends from three feet
beyond the service' line to three feet before the baseline. (See Figure
3.)

68 ,6* 9
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NF T

Figure 3. Shading represents high percentage.depth
shots in down-the-line situation.

Hitting the down-the-line shot in this manner allows the aggr ssorto penetrate the oppoSition's defenses and affords the opport nityto approach the net with the least possible' risk. .In following the line of the ball up to the net, the offensive layerwill then be in a position to volley the ball into the open tour . (SeeFigure 4.)

ti

tiA; KHAv

{j

;,..:4E HAND

DOWN THE LINE DOWN- THE --LINE

Figure 4. Dotted line indicates ball flight. Aggressor follows ball
prth and takes net position X at center of possible return
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While at the net, the percentage player positions herself in the center
of pos-able returns.

Serve and Return of Serve
Flow can percentage tennis he employed in the Vital serve area?

The server must be sure to place a high proportion of first serves in
the St:MLA: huh. It the cannonball serve cannot he consistently
placed in the box,. then that serve becomes inure a liability than an
asset, As soon as the server is reduced to a second serve, the receiver
cart become ottensive minded and move into position to hit her
strongest shoke. A second serve eliminates the advantage the server
once enjoyed.

It the server has a consistently strong forcing serve, how can the
receiver return this shot while hunting the risk? A high percentage
move is merely toblock the shot hack crosscourt. Early preparation,
a shortened backsvving and intense concentration on the ball
throughout the server's service motion will enhance the receiver's
return of serve.

[he :server may establish a pattern of charging the net, In this
case, the receiver must at tempt. to keep the return closer to the net.
The strategy is designed to force the server to hit a defensive shot.
The receiver is trying to blunt the server's aggressive pattern of play,

Percentage tennis is winning tennis capitalizing on skills and
abilities. It involves reducing unforced errors, improving- court
coverage and taking advantage of an opponents' miscues,

71
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What Grips To Teach the Beginner?
DORIS KOSTRINSKY

tnographu t sketch of the author appears on page 65.

I here has yet to he any agreement concerning the proper tennisgrips to teach the beginner. It is the author's intent to suggest thosegrips that will gave tire.. leginner, good immediate success, but evenmore important, lay the foundation for building more skillfullyexecuted strokes through constructive practice in the future.
Groundstrokes

[here is more agreement on the.grip.for groundstrokes in tennisthan for any other stroke, that is, the Pastern Forehand andBackhand. 'Fins grip enables the player to handle both low and highshots, ind therefore is well suited for play on all court surfaces. If
used, the Continental grip would he best suited for hitting low shotson a grass cowt because of its opened racket face at. impact but.would be ill- suited. for high shots on clay courts. The reverse wouldbe true for the Western grip.

Volley
When teaching the volley, the author advocates the Continentalgrip. SOnie instructors teach the volley using the Pastern forehandand backhand grips, ',N4 itching depending upon the shot. Those whoteach this grip may believe that the player will feel more confidentwith tins grip at the net, because of his familiarity with it from thegrOundstrokes, lie this as it may; no research has supported the viewthat students will learn more quickly by using the Eastern grips thanby using the Continental. Observations on the part of many of themore recent wr ,rs on tennis have noted that most of the top'players do use the Contmental.grip, which eliminates the switchingof ,grips for 'forehand and backhand. This is an important considera-tion in good tennis play when the net player may be bombarded byCast shots which allow little time for a gnpchange.

Service

The continental grip is this writer's choice for the serve. This gripprovides the server with the necessary wrist action which is soimportant tor, a successfully executed spin or speed serve. ThePastern torehand, which has been one of the more frequent choicesfor a service grip, is definitely a handicap in this respect. Manyinstructors start with this grip, but will later recommend that the.grip he changed more toward a backhand position as the playerbecomes inure proficient. The Continental, on tile other hand; will
WHAT GRIPS TO TEACH THE BEGINNER? 71
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enable the student to start right at the beginning with a grip which
will not handicap but allow the necessary wrist action needed for an
accomplished service,

Another obvious advantage is that a player who uses the
Continental grip for both service. and net play should be able to learn
more advanced techniques, such as rushing the net after service, with
less difficulty since there is no need to worry about changing grips
on the way to the net,

Overhead Smash.
The overhead smash should be taught with the same grip as that

used for serving, since the actual motion is almost identical to that
of the serve, Also it would seem that -the overhead should be easier
to master with the player already using the Continental grip at the
net position,

Conclusion ,

The Eastern grips should be taught for the groundstrokes, and the
Continental grip for the volley, serve and the overhead smash, The
beginner should learn techniques that will lay the foundation fot an
eventually skilled tennis game, In this way, the beginner will be
distinguished from the advanced player not by the techniques
employed but by the execution of these techniques,

7)
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Tennis Bibliography
Revised by PATRICIA SHERMAN
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RIVER FALLS, WI
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Tennis Visual Aids

Revised. by ALLYS SWANSON
St. Paul; MN

All American Productions, P. 0. Box 91, Greeley, CO 80632.
Beginning Tennis, 1964, 14 min, Producer: George B. Pearson,

University of Alabama.
Association- Sterling Films, Inc. 866 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.

Approtich to Tennis, 14 min. color/b&w, rental $7.50. Spanishand French also.
Great Moments in the History of Tennis, 1968,,40 min., b&w,free loan film..
Tennis, Everybody's Game, 1973, 28 min. color, free.
Tennis Everyone with' Butch Buchol:, 28 min.., 16mm., sound,

color, free loan film.
BFA Educational Media, Division of CBS, Inc., P.O. Box 1795,

Santa Monica; CA 90406.
Tennis Basic Tactics for Doubles, 13 min. 16mm., sound, color,sale $160, rent $10.
Tennis: Basic Tactics for Singles, 13 min. lornm, sound, color,

sale $160, rent $10.
BrentwoOd Productions, P.O. Box 49956, Los Angeles, CA 90049.

A Guide to Tennis, 22 min., 16min, sound, color, sale $250, rent$20.
Champions on Film, 745 State Circle; Ann Arbor ML 48104.

Women's Tennis, 16mm, reel, super 8mm reels, and Kodak
continuous- ,cartridges, technicolor, sale $19.95 per film,
$18.35 tor 3 or more. Seven films are available: forehand
strokes, one- handed backhand, two-handed backhand, serve,
volley and half-volley, lobs and smashes, footwork.

Coca-Cola Export Co., 515 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10022 orlocal dealer.
Tennis Everyone, 14 min, color, free.

Films Incorporated, 1144 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091.
The Groundstrokes with Billie Jean King, 15 min., 16mm, sound,

color or h&w, rent $1 2 -b &w, $17 color. -(May Tent from
Indiana University.)

The Serve witlz.Billic Jean King, 15 nun., 16mm, sound, color or
h &w, rent $12-b&W, $17 color. (May rent from Indiana
University.)

Volh,y, Lob and Overhead with Billie Jean King, 15 min., 16mm,
sound, color or h &w, rent $12-b&w,- $17 color, (May rent
from Indiana University.)
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Firth Films, liox 424, Carmel Valley, ('A 93924_
Elevnentary 'remit% Instructiov (for children 61 1 year), 15 min.;

Lolor,. $25.
earnolg and Coil-ecting Ground Strokes, 15 min., color, $25.

Learn/kg and Correcting th' Sant', 13 min., color, $25.
Mason Distributing C'o., P.O. Box 7146, Roanoke, VA 24019.

Women's Tenru$., super timin loops; techmcolor or Kodak
cartridge sale $22.95 cavil. Light loops available: forehand
stroke, forehand v dilations, backhand stroke, backhand. varia-
tions, volley, basic service, Hat serve Americana twist serve,overhead drive. Petty

Scholastic Co:411'110101c. Sery Neil Farber, 5011'. 44th S.t New
York, NY 10036.
Margaret Court' Instructional ilni, 1972, 2 units, S5 min. each,

colon, $25 both units.
Sports Investors,.Ini.:., 450 F, 53rd St., New York, NY 10022.

You're Come a Long Way, Bahr, 1474, 25 mM, color, $50.
Star Film CO., 7') Bobolink lane, Levittown, NY.

ficien Whits: Moody, "Laity .11u.v Poker ace," 15 Mitt., lbmtn,
sound; b&w, sale $60, rent Sh day, $121week.

Youth -1. emits Foundation of Southern California.
Tenons Class 0/win:anon, 5 nun., b&w.

VIDFOTAPF TENNIS F11.11ti * Maryland Center. for PublicBroadcasting, Dennis J. LaComb,-Program ('irculatton Manager,.Owings Mills, MD 21117.
Love Tennis, 30 -min_ color. U-Nlatie Video cassettes,'-':"

reel to reel open tape, $15 each. Series of 10 programs: 1)
yrehand. backhand, 3) serve, 4t return of serve, 5) volley,lob and smash singles strategy, 8) doubles strategy, 9)

iargon, scoring and answer,,,, 10) interviews,

Note,: For additional information consult the'
AAI1PL R Washington Lor filmstrip: Tennis Group Instruction,:511,50.
US7'.4 1,175. Tennis ram List. Send $1 to USIA Education and

Resealch Center, 71 University Place; Princeton, NJ 08540.
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TENNIS STUDY. QUESTIONS

1976-1978

Revised by the Tennis
Examinations and Ratings Committee

PART I

Directions: Indicate the umpire's decision in the following situa-
tions. There is only one best answer. A refers to the server and B
refers to the receiver. Assui le only those conditions which are
stated.

SP Server's,point
RP Receiver's point
F Fault
L Let
B('P Ball continues in play

l. At thelvginning.of the gaMe, the first ball served strikes the'net
strap and then Player B's arm.

2. Player B's partner is struck by the served ball,
3. In a doubles game, Player A returns the hall down the- sideline

so that it passes beneath the net cable but lands inside the
doubles sidelines.

4. The second serve bounces in the proper service court and strikes
Player B's shoulder. The hail lands inhounds on Player A's
court.

5. Players A and D are playing B and C. Player D.volleys the ball
and in following through across the net strikes B's.racket as a
return is attempted. The ball lands in Player R's court.

6. Player A steps on a ball lying behind the baseline as she
-attempts her second serve. She swings and misses the ball..

7. Players A and ll are competing against B and C. Player A is the
,first server for the team and assumes a position between the
singles and doubles sidelines and behind the baseline. The first
serve lands in the right service court.

8. On the first serve, Player A tosses the ball forward and steps
across the baseline to catch it.

9. Player A returns a ball with a volley. The racket slips out of her
hand and follows the hall-into B's court.

10. Player B stands in the alley to receive the.serv.e_. The served ball
'hods in the correct court.

- 11. M. Player A tosses a ball for the serve, a second ball slips from
her hand. The served ball lands in the correct court and is
returned by B. 4

,
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1\21. A lobbed ball, clearly traveling past the baseline, is caught byPlayer A, who calls "out."
.

1,3,. Player B returns the serve and the ball hits the net post before
bOuncing into A's court,

14,\ The"served ball strikes B on the foot before touching theg,round.
.

15. Player B volleys the ball from outside the sideline.

PAFer_fl

Directid is: Read the questions Carefully.. Select the one item whichbest answers the question.
16. The decision to utilize tie-break procedures during a tournament

rests with which individual(s)?
A. The players
B: 'The referee
C.- The umpire
D. The tournament committee.

17.- For whiCh of the following is the umpire'solely responsible?,
A. Males decision about when new halls are required
B. Postpones the match because of darkness br had weathrC. Reithives a linesman
D. Signs the scorecard at the end of the match

18. When may a doubles team alter its receiving order?
A. When the teams exchange ends of the court
B. At the beginning of the new game

. C. At the beginning 61 the set
D. At no tithe during the match

19. it is the responsibility of the umpire to do which: of thefollowing?
A. Allow the ,players a maximum of five minutes for warm-up.B. Call the name of each player at the beginning of each game.C, Call a fault when a serve falls into the net.D. Repeat all the calls of the linesmen.

20. Which of the following officials is ultimately responsible fordeciding whether \a ball lands out-of-bounds?.
A. Referee
B. .Umpire

'C;- Linesman
I). Any of the abdve

21. With.a game score 'of 30-love, the sever commits a fault whileserving to the left kervice court, then they error in the service
court is discovered. What is the umpire's decision?A. 30-love', the next serve will he delivered to the right servicecourt.

TENNIS STUDY QUESTIONS
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. B. 30-love, the next serve will be delivered to the ,,eft service
court.
30-15, the next point will be.delivt!re0 to theqight service
court. . . . .

I). 30-1'5, the next . point will he delivered to the left service
. court.. 4.

..

22. Whit:trot' the following i,s not true concerning, doubles play?
A. the serving order may he altered :it the befinning of a set..
B. The receiving order may be altered at the beginning of the

set, .

C. Partners shall receive service in the right-hand eourt
alternately for their team.

D. Tile first server for the team may also beThe receiver in the
lift-hand court-. . / II -

23. When does the umpire call ".not up'. , ,

A. When the wrong server at a doubles team prepareso.serve
B. When a player fads to reach the ball on the first bounce
C. When a player-fails to resume play quickly
D. ` All of the above .

24. Player A served first at the beginning of the set. The score is tied
at 6 -all, .A 5-out-of-9 tie-breaker psOcedure ,vil! he used -to
determine the winner of the set, Which of the following is true?
A. Player B will serve the first point in the tie-breaker..
B. Players exchange courts after each point.
C. If the game. goes to ') points, Player B will elect the .court.0

from which she 1,vishes to receive, ,

D. Players shall exchave courts at the completion of the
tie-break game-, s, . i''25. Player A repeatedly bounces a ball before .each Player B is

, clearly annoyed. What is the umpire's det:ision? e.
A. Direct Player A W serve withdut the. preliminary bounces.
B.- Declare that Player A has defaulted the match.
C. Consult the referee who will make the final dejision.,
D. Any of the above

26. Which of the following is true of the VASSS single point scoring
system? .::

..

. A. Players sere' four consecutive points before the serve
changes. . ..

B.. Players change, courts after every odd "hand."
C. Players change courts at the end of the set,
D. All of the above are true. .. '

27. Players A and I) are competing,against B and C. Player A is the
first se0-er for the team, With a set socre of 1-3 and a-game
score of 30-0, it is discoVered that D'is serving out of order.
What IS the correct decision?

. .
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A. Set score 1-3; Player ksgrTesfrom the right court. -B. ,Set score 1 -3, 30 -0; PlayerjA serves frOm the right court:,C. Set score 1 -3, 30 -0; Player B serves from the right court.D. Set score 1.-3,30-15; Player B serves from the'left court.,28. Which of the following. is true of official court measurements?.A. The net posts in doubles should be 3 feet outside the
uotiotes...tourt.

B. The net shall be 31/2 feet high throughout its length.C. The service line's shall lie parallel to and 18 feEt from thenet.
D. The center mark shall be drawn outside the court and atright 'angles. to the baseline.

29, The score is love-30. What does the umpirecall.when the serverreaches across the net to hit a volley? yA. "Error love-10."
B. "Fault -,love-40.".
C. "Foul stroke -love-40.".
D, "Stroke- 15 -40."

30, Which of the following is not a, foot fault?
A. The server shifts her foot across an imaginary extension of ss.the center mark before she hits the ball.
13. The server steps on the baseline immediately after she hitsthe ball..
C. The server,plakes a poor toss and must take serveral step§ tohit the ball, She stays behind the -correct half of thebaseline. ,

Ir The.ser:Ver.steps on the'baseline just as she hits,the ball.
1.*

,1'
INQUIRIES

Inquiries concerning these study questions or theoretical
examination questi6ns should be Directed

' ALICE WORKINGER.
.

2..12 Cooke Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneq,poli, MN 55455

TENNIS STUDY QUESTIONS
3.

1 '
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Techniques of Officiating Tennis*
Revised by the PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES

OF-OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

Note: Sections which have been reworded or clarified aredesignated by a check (I ). Changes in techniques have beenindicated by shading.

DUTIES OF THE REFEREE

In the case of each tournament, the tournament committeeelects the reteree.
T he reteree shall

1. Know and apply all the rules, being able to decide quickly andto take full responsibility Tor actions.
2. have the power to appoint a substitute and may not .umpireMatch unless a substitute referee has been appointed.
3. 114ve the power to appoint and remove umpires, net umpiresand linesmen, to assign courts and to start matches.
4. Decide any point of law which an umpire may he unable todecide, or winclli may be reterred to the referee on appeal fromthe decision t an umpire. Such a decision is final unlessreversed by the ,UST1 L xecutive Committee.5. Have the sole power to excuse a competitor from playing for adefinite ptriod.
tt. Default competitor who has not been excused and refuses toplay wtfen called upon to do so.
7. POstpvine the match because of darkness or conditions of thegrant

approval to postponement of a. match by the umpire or
d or weather.

order on mediate continuation of the match.9. Decide it an unfinished match is to he entirely replayed if thec.imtestants are so agreed. (Rule 2.`t
10, He present or arrange for a substitute during all play.,11. Sit beside the court alongside the umpire's chair during play ofthe finals and other important matches.
12. (live approval to the umpire's decision that new bails arenecessary.

*Combination di4ea of tournament Regulations" and "Instrue-bons for Tournament Ottici4s" reptinti:d by permission- from the Orpires'Manuat published by U.S. tennis Association, 51 E. 42nd St., New York, NYI01117. i
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DUTIES OF THE UMPIRE

The umpire shall .
1. Have an exact knowledge of the Playing Rules, Tournament

Regulations, and their proper enforcement and he responsible
for the proper cOnduct of the match.

2. Be on hand and ready when the match is called.
.3, Concentrate pn the match'and folloW it keenly.
4. Be sure the court is correct, measure the net at the center and at

the posts, and adjust the net during play if necessary.
5. Check that there is a full complement of chairs for linesmen

placed opposite the various lines and not facing. the 'sun (see
diagraM).
Note: Umpire's chair should he centered on the net about 5 feet

from it with the seat not less than 5 feet from ground (preferably 7
feet).

b. Arrange for toss for choice of court and service,
7. Score the match and record points on .a scorecard.
S, Call the score promptly and distinctly.
9. Direct, the players to change courts in accordance with Rule IC

and 30b ,allowing them no rest or delay during the ttebreaK
changeover.

10. Watch for and 'call any infraction of rules and stay with .a
decision when felt correct.

8L

St<

CSL--

St.<

SERI. SERL St.

> SL

131,--,Bose Linesman
SERLService Linesman

SLSide Linesman

*--CSt.

SL

NU
U

Diagram o' Officials

CSLCenter Service Linesman
UUmpire seated an elevated stand

NUNet Umpire seated by net past

11. Ensure that players serv. from the proper court.
12. Ensure that players receive from the proper court:
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13. Call service faults, lets, outs and foot faults only if there are nolinesmen or net umpire.
14. 'Call a let and replay the point in accordance with Rule 23.15. If appealed to by a player during a rally, say nothing.16. Decide all doubtful Or disputed strokes subject to decision ofthe linesmen, and a11 points of law subject to an appeal to thereferee.
17. Decide when new halls are required, subject to approval of -reteree,
18. Uphold the decisions of linesmen and net umpire.Order a point replayed when a linesman or net umpire'correctsdecision if the call has affected the play of either side.20. Decide, at times wbc.; a linesman or net umpire is unable torender a decision, or call a let and replay the point.
21. Announce the 10-minute intermission, noting time and name ofplayer 'next to serve, and notify players three minutes beforetime is up. See that play is promptly resumed with all officialsin place.
22. Suspend play due to circumstances not within the control of theplayers.
23. Postpone the match because of darkness or conditions ofground or weather,-subject to approval of the referee.24. Remove a linesman or net umpire for just cause, subject to finaldecision of the referee.
25. Do not let the gallery disturb the players. If it does, stop playand ask for cooperation of the spectators.26. Sign the scorecard and deliver it to the proper authorities at theend.of the match.

CALLING THE MATCH

General Suggestians
1. Have a scorecard, two soft pencils with erasers, and a copy ofthe current NA°611,'S Tennis-Badminton-Squash Guide.2. Write the names of the competitors on the scorecard and he sureof their correct pronunciation.3. Be able to project your voice so it can be heard easily by thegallery.

4. Allow the players warm-up time to be.specifie to the tourna-.ment being played."
5. After the warm-up, announce: "'1 his match is between Miss.Jones and Miss Smith; Miss Jones serving. Linesmen ready?Play."
n. Call the name of each player as the ball is served for the firtime.
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7. 'the umpire repeats .111 calls of linesmen ;Ind the net umpire.
H. When the service falls into the net on the first serve. do not call

t ')e conned mg link between the match and gallery; keep
your is on the ball in play and concentrate attention on the
corre of score and o'inkluet of the mat ii

ants A.Ifer a point fun'tdied, first mark the scorecard and_ then raise
your head and announce the score loudly and.thstinetly. Make
announcements sharp and clear with a brief pause after each
syllable. .

11. Hold the s.orecard with the thumb of your left hand touching
the line of the game being played,

12. Call the server's score tryst.
13. Call advantage by say mg. "Advantage. Miss Smith."
14. ('all games as follows: "Game. Miss Smith; games are tour to

two, Miss Jones leads. first set."
IS. Call set as follows: "(tame .:111d Seintld Set, Miss Sinn,

seVC1111,e , sets are one ,ill." .

lo. Atter the first set. announce the set score every three or four
games

17. In making announcements, the words to be emphasized are the
names and the score.
%t the harsh of match, an-!ourke: "Game set. and match
Miss Snutht score 3-h, 12-10. 6-3." Always give the winner's
score first.

orrect the score whenever you have .ailed it mcorreCtly. Call
"Coirection.The score is 15-.111:''

20 Wirt untrl the applause subsides before calling the score.
21. Call "not up" it .1 player .1,111-,,, to reach ball on first bounce. Call

this immediately to prevent contusitni rather than waiting to see
whether or not the ball is returned.

22. ('all "foul stroke" or "stroke" when a player loses the point by
playme improperly. such as touching the net with the body Or
with anything worn or carne or at the ball is volleyed before it
his passed the -net.

23. Call all lets it there is nota net umpire both on services and on
situations where the point is to be replayed, aci:ortling ro the
rules, In calling a service let. say: "Let, first service" or "let,
wk. ond service."

24. If there is not a full complement ot. linesmen; tall. faults -and
out, on lines you have agreed before the match to jadg,e,

The further sidelines and two baselines a're hardest for an
umpire to Ridge, so when possible. Incrstnen should bi!";issigned to
these line;. The service lines are the next most difficult to judge. If
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thine are no linesmen, players may agree to judge further sidelines. and ba-,elines 1n theirowiqcourt.

rar,,,s,44{1.+31).fs'i:i linesmen, call foot faults which may beiudi eel from
26. Never announce "thatch point" or "set point."

Players Channe Sides After
1st game, 3rd 1,irrie., etc.

Players'
initials

t3 luitlao Point; Set Nu. 1 A.B. C.D.

A 6
n a al Games .gi d ow li IN 1

T.
C. D.

A.B.

0 narnn in 1

1 .Ing
nnla
In

ill 11111 I
1101 111 0 III

1 2
n um . .

1 ows t is i i the first game the score ran andvvou d Itive been s'alled thus' 30-love, 30-1-5, 40-15, 40-30,gam. (A.R.).- In the,...cond game! "love-15, 15-all,-15-30,
4-30 deuce, advantage (C.D.), deuce" and so on, The :wore of theservt. r should he called tirst.

TECHNIQUE OF SCORING

1. Re.otTnaw.ot p;aver:, in the proper space on the scorecard.2. Alter th: order of service is determined, initial the spacesalternately on the scoreboard for the entire set. In case of a longdethe gai:1.0 in which there are not enough squares in which torecord the score, it is advisable tit go into the next page on theright or on the hack of the card,..but never-down the card, wherethe next games goes.
3. Put players' initial, at the top o the e treme right-hand column.4. Points are recorded by mead, of pencil marks in the spacesbeneath the- word Poink, putting the erver's points on the top

ne 'and, the receiVer's' on the secon line, as illustrated in the

DUTIES OF LINESMEN

A ltne`lnan is appointed by the referee and may be removedonly by the referee.
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The linesman shall
1 Be on hand and ready When the match is k:alled.
2. Not Wear white or light clothes.
3. Be seated facing the line designated to watch and be alert and

concentrate every instant the ball is in play.
4. Sit 'quietly during play, and not leave without the permission of

the umpire or until replaced by another linesman.
5. Try to get out of the player's way to avoid interfering with a

stroke.
6. Watch the line, not the -ball. Sense where the ball will bounce

and, it necessary, change position to see it.
7. Remember that "a ball falling on a line is regarded as falling in

the court bounded by thi.! line" (Rule 20).
8. Call decimms loudly, sharply and with conviction. If applause

will drown (At the call, accompany the call with a motion of an
arm in the direction that the ball lands out of the court.

9. ('all decisions as quickly as is consistent with accuracy.
10. Never call "out" until the gall has actually struck the ground or

fixtur'e outside the court.
11. ('all only "out" or never ".good."
12. Change a decision when it is realized an error has been made.

The umpire must he told immediately ancrthe umpire decides
whether the point shall he replayed.

13. ('all it .to the attention of the umpire it a score is at variance
with the linesman's decision.

14. Make,a decision as the ball is seen and stick to it. The players,
umpire and referee may never overrule the decision- of a
linesman on a question of fact.

15. lit hands over eyes if the player obstrittts the view of the ball
of line. The umpire makes the decision, asks another linesman
or orders the point replayed.

The center service linesman 0011-
1.. Judge whether the server is standing on the proper side of the

center service mark. If the server errs; call a foot fault.
2: ('all a tault it The serve hinds on the wrong side of center service

line..
The service linesman shall

1. Call a fault it the serve lands behind the service
The side linesman shall

1. Judge whet her the server is standing on the proper sidi of the
sideline. It t he server errs, call a toot fault.
Stan.1 tip when the service being watched is to the court.

3. Call a fault it the serve hinds Outside the single sideline.
"1- he base linesman as foot fault Judge shall

1. TIPuoughly understand the tout fault rule.
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<,2. ('all a foot fault only when positive the rule has been br,oken.The net umpire shall
1.. Sit. near the nerpost and call: (al- lets on service, -and (b) ballsthat gcS through the net, the call being "fault" or "through."2, Place lingers lightly On the net cord during the service to detectservice lets which may not be seen easily. .3. keep aduplicate score of the niatch.
4. ('all "not ups" when ry,quested by the. umpire.5. Note when balls.are to be changed and see that the halls arechanged at the proper time.

INTERPRETATIONS

Questions concerning officiating teclunques.in tennis shouldhe directed to:
ANN VALENTINE

*Brigham Young University
Provo, UT i4601

4
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How to Lay Out a Tennis Court*
. ..

.

Most avoirale results ale obtained it a tennis court, is laid out by a
civil .engineer or competent surveyor using proper surveying

i:
instgu-

ments. However, t such services are not readily available. ad4Nuate
accuracy an be obtained with the proper use of two good 50 foot
tape, d>, IIIllIC.IL:0 11,104..'

All courts. should he laid out for singles and dotibles play.
However, since the' same lines ex.ept for the side line extensions for
d8urdes play are required - for ea( h it is best to first lay out the
singles court, cstablishing the lines shown in the diagram on this
page. (Note that this s -etch show, only one halt of such a. court, the
other halt is exactlie same.) Courts should be laid out with the
long way north alisli so ith.. First establish the net or center line. This
is done by drivinri peg at Point A. then a second peg. 2,7 del from
A at point 13. (See sketch).. Then take the two fifty -toot tapes and
attach their respective ends to the pegs A and 13. On the first Which
will determine the side :me A.1,incaMre off 39 feet and on the
second, which \will determine the k11:1wrial 13-11, measure off 47 feet
5.1 inches. caillstaut in such dite,tions that at these distances they .

meet at point F. Delve a IV? at F. .1 hen establish point 1) in a similar
manner. (Note that the di,tance frorai.F to I) should be 27 feet the
Same as limn A to 1.3.r .

Check this tor accuiacy bcfoie (hiving .peg at D. Point F (21 feet
trout Ai :mat point (' i 21 tee 1 trout, 13) should then be established and

NET B pegs driven at . these
fpoints. This is the lower

or south) one half of
the court. .The upper
or north) one halt is

determined in a similar
manner. This completes
the boundaries for the.
singles .court. The

C doubles court boiinda-
ries are established by
prolonging the base
lines (from points F. &
I) on lower half and
similarly (or the tipper
half.) 4 feet 6 inches in

E .. , will direction and join-
*

.
11n, article, the Rule, of lawn Te ant, and Cases and Decisions '(page,
92 - 1.43). -at d the l'S IA l'ournament Regulation, (pages 114 - 138) are re-

. printed with the permi,sion'ot the L'S IA.
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ing the four new points to establish the side lines for the doubles
court. (Note that the doubles court is acttially O feet wider than the
singles court with side lines parallel to those on the singles court.)

See diagrain acCompanying Rule I for sketch of doubles court,
with location of .net posts indicated (3 feet outside doubles side line)
and other details given. For championship play, the space behind thebase line i.e. between the base line and fence (or wire netting)

should he not less than 21 feet and the space between the sidelines
and the ten:e not less than 12 feet.

An SO-page booklet, "Tennis Court Manual" on construction,
maintenance and equipment can he obtained for 55.00 from Ii. 0.. Zimman, In Publishers, I 5t, 13road St., Lynn, Mass. or the LISLTA,
51 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017. 0
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F

RULES OF LAWN TENNIS
and

CASES AND DECISIONS

EXPLANATORY NOTE
the appended ('ode of Rules, and Cases and Decisions is the

Oftitiial ('ode of the International Lawn Tennis Federation, of which
the United States Tennis Association is a member.

Itaheized EXPLA.VA PONS, EXAMPLES and COMMENTS have
been prepared by the UST.1 Umpires Committee to ainplib. and
jacihiate interpretation c1.1 the jimnal code.

THE SINGLES GAME
RULE 1

, Dimensions and Equipment
Tile ('ourt shall be arectangle, 78 feet long and 27 feet wide. It

shall he divided across the middle by a net, suspended from a cord or
c metal cable of a maximum diameter of one-third of an inch, the ends

of which shall he attached to, or pass over, the tops of two posts, 3,
feet h inches high,, the center of which shall he 3 feet outside the
('ourt on each side. The height of the net shall be 3 feet at the
center, where it shall be held down taut by a.strap nbt more than 2
_Macs wide. There shall he a hand covering the cord or metal cable
and the top of the net not less than 2 incites nor more than
inches in depth on each side..The lines hounding the ends and sides
of the Court shall respectively he called the Baselines and the
Side-lines. On each side of the net., at a distance of 21 feet from it
and parallel With it, shall be drawn the..Service-lines. The space on
each side of the net between the service-line and the side-lineS shall
be divided into two equal parts called the,,service-courts by the

. center'service -line, which most be 2 inches in width, drawn half-way
. between, and parallel with, the side-lines. Each base"-line shall be

bisected Tly an imaginary continuation of the center service-line to a
line 4 inches in length and 2 inches in width called .tm center mark
drawn inside the Court, at right angles to and in contact with such
base-lirws. All other lines shall not he less than I inch not more than
2 inches in width, except the base - line, which may he 4 inches in
width, and all measurements 'shall be made- to the outside of th'e
lines.
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Rule 1. Dimensions and Equipment

DIAGRAM AND DIMENSIONS OF TENNIS COURT

il I t L I et li

BACK COURT

02.

R1L,Kr
SERVICEA
COL:1W 7,

t
SERN;t.
COLA!'

FOR 6 COLPT

FORE% COLR T.

o LEFT
SFR% ICE

COURT

Iltt tr. -

RIGFTT
SF &'.1t.E
COL PT,

. - le. feet

11A$1 21.1

BA,L'F, COURT

L'"

>-
W v-Fti(Ati F , LEFT
..., SE k.1(1 SER,..ILE i'
.... l.t.,..kl. `COURTr "i Vi 14.`.,1 t C $1.12T

4...t4 1,. RE ;1 t,t, R T
11 It b ,

6i4 n
1

LEFT Lr.fir

"
Sink:le% Ccurt

SE In ' F F
COURT FT

ti t

11 1.1,11

1)oti;h1.$ C.
"Vote.- In the case of the International Lawn Tennis Champion-Ish p (Davis .Cup) or other Official Championships- of the Interna-.ti nal Federation, there shall he a space behindyach base-line of not..

-le s than 2 Lfeeeand at the sides of not less than 12 feet.

E.VPLANATIO4V OF RULE I .

The eenter of the posts in doubles should be 3 feet outside the' doubles court.
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Rule 3. BallSize, Weight and Bound

The net slpruld lf14%.? 'leer In the (dear. for a singles court, and
.42 rcet wide f r a ihnihks court. It should 'touch the ground
atonz its entire kriittir and come flush to thepoits at all points.

It 'is 'import:14g to hare a stick 3 (erg, O inches long, Keith a
notch List in at tip- marl, plr the purpose of measuring the
hengit >i th.' tic! at the posts and in the center. These'
IneaMrcflit't:ti, as the mamirements of the court itself,

diruLl bet;re starting to play an important

RULE 2

Permanent Fixtures
permanent ot the Court shall irklude not only the

/A, trap and hand, but also, where there
are any such, the ba,:k and site -roils, the stands, fixed or movable
seats and hair, around. the Court, at ,l, their :occupants, all Other
fixtures arounk' and above the ('out - and the Umpire, Net."-cord

l,;;t it Id .Wall Boys when in their
Ie I INe

RULE 3
c '

Ball Site, Weight and Bound
rt

I he ball -Ira!! have a nint,..Tra loiter *Intact and shall be white or
!,..11;,;.,. in corn. It tfr,re az; .111% se.Imolllry shall he stitchless:Jhe
ball N11111 than tyco and .1 halt t.1,,i'hes and less than two and
to,e-cliflith, in diameter, and mo,le than two ounces and less
than t;.;vo and ny-',;"..1.;%'11th in weight. The ball shall hal,t,
bound than in, hies .itid less- Oran 18 inches when dropped
100 in.h urn ,,n,rete base. the ball shalt have a forward,
defor mat i.;n ;,f ni; than .23; t ot an inch and less than .290 of an
in,h and a !,-tut ot more than .355 of an irkh and less
than -12; ;,t 1u i 1.t1 at Its lb. load, '1 he two deformation figures
shall be the ot three indoodual readingS along three axes of
tile bail and no individual rearing, shall differ by mo/e than

ot an in lest, tor hound, sue and
&tor mit '.;;t1 made in ',a:co.:A.11'1,e with the Iteratbrrions in the
.pperub hitter,

.Vote .1t 11: tine' of the 1.1.1.1, held 'on
, -Ht that rfa the time. being nonpressur-

i),td alts .i;Ld bails may not he used in thc"internatronal
basis Cup). Wriss, mutually agreed by the

two nallon, pat! .oky partkirlar event.
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Rule 6. Delivery of Se
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Rule 7. Foot Fault

feet at rest behind t i.e. tarther from the net,,than) the.base-line,and
within the imaginary continuations of the (enter-mark and side-line.
The" Server shall then project the ball by hand into the air in any
direction and before it hits the ground strike it with his racket, and
the delivery shall he deemed to have been completed at .the moment
of the impact of the racket and the ball. A player with the use of
only one arm may utilize his racket for .the projection.

Case 1. May the Server in a singles game take his stand behind
the portion of the base-line between the sidelines of the singles court
and the doubles court?

Decision. No.
Case 2. if a player, when serving, throws up two or more balls

instead of one, does he lose that service'?
Decision-. No. A lot should .he called, but if the umpire regardS the
action as deliberate he may take action under Rule 19, .

Case 3. May a playeroserve underhand'?
r Decision. Yes. There is no restriction regarding the kind of service

which May he used; that k, the player may use an underhand or
- overhand service at his discretion.

' RULE 7

Foot Fault
The Server shall throughout the delivery of the service:

la) Not change his position by walking or running.
b) Not touch, with. either foot; any area other than that

Nhind the base-line' within the imaginary extension. of the
center -mark and side-line.

Noti;.The following interpretation of Rule 7 was approved' by
. the International Federation on 9th July 958:

larThe Server shall not, by slight movements of the feet which .
do not materially affect the. location originally takenc.up,by him, be
deemed "to change his pOsition by walking or ruiVing."

(b) The word "foot" r;tearis the extremity A the leg below the
anklet

COMMENT: This rule covers the; most decisive stroke in the
game, and there is no justification for its not being obeyed
by . players and erifbr,,d by officials. No tournament
chairman hr the riglt to request or attempt to instruct
linesmen and/or umpires to disregard violations of it.
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Rule 9. Faults

RULE' 8

From Minate Courts
(a) In delivering the servie, the Server shall stand alternately

behind the right and left Courts, beginning from the right in
every gain.... it service from a wrong 'half of the Court
occurs aad is undetected. all play resulting from such wrong
s.rkiza or services shall stand, but the inaccuracy of the
station shall he corrected immediately it is discovered.

lb) The ball served shall pass over the net and hit_the grOund
. within the Service Court which is diagonally opposite, or

upon any line bounding such Court, before the Receiver
returns it.
r(IttlIENT: The Receiver is now allotted to volley a served
halt he must allow it to strike in his court first. (See
Rule Iota)).

.1.V.1 In matches played without umpire or
.bnesinen, it is customary for the Rixeiver to determine
tthether the service is good or a fault; indeed, each player
make's the culls tor ill halls hit to his side of the net. (In
doubles.the Receiver's parfner make,s the calls with respect-
to the .s.i.,rt.:ce

RULE 9
Faults

The Service is a tault:
at It the Server commit any breach of Rules 6, 7 or 8;
hi It he miss the ball in attempting to strike it;

(c) if the hall served touch 4 permanent fixture (other than the
net. strap or hand) before it hits the ground.

Case I . Atter throwing a ball up preparatory to serving, the Server
decides not to strike a: it and catches it instead. Is it a fault?

Decision. No.
Case .2. In serving in 'a singles game played on a dpubles court

with double and singles net posts, the hall hits a singles post and
then hits the ground within the lines of the correct service court. Is
this a tault,or a let?

Decision. In serving it is a fault; because the singles post, the
d'oubles post, and that portion of the net, strap or band between
them are permanent fixtures. (Rules 2 and 9, and note to Rule

/
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Rule '11. Receiver Must rie Ready.

I \Pt \!; lit )\ I he ,unuti...int point gOverning Case 2 is
that the part of the net and band outside'" the singles sticks is
not part of the net ever which this singles match is being
played. Titus such a serve is a fault under the provisions of

t, I above .. By the same token, this would he a fault
also it it were a singles game played with permanent posts in
the singles position. (See Case I under Rule 22 for difference
between service" and "good return" with respect to a ball's
Bitting, a net post.)

4/Hrthies. rr the Server's delicwr hits his
partner, the lerl'e Ls a fault not necessarily loss of point). See

RULE 10

Service Atter a Fault
Atter .1 fault lit- it tie the test fault) the Server shall serve again

from bch,nd the same halt of the Court from which he served that
tault, unless the service was from the wrong half, when, in
ae,..rdancei%ith Rule s. the Server shall he entitled to oneserviee
-Orth tioni behind the other halt. A fault may not he claimed after
the service has been delivered.

tOse I. p!ay er serves from a wrung court. Ile loses the point
and then Lla.ins was a fault because of his wrong station.

Moult stands as played and 1- he next service should
tr,.in the Lorrect siatf n according to the score.

Ca,e :..1 he point score being 15 all, the Server, by mistake:
serves trom tide left-hand court: Ile` wins. the point. He then serves
ag.im from the right-hand court. delivering a fault. The mistake in
statf,n is then discovered, Is he entitled to the previous point? From
xvIu.h ...bat should be next serve?

Dv,lsi.,n. The, previous point `stands.'"fhe next service should be
from the left-hand court, the score being 30.'15, and the Server
has served one fault.

RULE 11

Receiver Must Be Ready
The Server shall not serve until the Receiver-1s ready. If the latter

'attempt to return the service, he shall he deeMed ready. If, however,
th'e'Re..eiver signify that he is not ready; he may not claim a fault
because the ball does not hit the ground within the limits fixed for
the service. ,
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Rule 12. A Let

\pf 110V OP 1.1: 11

Str:t Y Pnli;t .011!i tke /,:cer cr iY ready for the second
scrt '.s.t 4: titC::ru.. acid :' the Receiver chums to he not ready
and d-,ts mal.e an trt,.rr return at service, the Server may not

po:nr, even tht-nt:h the service tt-as good.
RULE 12

A Let
In all 6.ases where a let has to be called under the rules, or to

provide for an interruption to. play it shall have the following*
interpret at:0ns .

tai ili respect. of a service, that one service
InlY ,hail he se p1aY ed.
Mien called under any other circumstance, the point shall
he replayed.

C,,ke A serVI:e altOrtlipted by shoe i.11.1S0 outside those
defined in Rule 13. Should the service only.. he re-played?

i),%'ision. No, the whole point must he replayed.
TIO.V The phrase "in respect of a service," in (a)

,it ans wi Itit because a served ball has t ruched the Witt before
in the proper court, OR because the Receiver was

l!ot rcalt ... Case 1 refers to a seond serve, and the
det..:oP means that if the interruption occurs' during
tie I. t cr; the. SC, 4.1n,1 service, the Server gets two serves.
I Vi . On a second. service a ,Linesman calls "fault"
and immt.thatelv ,,,rrects it (the Receiver Meanwhile having
:el the ball go by ) The Server is 'entitled to two serves, on
this ground: The corrected cal( means that the Server had .

put the ball vit1) play with a good service, and once the ball
err ft.'ay and a let vs called, the point must he replayed .

ht?-is ever, that if the serve were an unmistakable acc
that .is, the Umpire Wt./5' sure the'erroneous call had no part
in the Receiver's inability to play the ball the point
via'n'd he declared for the Server,

Cd,e 2. If a' ball in play becomes broken, should a let be.called?-
1k:ision. Yes.
NOIT The UST: Umpires Committee has authorized this

interpretaton. A hall shall he regarded as having become "broken"
it, in the opinion of the Umpire. it is found to have lost compression.

.-tsc) the point of .being untit for further play, or unfit for any reason,
an3 there k any likelihood that this deficiency had an effect on the
preceding point.
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Rule 15. Ball in Play Till Point Decided

RULL 13
The service is a let

The service is a let!
01 If the hall served toa.,..h the net, strap of band, and is

otherwise good, or, .ifter touching the net, strap or hand,
touch the Receiver or anything which he wears or carries
betoce hitting the ground.
If a service or a Bolt be delivered when the Receiver is not
ready (see Rule II).

COMMENT: .4 "let" called for the reason the Receiver had
indicated he is not ready, if called on second service, dties?iot
annul a Ault on first serve.

RULE 14
When Receiver Becomes Server

At-the end of the tirst game the R,eceiver shall become the Server,
and the Server Receiver; and so on alternately in all the.subsequent
games of a match If a player serve out of turn, the player who ought
to have served shall serve as soon as the mistake is discovered, but all
points scored hctore such discovery shall he reckoned. If a game
shall' have been completed before such discovery; the order of service
remains as altered. A fault served before such discovtery shall not be
reckOned

RULE 15
Ball in Play Till Point Decided C3

A ball is in play from the moment at which it is delivered in
service. Unless a tault or a let' he called, it remains in play until the
point is decided.

COMMEAT: point is not "decided" simply when, or
because, a good shot. has clearly passed a player, nor when an
apparently had .shot passes over a baseline or sideline. An
of,toing ball is still definitely "in play" until it actually strikes
the ground, backstop or other fixture. The same applies to a
gtiod ball, hounding after it has landed in the proper court. A
bah that becomes imbedded in the net is out of play. r

Case I. A ball is played into the net; the player on the other side,
thinking that the ball is coming over, strikes at it and the net.
Who loses'the point?

Decision. It the player totiched.tldinet. while the ball was still in
play, he loses the point..
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Rule 18. Player Loses Point

RMA% 16

Server Wins Point
1 he S'en, ,::is the point:

la i It the hall served. not being a let under Rule 13, touch the
. Receiver or any thing which he wears or carries, before it

his the ground.
asIt the receier other w lows the point as proided by Rule

17+.

RULE 17

Receiver Wins Point
I he Re ewer wins the p

a) It he Server serve t % on,ecut Ive taults:`
. It the Server otherwise lose the point as provided by Rule'

tt:2

Player Loses Point

RULE 18'

A pl,o,er t.es the point
tal Ile tail. before the ball in play has hit the ground twice

consectiliciv. to return it directly over the net (except as
provnt.rd Rule 22i a ) fir (c)) ;ur

tbi Ile ref,.rit the Ldli in play so that it hits ground, a
permanent fixture. u1 other object, outside any of the lines
winch hound opponent's Court (except as provided in
Rule. 221d) and (cit. or

(c) lie volley the hall and tail to make a good return even when
standing outside the Court, or

t di lie toua or strike the ball in play with its racket more
than one in making a stroke, or

tel lie or, his racket tin his hand or otherwise) or a hing,
whi,.11 he wears or carries touch the net, posts, cor
metal cable. strap or hand, or the ground 'within his'
opponent's ('Dort at any Lime while the ball is in play; or

t t Ile volley the ball before it has passed the net; or .
(g) The hail in play touch hint or anythir that he wears or

carries,- except his racket in his hand or %Inds: or
ht Ile-throws his racket at and hits the ball.'

"\;. EXPLA.VA TIO.V Relerrtmr to (d), a player may he deemed
to hire ''touched the hall more than once" If the hall rests
on los racket in such a war that the effeett tm?re that of a
"Iling" or '`throw" than a hit.
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Rule 18. Player Loses Point

h ' ;,;,- ,,;1 lir,- reglird/c-q.s or
.,I.i:cri::0. t); , ..i.,.... ,r ,,I,!+,./,' the hou i:,.1,; ,,,I his

. t.,.'er't s.he?: :;:o1,,.:" :,:,,';'H ;!,,,:.
Cd,,,e ; . In delivering a tirst :L.1-i,.:,_ Mitch falls itliside,the proper

co-ur.f., the S:brNer's racket slips out tit his.hand and Oies into the net
. 1Does he lose the paint'' .

IDecision. It hi racket touches the net %%tide the hall is in play.
the Serser loses the point. 1 Rule 118 let )

Case .2. In serving. the racket this tr.ni the tierNers'hand and
touches t,be net betore the ball laas touched the ground. Is this a
tault, Or .1,.%; thi:y.aver lase the p,,int" .

Decision. The Sena IIses the print because Ins racket touclies
the net while the hall is in'play. I Rule 18 (e).)

3. A and B are play :nil against C and D. A is serving to I). ('
touches the net before the ha II tot411,..N Alt: ground... fault is then
ailed he<ausie the s.ervke t. lls outside the service court. Do C and D

-lose the point '
Decision. rile is an erroneous one. C and I) have
already li)st. the .point het ore "fault" could he called, because ('
tOi.L.bed the net while the hall is itl play. t Rule 18 (el.)

0 ( AI v i pia el p qer the net into his opponent's court
spite the bill Is and not suffer penalty?

I,)se,; the point. (Rule 1's (cr.)
Case uts the hall la -t ()vol. tb4. net, and it returns to A's

side. B. 1.1p 11`1.;' `..1,:11 the halt, throws his racket .ind.hits the ball.
Both racket and 1,all Ian :ver the net on Vs court. A returns the ball
-ritside B's, court. Does B win rat lose the point?

B loses the point. i Rule Ih!e) and lh).1°
Case h. A player standing, outside the ser,ice court is struck by'

the service ball hot,..lre it has touched the ground. Does he -Win or lose
the poinr,,?

Decision. The player struck }cases the point,( Rule 18(g), except as
prosided under Rule 1.3 tat.)
Caw A player standing outside the court volleys the ball or

,atehes it -in his hand and claims the point because' the ball was
certainly going out of codrt.

Decision. In no Lircurnstan.e can he claim the point.
11 I It he. a tae) the hall he loses the'point under-Rule 18 (g).
2) It he volleys it and makes a had return heloses the point

under Rule 18 h 1. ,
01 It he volleys' it and mikes a good return, the rally

continus.
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.
_ Rule 1,9. Player Hinders Opponent-

"x11. IN-1 run In Case. 6 above, the exception referred to is
t f44-.2 served ball that,has touched the net en route into the
ketiver's court; in that circumstance it IA a let service-, not
loss of point, Such a let does not annul a previous (first
service) fault, therePre if it occurs on second service, the
SE'rver' has orie serve coining.
EXAMP./.4-.... Player has let racket go out of his hand clearly .

hcfOre racket hits hall, but the hall rebounds from his racket
into proper coartY this is not a good return; player loses point "

under Rule 18 ill 1.
COMMENT:. The strokes referred_to_in---fd-h-V-Rule 18 are
difficult to define Laid to-rutiriin. Some are obvious, others are
arguable.---.Vi)st experienced umpires give the player the benefit
of the doubt, but do call it a double-hit if there is even the
suggestion of a "second push" or, as noted in the explanatory
note for id), the return seems to he more ola sling than a hit.
ILVT does not regard a (Ably or double-hit as a point-losing
stroke unless the Chair Umpire deems it to have been
."deliberate.")

RULE 19
Player Hinders Opponent

If a player commit; any act either deliberate or involuntary
whia, in the opimon of tire Umpire, hinders his opponent in making
a stroke, the Umpire shall in'that first case award the point to the
opponent, and in the second case order the pOint to he replayed.

Calse I. is a player liable to a penalty if in making a stroke he _
touches his opponent?

Decision. -No; unless' the Umpire deem it necessary to take action
under Rule. I 9.
('ase, 2, When a ball bounds hack over the net, the player

concerned may reach over the riet in order to play the ball. What is
thie ruling if the player is hindered from doing this by his opponent?

DecisiNt. In accordance with Rule '19, the Umpire may either
.sward the point to the player.hindered, or order the point to be
replayed. (See also Rule 23.)
USTA- Interpretation: Upon appeal by. a competitor that an

opponent's action in discarding a "second ball" after a rally has
startcd constitutes a, distraction (hindrance), the Umpire, if he'deebis
the claim valid,- shall require the opponent to make some other, and
sarstaetory, *disposition of the ball that is not in plapon,a given
point.
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Rule 22.. Good Return

LE 20

Ball Falba on LineGood_
A hall falling on a line is regarded as falling in the Court bounde.

by that line.
C0.11.11ENT.- In matches playeelwithout umpire Or linesman, it
is customary fur each player ti, mike the calls ''n all halls hit

'to his side uP,thedet.
RULE 21

"

Ball Touching Permanent Fixture', .

,,
If the ball in play Much a QermanenL fixture (other than the net,

posts. cord or metal cable. strap or ban,ditfter it. has hit the ;round,
the player who struck it wins the point: it before it hits the ground
his opponent wins the point. 0`

.
Case I. A return hits the Umpire or his chair or stand. 'rim playa

claims that the hall was going into coat. ... '
Decision. He loses the point.

RULE 22 t, . ,

Good Return 0"
. ..

,,. It is a gourd return:
(a) If the ball touch the iet, posts, cord or metal-cable, strap or

ss hand. provided that it passes.over any of themand hits the
ground within the 'Court: or .

(h) It the ball, served or returned, hit the ground within the
proper Court and.rehound o'r he bloWn bat:k tiver .the net,
and player whose turn it is to stril-e reach over the nest Hai,
play the hall, provided that neither he nor anyparl of .his
clothes or racket touch-, the net, posts, cord or metal cable,
strap Or hand or the ground within his opponent's Court,
and that the stroke he otherwise good: or

( cl If the ball he returned, outside aft!" post, either -above or
below the level of the top,of the net, even thOugh it touch
the post, prOvided that it hits the ground within tluAroper
Court; or .. . .

.

td) It' a player's racket pass over the net. after he has returned,..
the ball: or

eel If a player succeeded in-returning the hall, served orin play,
which strikes a ball lying in the Court.

:Vote. lf, for the sake, of convenience, a doubles court be
equipped with single posts for.the purpose of singles game, thdn the

. .
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Rule 28.. I nteiferei:ice

doubles posts and those portions orthe net, cord of mejalycable.. rid
hand outside such sing,les posts shall be regarded -as. "Perq-snateet:-
fixtures other thav net, post, strap'or band," and therefore not,pbsts

. or parts of the net (3f that singles game.
A return that passes under the net cord between the singles an

adjacent' doubles post without touching either net cord, net or
doubles post and falls within the area ot play, is a good return. (Etil
in doubles this would he through" - loss of pOint.)

Case I. A half going out orcourt hits a rrbt post and falls wit
the lines of the 'opponent's Cqurt. k the stroke good?

De.tision. service, no, under Rule (c). If othel- than a service;
.

4 yes...inder Rule 22 (a).
e

'Case 2. Is it a good return if,a player 'returns the ball holding his
*raiikel an Both hail- ds"'.

'Decision. Yes. .
Case" 3. The .Service, or ball in play, strikes a ball. lying in the

court. Is the-point Won ,or-lost thereby?
Decision. No. Play must continue. Itlit is not clear'to the Umpire
That the right ball is returned a let should be called.. : (02

Case 4. May player we more than...pne racket at any time
during play?

DcNision..No. the whole implication of the rules is singular.
. Case 5. May a player request that a ball or balls lying in his

opponent's court he removed?
Decision. Yes. but nut while a ball is in play.

RULE 23
Interference

In case -a player is hindered in making a stroke by -anything not'
within his control except a. permanent fixture of the Cotirt, 'or
e-xcept as provided for in Rule 19, the point shall be replayed. -

Case ;1. A spectator gets into tide way of a player,who faits. to
return the ball. May the player then'jlaim a 1.0?-

DeCsion. Yes, if in .tho,Umpire's decision he was obstrticted by
irc :stances beyond.his control, but not if due to permanent

fixturesrt or the.arrangements of the groUnd.
CaSe 2. A player ig-in erred with as in Case I , and the Umpife

calls a lea The Server had prevu :1.y...served a fault. Lias he the right
toltwo services?

Decision. Yes: as the ball is in play, the-Pinni--,400 merely the
stroke, must he replayed as the rule .provides.
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Rule 24_ The 'Game
-

, .

Case i tav . pi.h.c.i latin a let under k(tife 23 because he
th. ought hisopronent \vas tithe, hottleted, and tonsequently did not ..-
c \ pect the hail_ to be returned' N : A ' ,

Decision.. No.- ..,
C4.s. 4. Is a stroke ot.,l wken a ball in play hits another ball in
a r e ' ' .. .. fr

...., De.ision. \ let 'hound 5,e called unless the Other hilt is in the air.
--Iv- the .i.t ot.tii le of the pia!, ers, in which case the limpire'will

decide undett- idle 1.4. .
, .

Case 5. It lu mpirc or other iudge erroneously calls "fault" or
"out and then corre4.... himselt.\kketh of the Calls shall prevail?

Decision. \ let intfst 4r,e e...illeti". unless. h. the .,pinion of the
s I mpire. neither player is hindered in his game, in which casthe

oirrected call shall prevail, s .

'Case t. It the first ball served a foul rebounds, interfering with
the Receiver at the rime of the st:cond 'service, may the Receiver
claim a let' #.,. -it. c .

Decision. Yes. But it'.he had in opportunity to remove the ball
trtn the court and negligent!y tailed tti'do so-. he maynot claim. a
let. ' s 's
t',1.:' Is Ott a .good stroke it tht. ball touches a stationary or

ri.,..0i:! ohie,t on i he Lonirt ..

lk..1,1?n. It Is a tio1 strokes unless the stationary object came
into .ourtt at ter i he ball was put into play. in which case.a "let"
must he ,:a1]..;.:., It, ? Ill' IA.111 in play strikes an object moving along
or 4-)ve the'' ..?.i.e btthe cola! a "let" must be called. .

t 'ase .s. What is the ruling it the first Service is a fault, the second
,Civic ,rreet. ant it becomes necessar, to call a let under the
rr,..,I.L.n. of Rtile 2. 'r it the Umpire is unabk to decide the point?

Decision. I lie :Ault shall he annulled and the whole .point
re pia v ed. . .

t 'f).111/E.N, i .C. t Ruic 1.2 and Explanation thereto,,
RULE 24

sthtF Game
_

It a p:avei Wins his first point, the score 15 ror that
player. on winnrrig lid point. the score is called 30 for that

in winning frirs 1141111E, t he. score is called 40. for that
play ere and the tourth point won by a player is scored game for that
player :\cept.-as

if btoh piayers haVe Won three points, the score is called deuce;
and- the next point the score is again called tkute: anal so on until a
buyer_ wins the tie \t point, he wins the g, e ; it the other player
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( Rule 29, Decisions of Umpire and Referee

win., the rte r,,Ent th,. .. ' Lined deuce: 'and so on until a
.player wins the two powt, tollowIng.the score at deuce,
when the game is ,,,,-ored,:or that . .

COM \ In nat,h,:s p:dycd without an umpire the Serrer
sh,u:d NOUnCt', I?: a l'cicc audible to his. opponent and
spectators, the Net Ncoretz: the beginning of each game, and.
and,bl,' lt a,: 1,, ht-s ,,prionent; pomt scores as the game goes

11:i:dcr,tandin,0 .14. :11; be at crtcd if this practice is

I"
RULC25

The Set
A 11.1..o.t.: r.ir players) wh.. lir,tbwins siX games wins d set: e;(cept

that he n,st sir1 by a pdarean ot two games over hi; opponent and
where ne..es.ary shad he extended until this margin he
aduet....d NO I I :see. tlehreaker.

RULE 26
When Players Change Frids

t,d'Ilv 1,1,1},n s sha:L :hinge ends at the . ot the first, third and
e.,...i. s!il),ei exit .1!'ettai.:),I. gain,: et each set, and at. Ore end of each
-,ef unix,. t 11,, t,,,;: ::,tiger .2 name, in such set he even, in. which
....r,e 'he .:,11'iae,.. . r:,'t. n.ada until the end of the-first-game of the
tie st ,et .

RULE 27
NfaxiintimeNIumber of Sets

1he in a matc.h shall he 5, or, where
ak.." part

RULE Di
Rules App1. to Both Sexes

,1 v,;rn n.!11,27..v.n..stat..:.1, ever). reterenec in tnese Rules to
th;.. tt.nilnine gender

RULE 29 .

Decisions of Umplie and Referee
In t(latche where a Chair Umpire is appointed; his decision shall
final, but where a Reteree is appointed, an appeal shall lie to him

from the de,isill-an ot 'an Umpire on a question of law, and in all such
cases th,', do,ision ot the Reteree shall he final, except that in Davis
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Rule 30.

Cup. Wightman ('up Bonne ,M1 (up matches the decision of a
linustipue can he chaimed to, the Raeree, or by the Chair Umpire
wIth'thet,,,-,nsent of the Referee.

the Referee, in his discrtAbion, may. aL anytime postpone a match
account of darkness or;, the condition of the ground or the

weather. In any case ot postpbnement the previous score and
previous ocsupanoy oftcotirts'sThall hold good, unless the Referee and
ttse Ill-ay t.1.1111,1111/11013i agree otherwiv...

. RULE 30..
Play shall he contimious drum' the first service till the match he

..oricluded. provided that after the third set or when women take
part. the second set. either player is entitled to a rest, which shall
not exceed .10 minutes, t,f in conntries situated between Latitude .15
degrees North and 1 atitude 15, degrees 'South, 45 minutes, and
provided Rather that when necessitated by circumstances not within
the wntro.1 of the players, the Umpire may suspend play for such a

aS he may consider necessary. If play he suspended and be
rn.,t resumed Until a later day the rest may he taken only after the
thud ;et for when women take part the second set) of play on such
latcl day completion ot an unfinished set being counted as one set.
I hear pr,,Jvisions shall he strictly' construed, and play shall never he
-suspended, delayed or interleired with for the purpose of enabling a
player to rec,Ner his.strengt.h.or his wind, or to.receive instruction or
advice. the Chair Umpire shall be the sole judge of such suspension,
delay or interference-, and atter giving due -Warning he may disqualify
the ot tender. 1

X.1,11PIE: In a bestoHire se's match, play is suspended
because 01 darkness at one set all and 2-all in the third. Next
dal plai .1s resumed, ang after Player ,A wins the third set
b)-8). he chums he is .entitled to an intermisshm. Ile is not.

.V.)te that Rule 30 specifie the rest period may come after the
thd-,1 set (41 play on that,day. Iri cases of:prolonged delay, with
rtlumption the same day, it is advisable to come to an
Jgrccnient about any politer rest periods before resuming play.N
Note: Use of tiebreakers does not chz,6e USIA regulations

regarding rest periods in most age-specified categories.:tn,
regular men's and women's divisions and in Men's' 21 and
Wpmeit -a-to u rnanic nt y-climirtate-rest_periods provide'
advance notice is given.)

ia-),A.n.y-rtat ion 1 at liberty to modify the first provision of. Rule
"3(1, or omit it from its regulations governing tournaments, matches,,

,:onmetitions held in,-its'owif'eoubtry; other than the Interna7
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Rule 30.

tional Lawn Tennis Champiomhips ( Davis ('up and Federation Cup).
h) When changing sides.a maximum of one minute shall elapse

fromthe cessation of the preyious game to the time players are ready
to begin the next game. (This provision became operative in 1968.),

EXPLA NA T1ON: In Men's and Boys' 18 events there is no rest
period in a best-oPthree sets match, but in a best-of-five sets
match a 10-minute rest may be taken (must, if (*her side
requests it) after the third. set. It may not be taken any 'time
before the third set or at any time after the fourth set has been
started. It must he taken after the third set or not at
all ... Likewise, in best-of-three matches where a rest period' is
allowed, it must be taken after the second set or not at all.

.111 boys' 18 matches shall. be the best of three sets WITH NO
REST PERIOD, except that in interscholastic, state, sectional acid
national championships the FINAL ROUND may be best-of-Jive. If
such final 'requires more than three sets to decide, a rest of 10
inutes after the third set is MANDATORY.

In severe temperature-humidity conditions a Referee may rule
that a 10-minute rest May he taken in a Boys' 18 best-of-three-set
match. flowerer to he valid, this trust be done befbre the match is
started, and. as a matter of the Referee's independent judgment, not
in response to a request of a competitor or his coach...

Matches in 'all cvents for Boys' 16, 14 and 12 and Girls 18, 16, 14,
and 'Shall he best of three sets; 10- minute rest before the third set
is MA NDA TOR Y in Girls' 12. 14 and 16, and in Boys' 12 and 14,
OPTIONAL. in Girls' 18 and Boys' 16. (Optional means at the option
of an competitor.)

In Men's 35 and all Seniors' age divisions, amid in Father & Son
matches, the rest period is optional.

Should a player, on account of physical unfitness or 'an
. unavoidable accident, not within his control, 'be unable to continue
play, he must he dcfaulted. .

If an Umpire decides that a player. is -deliberately stalling to gain
time or unfairly disconcert his opponent he should warn the player ...,

once. and if the practice continues the Umpire should defatilt him.
Case I A player's clothing, footwear, Or equipment becomes out

of adjustment in such a way that it is impossible or undesirable for
um to play mi. May play -bc. .,LINiit-ritteri--while- the maladjustment is
rectified?

Decision: If this Occurs in circumstances not within the control of
the player', 'of which circumstances the Umpire is the sole judge, a
suspension may he allowed.
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Rule .30.

Case 2r It, owing to an .1.1/4.1in, a play es is unable .to continue'
immediately, is there any limit to the time during which play may he
suspended?

Decision'. No allowance may be made for natural loss of physical
condition, Consider4tion may he given by the Umpire for
aL,idental loss of physical ability or condition.

Caln/E.VT. Case 'refers to an important distinction that
yliould he made between a temporary disability caused by an
accident durmg play, and disability wits+ by fatigue (cramps,
for example). Not even momentary "rest" other than the
normal bowel:v-0ff pauSe at changeover is allowed for
FeetFeeuycry from "natural loss of physical eimdition."

Case 3. luting a doubles game, may one of the partners leave the
court while the remaining partner keeps the ball in play?

Decision. Yes, so long-as the Umpire- is satisfied that play, is
continuous within the meaning of the rules, and' that there is no
conflict with Rules 33 and 34,

Calf,IIENT.- When a player competes in an event designated as
!car riayrrs o a bracket whose Jules as ro intermissions, and
i-ength of match are geared to a .ilifferent. physical status, the
piai-cr cannot ask for allowances based on his or her age, or
her sex. For e.vainple, a female competing in an intercollegiate
'nzetz'sr team match would not be entitled to claim a

. rest rzerio l so a best-ot-three-sets match unless that were the
eonlaion under ivInch the team competition was normally.
held. .

NOTb : When a match is resumed following an interruption
necessitated by weather conditions, it is allowable .for. the
players to-engage in -a "re-warm-up" period. It may be of
the same duration as the warm-up allowed at the start of
the match, may he done using the balls that were in play. at
!ke time of the interruption, and the time. for the next ball
i:lange shall not be atlected by this,
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Rule 33. Order of Service

THE DOUBLES GAME

RULE 31
11 Ruk's shall apply' to the Doubles Clone except as

RULE 32
Dimensionskif Court

I-or the D:,tibes Game. the Court shall he 30 feet in width, i.e.,
4' teet N.s ea":11 side than The Court for the Singles Game, and
thse rot ons of tilt: singles side-Jines which lie between the two

Shall he called the service-side-lines. In-.other respects, ,
the CO 4:1 he similar to that described in Rule 1, but the
portions- the angles salelines between the base-line and. service-
line on e.L.11;:s.he of the nor Ind!, he omitted it desired.

Case In doubles the Server claims the right to stand at the
,:orreer the court as marked by the doubles side line. Is the

,:orre,1 or is it necessary that the Server stand within the
iinwrs -t the ...enter :nark and the singles side line?

I It: Setver has the right to stand anywhere between the
the doubles side lines.

RULE 33
Order of Service

I he order ,erving hall h. decided at the beginning of each set

11. t`a';. b., 11 to serve in the fir ,t game of each set shall
dei.r.le vvh:Llr. :ler dO so and the opposing pair shall decide
sini.larhy 'The se_ind game. The partner of the player w,hci served
in the firs* ir.une seive. in the third. the partner of the player

ho ITI ,.:,:ond game shall serve in the fourth, and so on in -

the same oriler ail the.sub....equent ciarues-of a set.
C.1-2 1 .1(1 or.e player does not appear in time to play,

arid h., p..rrni.r t.,1 he allowed to play single-handed against
the Ma), he do so?

. )e N,,
N required -that the order of service,

bctw; partqo'c: carry )ver trout one set to the next: Each.
icaw t.',..dt-elde which parther shall-serve first for it,

each vet. This .cam optaon applies with respect to the order

RULES .OF LAWN TENNIS AND CASES AND DECISIONS
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Rule 36. Error in Order of Receiving

RULE 34
Order of Receiving

The k.q,ier of receiving the service shall be decided at the
beginning of each set as ft lcows:

The pair Who have to receive the service in the first game shall
decide which partner shall receive the first service, and that partner
shall continue to 'receive the first service in every odd game
throughout that set. The opposing pair shall likewise decide which
partner shall receive the first service in the second game and that
partner shall continue to receive the first service in every even ante
throughout that set. Partners shall receive the service 'alternately
throughout each game.

LULA .VATION OF RULE 34
The receiving formation of a doubles team may not be changed

during a set. only at the start of a new set. Partners must receive
throughOut' each'. set on the same sides of the court which they
originally select when the set begins. The first Server is not required
to receive in the right court; he may select either side,. but Must hold
this r the end of the set.

Case 1. Isoirallowahle in doubles for the Server's partner to stand
in a position that obstructs the view of the Receiver?

Decision. Yes The Server's partner may take any position on his
side of the. net in or out of the court that'he wishes.

RULE 35
Service Out of Turn

If a partner serve 'out of his turn, the partner who ought to have
served shah serve as soon as the mistake is discovered, but all points
scored, and any faults served before such discovery shall .be
reckoned If a'garne shall have been completed before such discovery
the order of service remains as altered.

RULE 36
Error in Order of Receiving

If dv.ringa game the order of receiving the service is changed by
the receivers it shall remain as altered until the end of the game in
which the mistake is discovered, but the partners shall resume their
original brder.of `receiving in the next game of that set in which they
Are receivers of the service.
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Rule 38. Ball Struck Alternately

RULE 37
Ball Touching Server's Partner Is Fault

The ....7%;,; ;'s d proisle.I for by Rule g. or it cite ball
served. t,:;.ish the Server's partnar or any thing he WCdfs or earries. but .

it the 1%111 seri.a.1 fous h t he partner of the Receiver or anything
,-r eArr.c, halm; a let tilhkr Rule I 3 id). before it

hi's ttur Lirurul. rlis. Server wins the point

, RULE 3S..
Ball Struck AlternatelsQ

Tha ,hall he .:+t tusk :l:ternately by one or other player of the
.p !Ir.. and it touehes,the ball in play with his

racket to ritra'ventisit ..4t this Rule. his opponents win-the point.
EXP/ .1 V I lit) P,Hv trecans that, in the course of making

r:tUrt:, MCMht7 of a doubles team may hit the
/v.". p .b..,!h ,.r thcm tut the ball, either stmultajwoullv or

:t a': gal return. The partners themselves
tt,r halt "Ztcrprit:" in making returns. Mere'clashing,, 11,t make a return illegal, if it is cleai-that only
ra,z.t,t h-,1 the ball.)

.Ch,,u11 Cu y ..zrne upon winch you find it difficult to give'a
rou are in doubt as to the proper ruling,
; detads. to ,Iohn Staler, T.1.

, 6 Briar (llli Rd., larchmont, N. Y..1115 S,
!tt:V:nstructt,m, zr%1 t,'splattaPons will he sent you.
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USTA Tournament. Regulations

Application. contained and
inter:aca tha: .1 I :Ali 1.111., lijll he oh,orYed throughout

d'.1. tournaments-held ,)tgarulations belong.
:!4!, cliectis r :711r,..s.:k to the C's I N. in any match conducted

..)tn. tl,.::riciptes and ;.!dt!:i,.hries set tort!' in the official
t S I A rd) :on The Code shall apply 11 he t'ode is available from
US I P.,..",:cata.vris. l'"J%ersity Picnceton, N.J. OS.540.)

Tournamc,nf COrnmittee. the ',errting t,ody ot a .1111), aoeia-
h n or orgafil!at,on ,:on.T.i...tincr, a tournament ,, di appoint at an
ap;,-,,pt:ate Netore the -statt ot the toiatnament a Tournament
C,,Innut tee teastf,,\ poi ars, in katni lift!' member is to be
I Clia.rinan I ich ho Ie teterted tournament

tor t. the 12.1,:ice arm a,..1klitional member of the
C. flits kll

.111 ad:Ilin. !!.ato,e ,1:tatis, of the tournament, inc'lud-
older gi..unds and obtaining any required

t- 1 \
:nt temt....e t SI '%-1/4.,111tiod chair umpires

..ch» shall he a .1-,entbssr the ,.imauttee: The Tournament
is'Arfmt.rttlio:ized to take over theTrerogatives of the

s

t: he i.".entN, the dates of play.
s.t in matches, and other pertinent

, hall t:a he Loyd, ty pe of surface or

1'. rt, 1'LLsrltlicss
e. F 'he Ret,7ces ,inpiete list "0: entrant-1: (including

tor all e%ents. and, in conninction with
the

rd; '.4.111.:11. a RelisfCC has
i. ,it:',..rarty Istp.i.it,1'd a its he rn on such an appeal
shaa11,.. tih

e. 1.1,111n:: lit das.. the convetion ot a tournament submit
'to the I , \ a f4.01:1'..ste .); all 1:11:1l1/4:114:s played (proper

are trim time CS TA or the Section/.
Ind:satin:I piacti;a11e. -sacth player's tun' name and

and wtthin days: af ter the completion file such
-, report, as are re.imied C Si A Standing Orders. Failure to

adtsnut bee rep 'r'- 'nay Ming about disclplinary-:ietion by
the IS t kecutive Coninifficm.

Referee. ftc Referee
. a . Se:1,e a. a member lime FOUrna111,1It

h. -.,1,te.i pretelahlo txvo Committee members but at least
.,tie !liaise-the drakv publicly at the time.and place specified 'by
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the Committee; preferably assisted by a Committee member,
make substitutions in the draw when apprgpriate.

xercise general supervision over all aspects of play, including,
but not limited to, the ciiduct and actions of players,
umpires, ball boy,.. groundskeepers and the administrative
crew. Tie is empowered to use his best judgment in all.-
situations not specitacalliy covered by the. rules.

d. Appoint a deputy to act in his stead whenever he will be away
from his normal post and out of touch withzit for any reason
whatsoever, including his participation in a match as a player
or as an umpire. Tither the Referee or his deputy must be
present at all tunes when.play is in progress..

c. Default a player for cause, which includes, but is not limited
to, tardiness, misconduct,. or failure to follow his instructions
or those of the ('hair Umpire.

f. Consider an appeal trout a player who has beim defaulted by
the ('hair UMpire. the decision of the Referee on such an
appeal shall he final.

g. Schedule matches. d,s4m courts (including Moving a match in
progress to another court ), postpone or suspend. play when
weather, light, surface conditions or other circumstances
justify so doing. tSuspension of a match because of darkness
should he done only at the end of an even number of games in
the set .1 .

h Appoint and replace or re-assign, when necessary,' chair
umpires. dine umpires and net umpires. The appointing of
these officials (but nut their replacement) may be delegated to
the Chief Cmpireof there is one. .

i. When he deeps it appropriate, before the start of a tourna-
ment, or before the start of any round, or More the start of
any match, order this Use of the Point Penalty System.

j. Decide any point of law that .a chair umpire is unable to decide.
Or which is referred to him as an appeal by a player.' When the
matter under consideration affects the scoring of the match,
the ('hair Umpire will immediately bring it to the Referee's
attention, suspending play during' the decision; in all other
cases of apipeal play should he continued while the matter is
being considered. 't he Referee's decision in such' eases shall be
t inal.

three days after the end of a tournament, report, either
orally-----or in 'writing, to the sectional or higher grievance
committee, Thary violations of Article 7, especially Paragraphs e,
f, or g, or any otfer-coraduct violations.

4. Chair Umpire. The chair
a. Conduct the match in accordanuesmith the Rules of Lawn

Tennis and these ToUrnanient
USTA TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS



b. In the abence of any of his line or net umpires, assume
himself all their duties except those. which he may delegate to

.-the players.
e. When the Retetee or Chief Umpire has not given specific

assignments to the various line urnaires assigned to his match,
'make these assignments himself in the way best to utilize their
services. (If he deems it advisable he may rearrange these
.assignments after the match has" begun.)

d. 'Only if he deems it advisable, in response to a request from a.
player or for other reasons, request the Referee to replace one
or more of his umpires. If a player requests that the Chair
Umpire himself he removed the Chair will relay the request to
the Referee. In any of these cases play Should -. continue
pending the Referee's decision.

e. Call the-points, games-and sets at the end of eachyrespectively,
and -.when he is asked to call them, and record them Oil his
scorecard.

f. See that the, players change ends in accordance. with the rules
(allowing them nodelay or rest during a tiehreak changeover),
see that they resume play promptly at the end of an
authorized rest period, and.see that play is continuous.

g. Sign the scoreboard at theend of the match and 'deliver it
without delay to the Chief Umpire or the Referee, (Should the
Chair Umpire fail to do so, such an omission will not invalidate
the Match)

h. When one of his umpires is unable to make a call, make the
call himself if he can, availing himself of his own opinion, of
the opinion of another official (including the Referee's) in a
position to see the shot, or of an agreement between the
players. While a replay is-to he avoided if at all plissible,the will
order a point replayed if a xalid call cannot be made.

is When in his - opinion playing conditions justify suspension of
the match, advise the Referee and, when practicable, obtain
his approval before suspending play. (See 3g.)...-

j. Make the.final decision on,every question of fact in the match
other' than those within. the authority of the Net Umpire or
the Line Umpires.
Decide all points of law, subject to an appeal by a player, on

.such-a point, to the Referee. (See 3j.)
1. Permit no coaching in junior matches except'as provided in.

Article 9.
Default a player_for cause which includes, but is not limited
to, tardiness, misconduct, or failure by the player to comply
with instructions.

5 Net Umpire. The Net Umpire, in the .absence of other arrange-
mens with the Chair Umpire, will:
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a. By signal or by a call of "net," make sure the Chair Uinpire
knows any time d served ball touches the net in passing.

h all violations during play in which: (1). a -ball in play
touches a [layer, (2) a player touches the net; (3) a player
invadeS. his opponent's Court; (4) a player strikes his oppo-
nent's return. before it has passed the net; (5), a not-up
(double-bounce) occurs; (6) a carry, double-hit or other illegal
stroke is made. The Net Umpire's decision on any of these
violations is final. fie may be overruled only in the same
circumstances under which a line umpire maY be overruled.
(See 6 -a.) 0

c.. See that balls arochanged at 'he proper times, and check each
new ball fOr suitability..

d. Adjust, the net to the proper height before play begins, on
changeover' ganies at the start of each succeeding set, and at
such other time as the, Chair Umpire may desire.

-e. Keep an alterrpe scorecard as a 'check for the Chair Umpire.
6. Line Umpire. A Line Umpire will:

a. Call all shots relating to the lines to which he is assigned,; his
decisions shall be final. (A line, umpire may not be overruled
on a question of fact except in Davis Cup, Wightman Cup and
Bonne Bell Cup competition see Rule . 29; he may be
overruled when a decision is based on an. incorrect interpreta-
tion of a rule.)

b. Promptly indicate to the Chair Umpire by an unsighted signal
when he is unable to make a call within .his area of
responsibility .

c. On the Chair Umpire's request, provide an opinion, when he-
. has .a firm one, on a shot that is outside his area of

responsibility.
d. When assigned to -a baseline, a sideline, or a center line,, call

- foot faults. that pertain to his. line.
7. Player. A player may:

a. If otherwise eligible, enter a regular men's or women's
tournament without restriction as to age.
If otherwise eligible, enter a tournament in any of the

age categories (Men's 35: Seniors 50, 55, etc.) if the
player will have reached such minimum age by October 31 of
the twelve-monihs period ending Octbber 31 during which the
tournament starts.,

c.- If otherwise eligible, enter a tournament in any of the
maximum -age categories,(12-, 14-, 16, 18- and 21-and-under)

cif the player' is an amateur who has not, reached such
maximum age prior to October 1 of the twelve-month. period
beginning October 1 during which the tournament starts.
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d. It Otherwise eligible, enter a parent-child tournament without
restrittiou as to. age. provided that. the parent and.child :are
blood reltives or that the child h'as been legally adopted by

the parent.
NB lire ranking year lor all divisions except seniors and
women is October 1 through September .N; for senior men,
senior women anti women the ranking year is November I
through October 31. The eligibility year for any division
t:oincide.s..vviih the ranking year for that division.

z. Not enter a t.)urnament he knows he will be unable to finish,
transfero hr; entry in ;tournament to another player.-

I.r Not enter more than one tournament scheduled for any -part
of the same period unIC'ss each tournam.ent committee
involved- itndeNtand the -situation' and concurs with such
arrangements as are made:.

g. Atter the draw has been. made, not withdraw from the
tournament except for illne, s. persoyal emergency or other
bona tide- rea;on. , .

Not wear other than tlat-soled shoes without heUls'at any time,
except when playing on grass arid the ,Referce has authorized
the use of spikes (maximum length:Threeeights of an inch.).

1 Not depart from the grounds until he has obtained from th
Referee either the time of his next match or a clearance to

authorized` -by the Referee,
whednies pay carrietin newspapers or other media are not.
official and a player utilizes them at his own risk.

f. Be delaulftJ for cause. which-includes: but is not limited to,
tardiness, (induct, or failure to comply with the Referee's
or the Chairerppire's instructions.

X, Betting: Neither the- Referee, nor the Chief UMpire, nor any
Umpire, nor, any member of the ToutnaMent Committee shall bet

on any match in the tournament. If an infraction of this rule occurs,
the Tournament Committee shall immediately remove the offender
from any further'connection_ with the tournament.

Coaching. During adult matches coaching is permissible provided
it does not bring about a violation of Rule 30 or of the canons of

sportsmanship. During individual competition in junior matches no
coaching of any kind is permitted except during an authorized
intermission . t the one-minute odd-game changeover is not an

authorized intermission). The same rules apply to junior team
cofipatitions unleSs they have been modified in. advance by an
agreement between the teams. Violation of this regulation renders
the player and his adviser liable to disciplinary action, which may
include disqualification of.the _player.
10. Seeding. While there is no requirement that every tournament

have wettings, most tourna-ments of the-elimination type as
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4.
distinguished. from round-robin competitibns do use seedings, as a
means.of inuring that players of recognized outstanding ability are
kept fromhaving to contront each other in the early rounds.

a., 1 he ournamerir( ommittee h empowered to seed players at a
maximum ratio ot- one .ed for every four players or major
fraction thereof (i.e.. kyr) or three players more than an even
multiple of four does rustify an additionaLseed, one player
more doe; not.). The most preferred pattern is to seed one for
each eight cOmpetitors. The draw he should list the seeded
players. preferably in numbered order. s ,

h, In determining ,seedings. the Committee should, bear in mind,
t-hat seedings merely re,preSent 4is subjective ratings .of the
,arious pla:yers! chances' 111 winning the tournament. These
ratings Cannot be based on Whin', caprice, or "hunches"; but
instead 'must be justified by a reasonable amount of faLtual
evidence.. The Committee - should consider all available ,evi
derh.-e, includinit. kit not limited to, rankings, current records,
ty pe sutface, and particularly head-to-head encounters.

c. Illustrative of some common errors in seeding roar. "1-le7s
ranked =I so -he must be seeded x 1 ;"o "Ile won the
tournament last year so he must he seeded '#1 this .yeai,"
"Since this is hi; first year as a senior and he has no record in
,senior ha can't be ,seeded or he can be seeded no higher
Alan tire." Consideration of the factual data mentioned in the 46
,preceding paragraph' -will obviously eliminate these errors.
Also, two outstanding doublr..; players- playing tbgether for the

time ,1-1,u1d definitely be considered for a place on the
seeded list.

J. An even in,re common error, for example, is where the
Committee, in a I o-draw event icrefls four and "places" four.
Legally, there i; no such thing as "placing." In the example
cited, use +;t. the term is an attempt to. hide the fact that in
reality eight players have been seeded instead 6f;the permissi-
ble Anacirrium "of four. The rule 'of "one in four" was
established to provide some matches between strong players. in:
the round. to increase the variety of a player's opponents,'
,ind to g,:q a,.ay from the "strong-weak-strong-weak" pattern o
in the Iraw,.thereby giving players who are usually first-round
feign an r)c.asion.il opportunity' to meet each other and
adVarke to the .sthxanil or third round. No limper how sure the
Cominit roc Is O it, own omniscience, this is a rule that should
not be yrolated. o

I 1. Where The Seeds Go,
a. Every seeded position is determined by lot. When there are

riiSt two seeds, they are drawn for the top line and bottom
line. The same principle is followed for the remainder of
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' the seeds. with each seeded player in the top half of the
draw being placed on the top line of his segment, and each.
weded 'player in the lower half being plticed on the bottom
line of his ?,,egrnent7 See sample drawsheet that follows.
The ptin;:iple oedra wing to place the seeds will be followed
even though it may' result in one half 'of the draw having
more seeds than the .other hall:.For example, in a 32-drari
with six seeds the-luck of the draw might properly result in
one half having four seeds and the other having two.
Specifically:

I. For a 16-draw with two seeds:..Seeds 1 and 2 are.
drawn for Lines 1 and .16. If .there are to be Seeds 3,and 4,
they are drawn fur Lines 5 and 12.

2.: For a 32-draw, with four seeds: Seeds I and are
drawn -fOr' Lines 1 and 32; Seeds 3 and 4 are drawn for
Lines 9 and- 24. If eight are to be seeded, Seeds 5, 6, 7, and-
8 are drawn for Lines 5, 13, 20 and 28. "

3: For a. 64-draw, with.. eight seedS: Seeds -1 and 2 tire
drawn for Lines hand 64; Seeds 3' and 4 ,are drawn fol
Lines 17 and 48; Seeds 5, 6, 7, and 8 are drawn for Lines 9,,
_5. 40 and 56: 11.16 are .to he seeded, Seeds 9 through .16
are drawn fOr Lines 5, 13, 21, 29; 36, 44, 52, and 60..

4. For a 128-draw, with 16 seeds: Seeds 1 and 2 are
drawn for Lines 1 and 128; Seeds 3 and 4 are drawn for
Lines 33 and 96; Set;ds 5, '6, 7, and 8 are drawn for Lines
17, 49,.80 and 112; Seeds 9-through 16 are drawn for Lines.
9, 25, 41. 57, 72, 88, 104 and 120. (It is virtually'
unheard-of for tournaments of this size to be seeded more
liberally than the one-in-eight pattern.)

12: HoW To Make The' Draw
a. When the number of 'players is 4, 8. 16, 32, 64, 128 or any

,higher power of 2 :'hey shall meet in even pairs in
progressive- elimination in accordance with the following
pattern-

A

¢B
2 _____ ) i

/ C '., A
3 ...___ ) , )-.,

D C
4 _-___ _ _

E
5 ) -4 Winner

I- .

6 )
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, b. When the number of players is not a power of 2 the first
round will have byes for the purpose. of bringing to tht
second round a full bracket of players i.e.; a powerf 2

so thlt there can be an orderly progression down to two
finalists.. For example', With 27 players five of the lines on a
32-draw sheet wduld be marked "bye" and.the,fiye players
drawn . opposite those lines would move right into the
second round without'playing.a match, to be joined there
by the eleven winners of first round.matithes to make up an
even sixteen. See,sample draw sheet that follows.
To place the byes in the draw start at the extremes and
work toward the middle. The first bye goes on the line next
above the bottom line, the second on the line next below
the top line, and the third on the second line'above the first
bye, the fourth on the second line below the second bye,
and so on in alternation. Obviously, if "There is an odd
number of byes the lower half will have one more bye than
the upper half. This pattern of, distribution of byes is
mandatory for''all sanctioned tournaments at the level of
district, section or higher, championships, .except the
Woman's Collegiate Championship and other collegiate
tournaments.

d. Once the seeded players and the byes have been written in,
fill in the rest of the draw by drai.ving ,the names of the
remaining playersInd putting them on the unoccupied lines
in the order in which they are draWn, starting at the top
and moving downward in sequence,
When the number of players'is only a,few over an ettrn
bra&ket for example, 37 it may be simpler, as' an
alternate to the method described in the preceding"para-

'graPh, to ''bui.d up" fr6m a 32-draw sheet than to ',I-build
down" from a 64-draW sheet..To do this, create as many
two -line pairings as there are exc'ess-players, starting with
the bottoni line in the upper half, 'then the top line in the
lower half, then the next to the bottom line in the upper
half, then the next to the top line in the lower half, and so
forth in alternation: Obviously, if the number of excess
players is odd there will be one more First -round matth in
the upper half than in the lower. A seeded :player is not
exempt from playing a first round match if hisline in the
draw is one of those to carry a doLble pairing,
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f LL hen. the drawing pro....edure' operates to bring together for
tla..ir fir h menOvis of the same family, same school,
arn, I r rubs saute club. or same 'Section, the

Reface in.R at h,. iliscietioni place the second .name
drawn km the corresponding line otthe next quartof the
draw. It this'happms to t,b !mirth quarter of the draw, the
-.oc=md name may be e whamied .with the name " on t he

line in one;-oof Ch.' three preceding quarteA,
'he one these quarters being determined by
drawing

1.. Substitutions In. The Draw.
.1 Whin the number of entrant; exceeds the ntimber to which

the draw is limited the Ommittee will prepare 'a list of
in for use by the Referee in replacing

players who become un.ivailahle for the competition.
VrptritN .onthis is t wiJi normally be determined by ability;
cico,,,i'vr. it pri,fity cannot he determined using ability as a
.ritricm then the determination will be made by lot. Dates
art tecei entries should 'liner he lait:ll'as a criterion
Provided the entiles of all thoserconsIdered were received
before the deadline -
ln.a draw- whieh :ordains some- byes the Referee, preferably

h,. a Committee -member, may accept a late entry
ent (test and. place the name in the last.slot covered by a

e c the taking or nut. taking of this action is strictly
a prer,,ative of the Referee based on his estimate of the
situit r. m general it i, desirable, to encourage play rather
thifn r .;;,,,,mace, it

nit:Alt ,,,,,ti to !Tied the late entry of a player whose
d'antv w,v7ild ttl,tity his be,ing seeded. in that inserting his
name in .1 liye slot might upset the balanced arrangement of
the draw On other hand, It would fior be illogical to
insert the name of a player 4 much lesser ability in a-bye

,t
I vies the Referee ietermines that play has proceeded too

,ttiir to make changes. in the draW pritcricable, any player
he entry Is receb.ed on time and is otherwise. acceptable

nkit he denied a plaae in the draW' because of
administratoie erro'r or oversight on the part of the
tolirnament oftiLials even it it means remaking the draw or
having a preliminary match. d,

14. Violations. Any player or official who observes a flagrant
violation of these regulation, may file .a written complaint with

the hairmar. of the grievance tor comparable) committee of the
Sedion where the tournament was held, or with the Chairmini,
I'S LA Grievance 'oriimittee. In general, if the tournament included
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32-PLACE DRAW SHEET
i!h 27 entrees. 4, here, maximum seed would be 7)

1 Seed I or 2

2 Bye

3

4 Bye

5 Seed 5. 6. or 8

7

S.

9. Seed 3 or 4
10

11

12

13 Seed 7, 8, c, or 6
r14

IC

16

19

20 Seed 8, 5, 6 .rin

21

22

23

24 Seed 4 or 1
25.

2(i,,

27 Bye

28 Seed 6. 7, 8 or , 5_ _
29 Bye

30

31 Bye

32 Seed 2 or 1 N.B. The references hereon to Seeds. 5,
-6. 7, 8 do NOT mean that eight players
could be seeded regardless, of number
of entries a less than 32). See 'pre-
ceding text.
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any ..natiLinally ranked players it would he preferable to file such a
complaint wish the Chairman, US TA Grievance Committee. (See
Sec 41, US'IHN BY-laws )
NOT to Tournanient Chairmen and Referees:

You may be administering tournaments that are under the
auspices of Grand Prix, WCT, WTA, IPA or other major organiza-
tions whose regulations may he at variance with the foregoing in
some respects. In such situations you should reach 'd firm under-
standing with the officials of .the. other organization - before the
event starts on all points of variation.

TIE:BREAK PROCEDURES
Authorized for 1976 USTA Sanctioned

TournamentS'at -6 Games All .

The L.T.STA has approved the `same .options as. to tie-break
methods for 1975 sanctioned tournaments as were available in 1974.
These- include .the 9-point, 12-point, and 13 -point `methods for
terminating a .set 'after (1 games all. Also the option _to use No-Ad
(maxiinum of seven points) scoring for individual games is contin-
ued. The tie-break procedure may be used,. at the discretion of the
t'iUrnament committee, either throughout a tournament event or
events', or in a designated round or rounds, with such matches to be
considered. for ranking purposes as having equal merit with matches
not utilizing ,a tie-break or No7Ad procedure. A basic requirement is
that reasonable notice sh511 be afforded prior to the commencement
of competition. 0

This departure from conventional scoring ig permissive, mkt
mandatory, and a tournament committee has the option of
prescribing that, even in an event where a tieihreaker is in use, the
identifiable final set of the match or 'matches in any designated
round or rounds shall be. decided by conventional scoring.

Tournaments requiring sanction from the International Lawn
Tennis Federation (ILTF), Grand Prix events, and tournaments with
prize money of S17,500 or more, may use only the "Wimbledon"
style, 7-of-1 2-point' method for tie-breaks, and may not use No-Ad.
The 1974 annual meeting of that organization so determined,
making an exception to allow the 13-point tie-break method for
tournaments being conducted by World Championship Tennis
(NWT). For Sectional ranking purposes any scoring method may be
utilized-with the consent of a Sectional- Asociation, and matches
held under such Method may.:be considered on -equal merit with
other matches 12J-
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Slant of 9 Points (Sudden Death)
Singles: It it:is Player .'s turn to serve the 13th gatne (at 6-all) he
,shall serve Points 1- and 2, right 'court and left court; Player B then
'serves Points 3 and 4 tR and LI. Players then change sides, and A
serves Points 5 and 6; B serves Points 7 and 8. If the Score reaches 4
points all...Player B serves Point 9 from the right or left court at the

. election of the receiver.
The set shall he recorded as.7 games to tr. The tie-break counts.

as one game in reckoning ball-changes.
.Player B shall serve first in the set following the playing of the

tie-break thus .assuring that he will he first server if this set also goes
into a tie-break). The players shall "stay for one" after a tie-break.

(Umpires should note that, if a ball change were called, for on the
tie-breakergame, the change should 'be deferred until the second
game of the folloy;ing set, to preserve the alternation of the right to
serve first with new halls.)
Doubles: In Doubles the same format as in Singles applies, provided
that each player shall serve' from" the same end of the court in the
tie-break game that he has served from during that particular set.
(Note that this operates to alter the sequence of serving by the
partners on the second-serving team.)

7 out of 12 Points ( "Wimbledon ", Method as Approved by ILTF)
Singles! A serves first point (frail -ight court ):.B serves points 2 and
3 ( Lett and Right ); A serves 'points' 4 and 5,k(Left and Right); B
serves point t, I Lett ) and after they change ends, point 7 (Right); A
.serves points 8 and 9 ( Lett and Right); B serves points 10' and 11-
(Left and Right), and A serves 12 (Left). If points reach-6-all,
players change cads and continue as before. A. serves point 13
(Right): 13 serves-points 14 and 15. (Left and Right); etc., etc., etc.,
until one player establishes a margin of two points, Players change
ends for one game to start the next set:with Player B to serve first.

Doubles follows the Same pattern, with partners preserving the
sequene of their serving turns.

. ssu riling A & B vs. C & DP,Player A serves first point (Right);
C serves''2 and 3 (Left and Right): serves 4 and 5 (Left and Right);
D serves Point 6 (Left and, after teams change ends, point 7
(Right) .. A serves 8 and 9. I Left and Right); C serves 10 and I I

(Left and Right 1, and B- serves point 12 (Left) . If points reach
6 all teams change ends and continue as before. 13:serves point 13
(Right ): D serves points 14 and 15 (Left and Right): etc.,_ etc. until
oneteam establishes a margin of two points. Teams change ends for
one game' to start the next set with, team C & D to serve first.
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Note: In this Winlltledon style tiebreaker, serve rotation is main-
tained a:qt. h !;: the !oar players may find that he must
serve trout the end ,,t ,i,tat -ptosue to that trom whi,Sh he
'erved during the set .

In 10-5 WCT is Lontintung use ot a ."7.' -of-13" variation
ct:\activ the ,awe- pattern a unhtedon's 7 out of 1 2points but with
the i ,1::hlin.a the set. pyli paint is served by the player
who had ,4:rv.1 the. 12th- paint. and the Reteiver has the option as to
left or right Court. Players "stay for one'' at the end of this
tiebreaker.

"No-Ad" Scoring
.

The "No-Ad" procedure is simply and precisely what the name.
implies

Vplayer need win ..tnly tour points to win a game. That is, if thii
,dare to three-point-ad tor detn:e I the next point decides the
game it's game point tor both (layers The Receiver has the right to
choose to which ,..i,urr the serviteis to he delivered on the seventh
point.

It a No- d set rea,Ates r, Pine, all a nehreaKer shall he used
normally would b..,s the ".%; out of tt points" Sudden Death

me thod

Note: he s1/4..ore-Lalling terminology for a match played in No-Ad
may he either )71 the conventional terms or in simple numbers, i.e.,
"zero, one . two. ga me point I, game.

tautionary Note:
t.-urnament should get spe,ial atithorization from

lL betor...: using No-Ad.

Special USTX Championship Tournament Regulations

Regulations For USTA Junior ChampiOnships

I. Annually. there shall he one tournament for boys and one for
girls In each age division lb. 14, 12 and under) designated. as

the i SIA Natimal Championships" :which shall he open to
,itizens of the U S. and non- citizens who in the. judgmOt of the
tournament committee have -established residence in thejUnited
States. Nfter the-trraws are filled with U.S. players, foreign players
who in the ludganent of the tournament committee are qualified
may he admitted All oilier tournaments sanctioned as USTA
Championships must tYliminate the word "The" and must- deSignate
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the court aortae g.' US TA Nsitrinal Hard Court, USIA National
.Clay S,1 \ National Indiol. ('hampionships). The playing

ut, dt to:. selected by the respective
:.hampionslup ,..ornmittcc appioval of the USIA Junior
Tennis. Council

2. tbritries t,,r all US I A kmior (hamptonships together with the
entrVice inList be in the hands of the harripionshirs-Committee by
the date in the entry blank.

A. plavOr shall be perniitted to enter a USIA Championship.
urilss he or The shall have first been endorsed by the Sectional

ridorser I see beltit ) 1)1 the Section in which the player lives.
B. 1'x:opt as provided above for "the USTA National Champion-

ships". the ether Championships CoMmittees may accept the
entries of foreign players who submit proof they are within
the established ago limits ae..birth certificate. passport).

C USIA Bois and Girls 18 and' 16 National Tennis
Champtonlships shall have a draw of 1284 that nunther of
se r +natty end: -rsed oth..rva,e qiialified players (according
to the Regulationst-apply . Ali' USIA Boys and Girls i4.and 12
National Tennis Championships shall have a draw of 96, if that
ni.mber of sectionally endorsed or otherWise qualified players
Lic,ording to the Regulations) apply. The Chairperson of a
LSI\ Tennis Championships Committee may at its

etil-ant' the draw with other sectionally endorsed
players. In 'IT:, event of cancellation for any cause, sectionally
endorsed alt:.rnates shall ,he placed in the draw, if available.

I). Tacit Se,;t.. al of the USTA. shall be entitled to a quota of
entries in Uitk,Chammiinships aml this quota shall he based
on the rati, (shat the Section,' Junior enroilments,bear to the
total 1 5.1.A Junior enrollment. This ratio shall he multiplied
by lot (tor a draw of 128), 75 (tor a draw of 96), 50 (for a

(It h4 ), or 25 itor a draw of 32) to-determine the quota
the SeLdio.n. 1 mollinent shall be based on the aggregate

t.6tal, in each Section and iheacumOlative totals throughout
the *.USIA as of..December 31'st in each preceding calendar
}car.

N7)twathstanding the above, no. Section shall have more'than
'16 itimta places in a draw of 128. 12 quota places in a ()raw of
(2., or a quota places in a draw of 64 regardless of the
percentage r)f 'USIA enrollment, and in all draws of 96 or
more each Section shall be entitled to a minimum of. two,
spots.

1..'STA Girls 18 National Championships, there shall be
cp.16ta ,o that each Section sending a team to the Girls
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Intersectional matches be given a minimum quota of five. The
regular quota system described above will apply thereafter.
The above quoins iii thi7section have- bun establishoil for a

two year trial period ending actober I, 1976. If they-have not.
been chang;ed by the 1977. USIA Annual Meeting, they will
remain applicable Until amended.
The various Championships Committees shall use their acre-
tion in filling the places in the draw not provided for by the
q-uota system by accepting the best qualified entrants still
available:, The Championships Committees sball accept 'addi-
tional players over quota from the various sections only in the.
numerical order in which they were submitted by their
respective Sectional Endorsers;

3. Sectional Endorsers:
Each Sectional Association shall name-a Sectional Endorser for
the boys ..and one for the girls. These Sectional Endorsers
should he familiar with the playing records of the juniors
within his (her) ection). The Sectional Endorser shall select
the best qualified players available for -participation in the
USIA Championships, It shatIV.be the responsibility of the
Sectional Endorser- to :provide the various Championship
Committeestees With a list of these players whose legal residence is
within the Section and whose entries are recommended by said
Sectional Association. These lists should rank the players in

the order in which' the Section believes their -records place
their. The Sectional Endorser may change the order of the
players at any time until,the'entries close, and, if appropriate,
include alternates.
Entry blanks for all USTA Championships shall he sent to the
Sectional Endorser. Ile (she) is responsible for distributing

. them throughout his (her) Section and seeing that they are
properly filled out ..and returned to- the Championship Com-
mittee before the entries close. Each entry blank must be
signed by the Sectional Endorser before it will be accepted by
the tournament committee.,
If any entry is received by a Championship Committee that is
not on a Sectional Endorser's list nor has his (her) signature,
that Sectional Endorser shall he notified in advance of the
entry being accepted and the entry cleared with the Sectional
Endorser.
The above- regulation!: concerning the Sectional Endorsers
apply to the places in the draw allocated to each Section by
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the quota system. The, Championships Committees shall follow
the Sectional Endorsers' numerical lists both with regard to
the quota, and in filling places not covered by the quota.

4. In all USIA Championships. the draws are to be made so as to
avoid, if posi;ible, the presence in the same quarter of more
than one, of the first four players representing the same
Sectional Association.

5. NO TIE BREAKERS will be used in the third or fifth sets in
USIA National Junior Championships:

6. Beginning 'October I , 1975, all boys and girls of age categories
12 and 14. are required to play, in their own age division in all
USIA Champibriships except those players Nationally ranked
I, 2, 3, or 4 and stilt remaining in same age category.

t Example: A player is 13 years old and is Nationally ranked
number 4 in the 14 and under age division. This player may
choose to play another year in the .USIA Indoor, USIA
Hard Courts, USIA Clay Courts and The USIA National
.14 Championships or choose to play up in all USIA 16
Championships. A player must play in the same age division ,
in all USIA Championships.)

In the Ranking Year beginIting October 1, 1976, all Boys.and.
Girls in the 16 age category.will'also have to play only in their
'own age -division in all USIA ChaMpionships unless they are
nationally ranked 1, 2, 3, of 4 and still remaining in same age
category.

USIA INTERSCHOLASTIC CHAMPIONSHIPS

1. The competition shall be known as "The USIA Interscholastic
Tennis Championships."

2. Such championships shall be played annually. the time and
place to he determined 131 a standing committee of the USIA. (par.
8).

3. To be' eligible to compete. .,a player must be the semi - finalist in
a qualifying interscholastic tournament which must be held in the
United States by- or under the ,'direction of a c011ege, university,
school or USIA Sectional Association'', hereinafter referred to as the
"Holder."

4. Notice of intention to hold a qualifying tournament shall be
filed prior to,the event by the Holder with the'ExectitiVe' Secretary,
USIA, 51 Fas? 42nd St., New York, N.Y.;10017. Written approval
of the Executive Office of the USIA must he obtained befbre any
lublifying tournament may .he scheduled.
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5. The 1101der shall admit to competition, under such rules and

limitations as the Holder may .prescribe, students certified by a
responsible school offi,ial to. have been in good ,standing at a

preparatory_ schooLor locited within the United States,
or within any foreign couhtry. during the eurrehtdschool year.

Entries shall not be acee.pted from high schools affiliac.ti with the
National Federation of State High School Athletic Associations,
unless such entries have been approved by the Federation.

A, semi-tinalist Singles and/or Doubles in any preceding
qualifyin-g tournament held during the currently qualifying period
shall not be eligible for r,:.-entry in.. a succeeding qualifying
teurnament tor the current Champitinships:

b. The-Holder shall immediately communicate the results of all
matches to the Necutive Secretary. USIA, and the Chairman of the
Interscholastic Tennis Tournament Committee. of the insti,tution,
holding the championShip event, and such communication shall in
every case include the home address of the semi-finalists- in each
'completed competition, together with the certificates'of responsible
school officials as. to such semi-finalists, as required by par. 5 above.

7, The [folder shall be permitted to charge an entry' tee to such
Qualifying Tournaments to provide whatever revenue may he
necessary. to cover the purchase of bails and other tournament'
expenses. Neither the USTA nor its Sectional Associations shall be
liable .for tinancial deficits arising from the operations of a

j.Ing '11>Lipla11101t..
S. A standing committee of the USTA shall promote and-be

responsible . for tlw championship competitions. Such committee
shall "lave' power to accept entry of outstanding schoolboy players
who actually had no opportunity to attend a Qualifying Tourna-
ment, and who are recommended by Sectional-Associations or,by
individuals whose opinions should carry weight; Although a player
may ,qualify in all respects .and be eligible to e fart a eharnpionship
winpelition, the Championship Committee shall have full power in
its discretion- to reject any entry or limit the number of entries. The
Commit -tee shall, from its membership ,if racticab16; appoint a
Referee and an Assistant Referee for. the USIA Interscholastic
Championships, Singles and Doubles. The Committee shall select a
date vv1Vn entries 4.111 close.

0. matches in the.Champjonship competitions shall consist of
best two of three sets in all rounds excdpting the final round which
may'consist of byst of live sets.

`10. 1-ntry to qualltyint1Dbubles competitions .shall be limited to
teams nominated as such by individual schools, and, Members of a.
doubles- team Must he schoolmates representing the same school.

'Qualifiers in Doubles' Wray he permitted at :the discretion of the
Conunittee, to play. in*oth Singles and Doubles. .
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11. Points tor the team score shall he awarded for each event
isindle-i aria .! !h.! Iv. ine basis.

vr -!.on h the e.ise of a he .)r a LICIallit in
the jira reund no pi,n! !aid rt. a'Aardcd unless the player or double
team shall vvin the nest round match, to which Cam: 2 points shall be
awarded. -one tear the hye detidult and one for the next round
mat,h wn.

12. 'so may '.n74: more than tour singles players and two
double-,.tedni.

USTA JUNIOR DAVIS CUP SECTIONAL TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
1. The event dial! be kta iwn as the USIA Junior Davis Cup-

SectLenal t eion Chanipionships
2. this event he held annually.
3. the coinpetitnem- is ,,,pen to teams representing -each of the

Se.tions comprising the United States Tennis Association. Each of
said se,tions shall he represented by one team which shall consist of
male-plaer: only

M,Lsmbeiship ea,.;11 Section redn'm shall be by arbitrary
seletairf`-fot the section and the Junior Davis Cup Chairman in each
sect.-0 shall select the sectional team for his own section: the

7 president of eadt ,:::tIon shall act in case his section does not have a
rote r:si Chairan.in 1- he method of selection for membership on the

s...tiondj as each section elects, either on the basis. of
ranking lists, ceril or tournaments, regional center play-offs, inter -city
Junior Davis c,4 matches. tournaments, elimination try-outs,
found-robins, Th.ri, ler, sportsmanship and availability, or any,
combination It ! ue-, taeors.

Play ..rs serjcred- tor membership on each Section's team must
he ermanenc re.sidents of their respective Sections. Each team
memben'shall not have reached his 21st birthday prior to the 1st day
ot October ot the Year immediately preceding tire year of the
tournament and edeh,,, player is required to possess current USIA
membership card.

ft The number '01 play.ers-s. on a Sectional Team shall be a
maximion ot four. 111aslntum tWo singles players and one doubles
team tor si.orimt. purpises.

. the referee -e>ir the tournament shall he the National Chairman.-
of the .1uni-ir Davis. Cup Conunittee of the USTA or the frer.son
designated as ret tree bv.. him.

`s. ..111 snatches shall be played under the laiks and rules of lawn ^
, tennis as sdrietioned and interpreted by the USIA. The tournament
t shall consist of both singles and doublesplay. Points shall be eihned

oth sin ties and .doubies as follows: Winner 5 points: Finalists
rionits, Senu-fmaiists 3 points. Quarter- finalists 2 points.' A con-

.
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solation tournament for singles only shall be conducted at the same
time and place as the tournament herein provided and first-round
t6.i4S shall automatically he entered in the consolation round and
shall play in it. Pyints in the consolation round shall be at one-half
the value of the main tournament. The Sectional Team scoring the
most point' in the main tournament plus the points earned by its
players in the consolation event, shall be declared the winner of the-
event. In ,..itse of ties, the two Sectional Teams earning the same
number of points shall be declared co-holders of the place earned by
their point scores.

USTA GIRLS' NATIONAL INTERSECTIONAL
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS

I_ The bowl shall remain in perpetual competition.
2. Competition shall he limited to players qualified to participate_

in Girls'..Tournaments as set forth;iin the Regulations of USTA
for Junior Qualifying and Championship Tournaments.

3. The competition shall he called the "UST.4 Girls' National
Intersectio)Jal Team ChamnionShips".and shall be held annually
near .1..he-1,i)ality where the USTA Girls' 18 National Champion-
ship is pliiyed.

4. The competition shall be open to one team representing each' of
the Sectional Association of USTA.'

.5. The Bowl will he awarded annually to the Sectional Association' .
represented by the winning' team, which Sectional Association
shall retain custody thereof until the next annual competition.
Sucb Assciation shall have its name and year of competition
engravedthereon.

6. There shall be .a "National Committee for, USTA
Intersectional Team Championships" appointed by the Presi-
dent of USTA. The National .-Committee shall; make. all .

arrangetnents for and shall conduct the matches. If the
Chairman is unable to he present on any day of the competi-
tion, she shall appoint a member of the Committee to serve as
acting Chairman of the Committee.
The Competition shall be scheduled to begin at least one week
bjfore the.USTA Girls' 18 National Championships or-following
the 18 National Championships as scheduled by the National
COmmittee.

8. The Chairman of the National..Canmittee for Girls'Intersec-
tional Team Championships shall be the -Referee of the
Competition. If she is unable to serve, the Referee Mtall be
appointed by the committee.
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9 The matches shall be played on the same type of court-surface
a's. that on which the Girls' 18,National Championships is
played, except when in the judgment of the Referee., conditions
of weather of ot cowls on the days of play' make this
inadvisable.

10. No team will he allowed to compete without a chaperone in
residence in the dormitory.

11. Each Team. Match shall consistrof five 'Singles Matches and two
Doubles Matches. The same or different players may bellsed in
.Singles and in Doubles. Eight players may be included. on each
team but all musit he included in the line-up, either in Singles or
in Doubles.

1.2: The draw snit be made pursuant to the Tournament Regular
tions of USIA and teams shall' he. seeded under the Rules for
Seeding the Dralw. Notice of the time and place for making the
draw 'shall he given by the Committee to the captaitrof each of
the competing teams who shall he privileged to attend on behalf
of her teain.'The name of each team captain shall he sent to the
Chairnian of the National-Committee for USIA Girls' National
Intersectional Team Championship 'Matches at least one week
before the date of the event. .

13. At the beginning of the captains' meeting each captain shall
Raffish the Reteree with the names .of her singles players iti the
order in which they will play with one substitution, it' desired.
l'he- two doubles tea ins shall be submitted in their correct order.
l'he order for'both the single,and doubles shall continue for the
duration of the Matches. It shall be considered a point of honor
to list the players in the order of their respective abilities at the'
time In the event of the disability of any player.previocislY
named. the Captain of the team may. with the consent of the
Referee. play the substitute. In the event of a substitution the
players shall .niove up in order, and the substitute shall play in
the No. fi place.

14. The .Referee shall have sole charge of arranging the time at .

which matches shall starCand- the courts upon which they shill
...21ayed. Umpires and Linesman should be provided by the

Section where the-Championsliipis held.
15 One point shall he coujitsed for each singles match and one point..

for each doubles match. Any default shall count one pbint for
the opposing team. The team winning the majority of the points
shall he the winner of the match.

l b. All matetni'is shall he played pursuant to the Rules ot. Lawn
Tennis of the United State; Lawn Tennis Association.

17. These Regulations may be amended from time to time, as
exporience dictates, by the National Committee fur Girls'
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National Intersectional Team Clumpionships with the approval
of the President of UST:1.

. TSTA. WOMEN'S NATIONAL COLLEGIATE.
. !NNIS CHAMPIONSHIP'

Eligibility requirements for The Women's National Collegiate
''Championship and all Si.Tctional Championships shall be as follows:

I. Any'sAoman ;strident iA,ho is presently enrolled as a full-time
undergraduate student'In a uniersity, collegeor junior college,
and is a`Pproved. by her college as meeting. its 'academic
requirments, shall be eligible. An undergraduafe student is

Jc..tived .as one has not received the B.A. degree or its
equivitlent.
A student may participate in a'tintrnam6nt held during the
summer provided-611e was' enrolled for the Semester o? quarter
pfeceding the tournament. (Exception: Seniors graduating any
tunc'during the school yezrr prior to the toUrnamefit may- participate.)
Transfer students axe immediately- eligasle for participation

,;tonovying enrollment in .t he institution..
4.. A student may participate no more'ttjan tour times.
5. Tri,tries'shall he limited to four singliss plaers and two dbubles

teams, from each coPege. Plas'ers doubles may' or max not
play singles .

6. All participants shall he of amateur standing as defined bye...
USTA.

,

7. Each partiCipant in the Women's National Collegiate ChaMpion-
ship and in all Sectional Championship.: shall he an invitational
member Of I.S1

h. All participants shall, he- certified by the..g_hairman of the
Department of Physical Education for 'Women of theW respec-
tive institutions.

9. The responsibility. for the health statics of students .shail be
assumed'by the respective institutions.' . "-' ,

Amenciments
These USTA Tournament Regulations and Sptural USTA Chant-

pi...riship Regulations shall he ::subject to alterati41, amendment or
repeal, and new Regulations not,inconsistent with tilt; Constitituion,
By-LawSor St4ndingOrders Uf this Association may be, made by an

. affirmative Note of' :f majority ol the Executive.Committee present

. and voting at any meeting of the Executive'Comittee; and 'during
the intervals between meetings of the Executive Committee, by the
affirmative votq of a majority, of the members of the Management
Committee 'present and voting any.meeting of: the Management
Committee: provided notieC 9f the prdposed alteration,amendment
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or repeal ht.:included in the notice of tlie,meeting. A copy of each
alteration, 'amendment or repeat. made 7t-)y the Management. Com%
nuttee to, the ,US1A Itiurnanrent Regulations 'and,Special:USTA
ChampiOnship! Regulations shall besent to, each member:of the
Executive .Committee and to each Section VreSident who is not a
member of the E`xecutive Committee within 30 days. after such
action'.

USTA ENDORSES POINT PENALTIES SYSTEM'
The USIA Annual Meting at "Sarasota, Fla. heard reports of

successful results in tournaments where the Point Penalty Systein is
announced 'as being in effect it.beingemphasize'd that often tht!
announcethent itself is all that's needed to improve conduct control.

This was brought but not only in the meetings !of the Scoring and
Playing Rule's Interpretation Committee and the Umpires.Comalit-,

.tee, but also ;gin the floor at the open meeting -of the 'USTA:
Executive Committee.

It was the sense of that meeting that particulars and guidelines of
P.P.S. he given a ne,w and wider circulation:and the
Committee directed that the procedure be included in t.he 14-764
Yearbook .1' well as in A Friend. At Court. This was.tht third year in
a row that the Executive Committee has given the green light to use
lit this deterrent to unacceptable court behavior. ,t

Herewith, 1 o your convenience. is "how it works": .

"The Chair Umpire shallbe the' sole judge of any such sustiensio,f4
delay or interference,. and aflergiVing one warning may, in 771(0.
discretion, ,penahie an offending player by awarding the opponent
one or two points per offense, or disqualify the offendth" (New.
material in italics.)

And (2) this sentence would be added:
"Similarly the Chair Umpire is'empowered to detil With astp-ces . r

Of unspqrtsmanlik; behavior or misconduct by titti.qu.;grding point
petiftltts generally, but not necessarily, after one warning. This
does not rule out a competitor's' liability to summary disvalifiti,a;

Anon for a singleflagranay unsportsmanlike act."
Obviously there are infinite degrees in, instances of baAchaviork,

and. the Chair is 'entitled to Flake penalties domrnensurate
seriousness of the offense. (see (;uid'etines)

A competitor will not have the right to appeal tb. Referee
froth any point or game penalty Until after three penatti6sthavp been
levied by the Umpire; . .

Note Well: The, use of .point penalties is "the' option. of the
Referee, provided notice is given before the start of the event, the
start of a round, or the start of an indivtduJ mati.M.(TournaRcht
Regnzfation 3 :i) . . ..
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he Point Penalties System also provides for penalties of,ione
game for each five minutes 'or fraction thereof of lateness from- e
time the match is calleti, and both couri and .opponent are ready.
This does .not rule out a pl4er' ILihility to outright' default.for
unexcused14teness beyond the set deadline.

Nothing in the Point Penalties System rules out the subsequent
levying of 'monetary penalties, suspensions, or other disciplinary
actions by whateVer,governing body has jurisdiction. .P.P.S. has the
function of helping on-the-court officials to. ft.iliill their proper role
of ensuring jitir conditions of play. . d.

In tournarittnt play with'no chair umpire, P.P.S. may be.invoked
by the Referee: and penalties levied by hini, if on the ,Oasis of his
first-hand observation. ' -c-N.

, All umpires are urged to remember: THE OBJECTI-4 TO
DFTER, NOT PUNISH. .

.
GUIDFLINFS ,While it is -reccVilzed that 'it would be

.-impractical to prescribe rigidly specified penalties for every conceiv-
.. able type of degree of misconduct, the USIA Umpires Committee

has suggested the following as appropriate:
I. Violations of present provisions'of Rule'30:

First offense -a Warning; Second offense one point; Third,
and subsequent offense 'S.,:- one game each, or disqualifi'cation.
(The. follOwing constitute such violations: Taking more than
one minute on changeover: toweling off at times other than

.changeover --. except after a fall or cut; prolonging argument.
. over4 decision after being direc,teci, to. resume play . this latter

woidd constitute a second offae..),
2. Failure te commence. play, after expiration of establishedt .warmup period: one...point. ,
3. Lateness in beingfteady:to start a match, courf afid orpotient

being available: onegame for iNiCh t'70 niiriutt!'s or fraction' .

thereof.
Lateness after ari internision: ow point for each minute or

fraction,thereof. .

4.. Profane or tibscene language or erFs7ures:
A. Directed-at no one in particurar: First. offense a warning;

Second one point; Third and subsequent offenses one
game each. x

B. Directed at an official, opporientor spectator: First offense
one point; second .. one .0game; Third offense

disqualification.
5. Minor unsportsmanlike acts, such as knocking a ball out a the

enclosure: First offense a warning; Second and subsrtment
oone point 'each. /

Major unsportsmanlike acts, \ueh as hitting' a:Afall or throwing'a
ra5ket ar.or.near an official, bat boy or spectator, or intentional
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. racket-dropping to disconcert opponent: First ot tense two points:
,Second one rants. Fiord disqualification.

RULES OF VASSS. 'SINGLE POINT' HANDICAP PLAY
. , (All USTA rules apply except in -scoring) .

I It is scored as at Table Tennis I, 2, 3, 4.
Q... 2. The serve changes trom A to B every 5 pts. (5, 10, 15). This 5 pt.

sequence is called a 'Hand'. Seri!: changes at the end of the.set
but not side ( N-S). The receiver or team in the fifth point in the,

. - .

hand may choose to re,:eiVe in right or left court.
3 I he first point in each 'hand' i 1, 6. 1 1. 16. etc.) is served into the

Right or Forehand Court ,,,

4. Sides (N-S) are changed on the odd 'Hand', 5 pis. (5, 15, 25).
5. The official set is fixed at 31' point. But where time IS at a

premium. 21 points may he used. .

6. It there is no umpire the -Server is required to call score loud and
rclear alter each point. 0

7. The winner of the set must lead by at least. 2 points (31-29).
Maximum number 'of points 69, playing time 25-3'0 minute's.'Maximum

Sat, en death decides winner as 30 points all in single point set.
INrat CLE POINT IS THE KEY TO EFFICIENT HANDICAPPING.

HANDICAP RULES
I II,.. V 1S:1;S SINGH. POINT' method is osed.
Pixy shall pro,o-ed as it the points of the handicap had' actually..

been pia yed : ,
. fa) Handicap 2 Paints' Server commences serving Point 3 into .-' Right or' hyrehand Court. Service and -Side both. change.

after 3 Points (2+3--=5).
t b) Handicap 6 Points:. Server commences o,serving Point 7 int

the I. ett or Backhand Court,: Service changes after 4 Points
t 6+4=10). Sides (NS) are changed after 9 points (6+9-7.15). .

The giver of the handicap shall have the choice of'Service and
Side In the opening Set. choice of Service only in subsequent sets. At
the conclusion of the set players do not change Sides. (N-S). .

TO ESTIMATE HANDICAP POINTS TO BE RECEIVED
. AT 30-30 IN 9-POINT TIE -BREAK -

1.-3 Points NO POINTS Handicdp, 4-7 Points 1 Point .Handicap,
8.-14 'Points 2 Point Handicap, 15-21 " Points-3 Point Handicap,
22-30 Points 4.'Point Handicap.

In the 9-Point Tiebreak handicap, points shall he considered as if
already played. Examples: 1 point handicap; A shall serve* point. 2
info Left or Backhand' court. Z point handicap, B shall serve point 3-
into Right or Forehand court. (See Tie.hreak Diagram),
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VASSS RULES iOR SCORING
ROUND ROBIN MEDAL PLAN 112.12MP)

A ROUND mar Eio. , 4.40 total points or
one 31 P,Int set is rho ill rive a 5-Point bonus for
the win, plus the iinpl.n.e.!P, !1/,..' ct lee.Aw ins 31 - 10, his
sore 31+5+211=:,t, ,Po.nt,)
SERVICE AND SIDES are ,:hanged as in 31 Point" See Rules-2, 3, 4,

5.
INDIVIDUAL HANDICAPS are estmLited againht 1/4:ratch for the

l-lumber kt. p..,ints in a,; decided by the tournament

eommittee
TOURNAME,NT TEAM HANDICAP 1, lI! .tuu ot the individual
playrs' handis.aps
IN CASE OF A TIE, tollov, 1 iebre5mk Rules ind Diagram:,

IN FIRS r-CLASS COMPFFIFION. ON FAST SURFACES' sueh
as grass, where the 'pow "a5'' .ind net rushing' ttics virtuak
elirnmat ..! ground str,ke IF DI:SIRI.D the halanc'e 'MAN' be

maintained the server iino trout 1 line 3 teet b1/4'k of the

basetme, or by aiL sv. mg, mly j sing, serve
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NAGWS OFFICIATING SERVICES

Through its standing committee on Officiating ExaminatiOns and
Techniques, the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport-
(NAGWS) provides materials for the training and. rating of officials
in ten sports to meet the various levels of sports events.

'Approximately 200 boards of officials throughout the U.S. are
affiliated with NAGWS through an organization called the NAGWS
Affiliated Boards of Officials. These hoards provide opportunities
for interested individuals- to learn about officiating or judging and
are authorized to give NAGWS ratings.

The Officiating Examinations and Techniques Committee in-
cludes the P and T of 0 (Principles and Techniques of Officiating)
Chairpersons. These individuals are specifically concerned with
enumerating the mechanics used by referees, umpires, and judges in
officiating games, meets or matches.

The Officiating Examinations and Techniques COmmittee also in-
cludes an E and R (Examinations and Ratings) Chairperson for each
sport in which ratings are given. Each Chairpersdn and committee
are responsible for preparing, revising, and analyzing the officiating
theoretical (written) examinations.

If you have questions concerning the techniques of officiating
tennis, write to:

ANN VALENTINE
Brigham Young University

. Provo, UT 84601
Information regarding study questions in this Tennis Guide or on

the theoretical examination on tennis should be addressed to:
ALICE WORKINGER
2'22 Cooke Hall .

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455 .

If you have questions concerning the 'techniques of officiating
badminton;write to'.

MYRNA STEPIIENS
Illiriois State University
Normal 6176T

Information regarding study questions in this Badminton Guide
or on the theoretical examination on badminton should be addressed
to:

DIANE HALES
1421 Niagra
Claremont, CA 91711 .

NAGWS OFFICIATING SERVICES
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Additional information regarding NAGWS Officiating Services
may he secured by writing:

NAGWS/A NEIN- R
1201 Sixteenth St , N W L

Washington, I)(' 20036

t3
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STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
OF THE AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS:

THE ROLE OF THE OFFICIAL
IN THE COMPETITIVE SITUATION

Educational values should be of primary concern to all who have
leadership roles in a competitive program. As one,-of those, fulfilling
leadership roles, the official must be concerned with piomoting
those values and with the welfare of the participant. The unique

, contribution of the official is assuring equal opportunity and fair/ play for all. The official essentially acts as an arbitrator, providing
judgments that are within the spirit and intent of the rules. Decisions
are. based on objective evidence, free from bias and from the
emotion that often pervades the competitive environment.

An official enters the competitive situation with a thorough
understanding. of the letter, as well as the intent of the rules, the
strategy-and skills, of the sport to be played, and correct execution
of officiating techniques to view the contest accurately. The official
maintains a friendly yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the
sport experience. The official is flexible, operating within officiating
<Standards appropriate to the age of the performers, the level of skill,
and the facilities available, Biases by players, spectators and coaches
will be evaluated with an understanding not only of the multiplicity

. of ways in which individuals may react to a competitive experience,
but also of the behavior appropriate to such an educational
experience. Duties will be performed fairly, efficiently and without
drawing undue attention to the official. In order to strengthen the
official's effectiveness, personal evaluation of performance will be
made and solicitation of constructive criticism from coaches, players
and administrators will be sought. Though receiving a fee, the
ultimate reward .to the official will be that of having rendered a
valuable service to girls and women who have found personal
meaning in expressing themselves through the medium of sport.

14
O
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STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
IN TENNIS AND BADMINTON1

There are six ratings for Oft icials, five of which qualify the holder
to officiate sports contests., teach is designed to meet the needs of

various sports events and to stimulate interest of individuals who

desire to officiate.
The .Examiner's rating signifies the holder is qualified to rate

officials.
The Intramural rating qualifies, the holder' to officiate contests in

the school in which the holder is enrolled or `i.:ontests'of comparable
level.

The Apprentice rating qualifies the holder to officiate contests
which may be adequately controlled by a competent, but inexperi-
enced

The Local rating signifies that the holder is qualified to officiate
'interscholastic and intercollegiate contests requiring a competent
and expefiencetrofficial.

The State rating signifies that the holder is capable of officiating
nny contest within the state or region where the-rating is awarded.

The National rating signities that the holder is capable of officiat-
ing any contest anywhere in the United States. This rating'is for the
Most highly skilled official. A

Specific requirements for all ratingsare outlined below.

Examiner
I. Prerequisite must have held state or national rating for a

minimum period of six years. (The six years need not be consecu-
tive but must' be within the previotts eight-year period:) .

2. Thoretical examination national examination, minimum 82.

3. Duration two years from next June I.
4. Renewal:

a. In order to he eligible for renewal, the candidate must have

been involved in the rating or training of officials.
b:vTo renew, the candidate must pass the national theoretical

examination with a minimum score of 82.
c: \Should- the rating lapse for one year or less, the candidate

remains eligible for renewal.
d. Should the ratings lapse for morethan one year, the candidate

mist qualify through earning a State rating.
5. This rating is transferable to otherBoards.
I Note the cu-:e nt NAG WS Basketball Guide for information regarding ratings

in all sports and for the most updated information about Affiliated Boards of

Officials standards and practices.
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Intramural Official

I. .Minimum stand ii.d% by Al filiatcd Board.
2. Duration two next June 1

Apprentice Off iciat

1. Minimum standards can he set' by the affiliated board, or these
standards may he tullowed:
a. Minimum grades ayerage of theory and practical, 75.
h. Theoretical examination. national examination, minimum

74.
c. Practical examination' minimum 75, minimum number of

raters: one.
2. Duration - Two years from next June 1:

I. 3cal Official

I. Minimum grades average or theory and practical, 80.
2. Theoretical. examination national examination': minimum 76.
3..Practical examination' minimum 80; minimum number of

raters: two.
4. Duration -- two years from net June 1.
5. This rating is transterable to other Bdards.

State Official

1. MiniMum-grades average of theory and practical, 85.
2, Theoretical examination * national examination, minimum 82.
3. Practical examination' minimum 85; minimum number -of

raters: three.
4. Duration two years from next June 1.
5. This rating is transferable to other Boards.

National Official

1.. Minimum grades average of theory and practical, 88.
2. Theoretical examination national examination, minimum 88.
3. Practical. examination' nunipum, 88; minimum number of

raters: three, one of whom must hold a National rating.
. 4. Duration two years from next June -I:.

5. This rating is transterahle to other Boards.

'Persons holding a State. National, honorary NatiOnal, or Examiner's rating
are qualified to rate. Any rating; team may include no more than onv Exam7
tner. a.
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. Recommended Fees'

local boards should establish minimum fees that reflect the level
of rating of the ottaiii as well as the type and level of competition
within their locale. Boards are encouraged to establish fees in con-
junction with local governing groups. The fee.schedule shOuld reflect
differential pay .bas,e,,d upon rating levels.

Registration of Officials

A number of states require those who officiate either boys' or
girls' interscholastic contests to he registered with the State hligh
School Athletic Association or other administrative body. Holding a
NAGWS rating -ordinarily does not exempt an official from corn-
plying with this regulation.

All NAGWS oft icials who officiate any high school or junior high
school games are urged to cooperate fully with their state regulatory
Kitty by registering with", the proper organization and paying any
required tee, by wearing the official emblem in addition" to till:.

N \GWS emblem, and by complying With all requirements for sports
otiicials.

Amateur Standing of Off

An official who wishes to maintain amateur status as a participant
in a sport must he aware of the ruling(s) on amateur status estab-
lished by the governing body .ror that sport.

Amateur status may he defined by groups governing high school
and college level competition. National organizations governing ama-
teur competition may aim; have established rulings On the amateur
status of the participant.

the..ot icial who wishes to maintain amateur status as a partici-
pant is responsible for investigating the specific regulations of the

- governing body with jurisdiction over such eligibility..

How To Become A Rated Official

1-. Study the rules, the article on the techniques of officiating, and
the study questions.

'Based on the INACWS position advocating equal oppoftunity for all individ-
uals and equal pay for equal service, the Affiliated Boards of Officials Execu-
tive Council voted to delete- recommended fee schedules (March, 1975). As
tees reeetsed by various hoards throughout the nation differ from oneanother
and from other officiating associations, problems existed in recommending
minimums that were fair and equitable for all.

For more complete detail's, see JOPIIF R 39,:14-27, October 1968.
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2. Attend interpretations meetings and officiating clinics or training
courses conducted in your vicinity.

3. Practice often. To 'some, officiating comes easily ; to others it
comes only as the result of hard work and concentration. Wel-
come criticism and work hard to improve.

4. Find out from the chairperson of the nearest affiliated or pro-.
visional board when 'examinations for ratings are to be held.
(Consult list of hoards in NAGW,S Directory available from:
YNAGWS/AALIPER, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.,Washington, DC .

20036, $3.00).
5, Contact the chairperson of the:nearest affiliated or provisional

.

board for materials necessary to give Intramural ratings.
6. Remember that it is the aim of the Affiliated Boards of Officials

to maintain a high standard for officials. Do not be discouraged if
you do not receive the highest rating on your first attempt.
Welcome suggestions from the examiners, practice. more and try
again.

Information For Affiliated And
Provisional Boards .

An andiuted hoard it) authorized to give ratings at all levels in that
sport.. .

A provisional hoard is a hoard which has at least three Apprentice
otficials in a given sport; it is authorized to giVe ratings at. the Intra-
mural and Apprentice levels in that sport.

Exceptions: When rating films are used as a mediuni for the prac-
tical rating (synchronized swimming and gymnastics), boards may
award ratings-at any level.

An Officiating Board may have affiliated status in ,one or more
sports and/or provisional status in one or more sports. When a Board
has affiliated or provisional status in a sport and wishes to have
affiliated and/or provisional status in another sport, that _board
should write the Examinations and Rating (EAR.) Chairperson of
the .respective sport. The board should. indicate the names of a
minimum of three persons "qualified to act as examifiers in that sport
for the next two years. Qualifications and experience in the sport
should be listed for each examiner.
Note: For basketball and volleyball an examining. committee of

three persons. holding State, National, Honorary National Or
Examiner's ratings is required. No specific number of rated
officials is needed to initiate ratings in Badminton, Gymnastics, -
Softball,. Swimming, Synchronized Swimming, Tennis, and Track
and Field.

STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
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If, after two years, a board does not have three,S tate officials in a
sport the hoard loses its affiliated status for giring ratings in that
sport. (Mentions: .gymnastics and synchronize'd swimming.) The
board may...then request provisional status in that sport from the
E.&R. Sport's Chairperson: If granted,. the boar may continue to
exist. with. provisional status and award only Apprentice and Intra-

__mural ratings. To contintie- as a provisional boar 1 atter two years the
board must have a minimum of three officials with at least- an Ap-
prentice.rating in each sport concerned.

Examination packets are mailed to qualified boards on:
August 1 Volleyball:and Basketball . .

September 15 Competitive Swimming and Diving, Badminton,
Tennis .

.

October 1 Fencing
October 15 Synchronized Swimming, Gymnastics
February 1 Softball and Track and Field. .

Emblem and Uniform

The official 'shirt for tennis and badminton is a_navy blue and
white striped.tailored shirt or a navy blue and white striped jersey. A,
navy blue skirtl. shorts or ,slacks, appropriate to the situation should
be worn- with the shirt; white may be substituted for the navy blue.
Officials who receive fees for officiating are required to wear the
official shirt.

The-official shirts and emblems are available from The Hanold
.Company, Sebago Lake, . Maine 04075. The company can also
prov ide blazers. When ordering, send clothing site and check, or
money order for correct amount. Anyone may .order the official
shirt. A current rating card must accompany an individual's order for
an emblem; however, it- is not necessary to send a rating care when
ordering a shirt.

An affiliated hoard may wish to have a supply of shirts or
emblems for distribution to 'newly rated officials. A quantity order
may he placed only by the affiliated board chaliperson. It is not
necessary that chairperson's rating card be englosed, but full
payment inust accompany the order.

Prices: -Wash-and-wear shirt, $7.00: knit jersey with zipper neck;
$10.50. navy flannel blazer, $35.00, National State, Local, ppren-
tiee. and Intramural emblems, $1,75. (All prices'. are subject to
change.)

Shipping. Charge: 75.cents per order.

V,
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.How To Establish A Board of Officials

I. Establish the need. for an affiliated board by contacting indivi-
duals in the area who lint:: current ratings or who are interested in
standardizing and. ratsing the level of officiating badminton,
basketball, competitive swimming and diving, fencing, gyin-
rrairi`Cs,. Softball, synchronized swimming; tennis, track and .field,
or. volky ball in that area.

2. Write to Jan Boyungs, Secretary of the NAGWS Affiliated Boards
Of Officials, Central WaShington State College, Ellensburg, WA
9S926, for a sample copy of an authorized constitution for of-
ficials' boards and the Policies uhf Procedures Handbook and
application for becoming an affiliated board.

3. At a designated meeting of interested individuals, present plans
for forming a.hoard,
a. Choose a name vYhich will permit expansion of function as

need may arise; do not limit title to one sport.
b. From the group, elect a chairperson, chuirperson-elect, secre-

tary, and treasurer...
c. Form an examining committee of at. least three members. If

any member has been rated elsewhere: such experience.should
he helpful; such a rating is not necessary, however, except in
basketball and volleyball. (See 4 below.) It is-suggested that
members of the'eXarnining committee he examined and obtain
ratings from other affiliated boards whenever possible.

d. Make plan; for drawing up a constitution according to the
sample Lop.), receivedirom the Secretary of the NAGWS Affili-
ated Boards of Otricills. Plan to deviate some time to -the study

of the rules and to practice officiating. If possible, secure.the
assistance of some rated official in each sport for which the
Board anticipates giving ratings.

4. Send the completed 'application forth', two copies of the local
constitution, and a check for S5 annual dues (made payable to
the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials), to the appropriate
person indicated by. the Secretary. If basketball or volleyball
ratings are ,to he given, an affiliated board must send a list of
three persons holding a. State, National, Honorary National, or
Fxaminer rating, and a provisio-nal hoard inust_send a list of three
pkr,sons; one Of whom must hold at least a State.rating. (include
photostatic copies of current rating cards.) A list of the inter-
ested iritlii;idtials 'mist be s'ent if the hoard wishes to give ratings
in sports other than basketball or volleyball. It., at the.end of two
years, a board wishes continued affiliated status in 'any sport, it
will he required to have a Minimum of three persons with State,
National; Honorary National, or Examiner ratings. (Exception:
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Gyrrina'stics and SynchroniredSwimming.) For continued pro-
: visiorral status, a hoard will he required to have a minimum of.,

thr'ee Of fik:ials'with atr least an Apprentice rating.. Approval of the-
application .will. come 1;0inthe l'asrchairperson.of the Affiliated
'Boards of .Officiate, vho,.will request that examination packets be
sent to'your Affiliated -Board Chairperson f6r all sports in which
your Board is authorized to give ratings. The process of accepting
an application for affiliation of a new Beard and of requesting
that the'proper eXaminationgackels be sent ordinarily takes'sev-
eral weeks. :Prospective':Boards, therefore. should file for affilia-
tion at leas) a montlitlfore they wish to hold rating sessions.

5. Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Examinat.ion
Form B of the National T1(eoretical EXamination nay be adminis-
teredto those who did not pasS Farin A. The Intramural Examin=
ation may only be given to those candidates pursuing Intramural
or Apptentice ratings. Once the Intramural Examination has'been
administered, the candidate forfeits the option to take either
!Form Apr,Form B. 6

:6:'To cover expenses involved in the construi:tion and evaluation of
written examinations, boards should charge a fee each time an'

takes a written examination. The Affiliated,Boards of.
Of ficials Treasure? must receive 5.0 cents flcr each written exam-
ination giver by a hoard. Boaxd fees can exceed 50 cent's rierlest '-
in order to cover operating expenses.

7. Conduct practice sessions-in rating officials. All 'persons on the -
examining committee who have not previousljr rated officials

. should have a minimum of three practice,sessions.p,rior to, ac-
tually rating.' Sccure the assistance of a, rated" official` in these,
practice sessions if al all possible:.

8. Give practical examinations to individuals whp,pdsS the: written 's
examinationcr (Note minimum number Of raters requirel to give.. ,
various. ratiugs.on page 145.) -

9: Request approptiate rating cards from th8..NAGWS- National.
.-O'ffice for distribution to.those who pass-the theoretical and,Prac-
tical exoamimition.

10. Send lists oflapproved officials to schools and otheforgart z 4tiOnS .1
0;,

in the area: This notiv should indicate the fee's for'offidating and
should give the -name, address,.ratinganci telephone number of. :
each official. i 4

I Keep .accuratelists of all person receiving ratings. ForWard these
..lists to the chairpersons of the ExaminationsAnd RatingsSoM,-*
mittees in those spoets in whi.ch your board was authdrized to ."
give ratings., - .

'.."1
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,For att:litionai triloi !nation about Affiliated goards of
t)ftiidls, write to
' AB() (.11AW11 RSON

NATIWS
1201 Sixteenth
VidshIngton, DC'' 1030

00.

,.

ob.
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NAGWS OMINTON GUIDE COMMITTEE*,
19741976

tlEORGANNA S. COI 1 MAN, Chairperson, Easton Middle School,
Easton, NID 2101' .

DORM P. H DENERSON, Pdst Chaverson, Illinois State University,
Normal t, 1761 .

SYBIL P. HIL roN, Bakersfield College, Bakersfield, CA 93305
.

RUDE ANN E , CHRISTIANSEN. .Agassiz Elementary School, .,.,
Minneapolis, MN 5540 ...,

Sill RAN E. BENERTII, BerriFielsen 'High School, Vielsen APB, AK
w 9's 7 Sh . z, . os- 6

BE TRICE, GOODMAN, Acadeiny41.)1 the Melly Cross, Kensingtont
MD 20'95 ,, ,. ,, .

E. MA ROANS, Memphis State University, Memphis, TN 38152
FA FRICIA Mt:CARRICK, Mule"r Place high School, Miller Place; NY1174 - . .

NATASHA i'11;1', 5701 E. 19th, Wichita, KS, 67208 .

MARISI DAVISI:, Eastern Illinois University; Charleston, IL 61920
'r...

NAGWS BADMINTON COMMITTEE
. 1976-1978

SN lilt, P 1111.1 O , I3akersiteld ColleKe, Bakersfield, CA 93305

*ttia .orient Glade' was prepared by the 1974-76 Committee; the 1918-80
v.,1111he preparcd.by the 1976-78 Committee,
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Badminton Contest Ethics
ARLENE H. SMITH

Arlene H. Smith received her B.A. degree froth the University
of Redlands, Redlands, CA, her M.A. degree from California
State University, Los Angeles, and aft Athletic Trainer Certifi-
cate of Completion, At California State University, Hayward,
she is associate professor of kinesiology and physical education
and coaches the intercollegiate coed badminton team. She'has
'been .director of numerous badminton teaching clinics in the
Northwest and has served twice as NC7AC badmintOn commis-
sioner,

Each sport' has its own personality out of which grows its moral
. code of. behawior. These are courtesies .which should be obsprved
whether playing one game, a match, a tournament, or practicing. In
some instances the formality or informality of the match to be-
played may dictate -'which of these are observed. These unwritten
laws of badminton are an essential part of the sport; they are the
contest ethics., ''

1.. If any players' on a court are iinacquaintedowith the others,.
introductions.are in order.

2. Players should warm up with clears and then provide an
opportunity for each other to practice any.shots they desire
&fibre starting a match:

3. Clean white comfortable clothing is the standard dress for
participants in all matches. .

/ 4. Always play your best; careless play is an insult to your
opponent.

5. After the completion of a rally, players should return the
shuttle politely and d'rectly to the opponent with a controlled
stroke.

6. The server should ascertain whether her opponent is ready for
the service and wait until she is ready before serving. The
receiver should not take undue time before each service

7. When there is no umpire, the server calls the score before each
service.

a spectator interferes with a rally, the point .should be
replayed,

9. Players .wait until . the current rally is "terminated before-
attempting to recover a shuttle which has fallen on or near an
adjacent court.

10, The losers of a match should be the first to congratulate -the
winners. The winners thank the opponents for the match.
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I 1 .. Each player assum 's the responsibility of calling her.own illegal
shots. A player may also call an illegal shot on her partner, but
under' no Lircunistaikes does she call such shots on her -
opponent. . .

12. A- player should always let the shuttle drop to the floor if she
believes it Co be out, A-player should not catch a shuttle and call
it out.

13. A player 'should never voice expression or allow her emotions tom
get out of c.oRtrol, whether i't be over.a loss -pr win of a point,
game. or match..

14. Praise or applause should he Saved for good shots. One does not
applatd becanse an opponent has made a poorshot. 0

15. Quiet should be maintained by players and spectators while the
shuttle` is in play -most players like to concentrate while
playing.

1 b. The decisions of the official in charge of the *telt should be
consideret; . final. All decisions should he accepted gracefully
without d sLrying the game. Officials should be thanked 4 the
conclusio of the match.

17. If there i. no official, a player should accept, her opponent's.
'1 decision for her srde of the court and replay Fly truly

questionable issues. s

18. An otIcasiOnal cowlimentary remark such as "goofi shot" on
your opponet's winning stroke is always acceptable:.

19. Extend to your partner the same courtesies and considerations
,

. you expect returned to you. °
20. In a situation where there .are people. waiting to use the courts,

play one-match and then Vacate the court,

BADMINTON CONTEST ETHICS
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J.. Frank.Devlin, A Living Legend
JOAN WEYERS

7,,

1Yeyers rc:civel her bachelor of science degree from
faCr.:w State I'luversity m Wisconsin, master in education

.,7rt'e fr,rii the Untverstv of North Cannata, Greensboro,,
Certz!zcate of Advanced Study froin Johns Hopkins

Loi.'eriity, Baltimore.

'v sprightly, lean gentleman wrth snow k+;hite hair walk\ lightly
and belie, h years. I. his grandfatherly look belongs to .J. Frank

. DesIto premier badininton teacher in the world. A native of Dublin,
Ireland, brankOevim has an impressive playing recordOe won the
All Ungland Alt-Comers (World) Championship in singles between
1925.-1929 before leaving \competition . with osteomyelitis that

.,.aftek.ted arnj. Upon his return in 1931, Devlin reclaimed the
- singlesand doubles 'titles. lie has won the World Doubles Champion-
ship .7 times atul the \Wild %Ad Dpiables Championship 5 times.
Devlin's miles record of 5 consecutive wins has been equalled only
by hi, daughtet. Judy Devlin Ilashman, who is 10 times world singles
champion and 12 rimes United States Singles Champion.

Niter the <1911 All England Championships, Frank Devlin
turned professional and coached at the Winnipeg Winter Club for
,even years the net year Ire was Invited to cOnduct a world
coathing and le,t.ire tour which took him to New Zealand,:
Australia, Iasumnia, Malaysia and Singapore.

Following t Ile tour Devlin played an exhibition in New York
°City where he decided to stay as a teaching professional at the 7th
Regiment Arinoly. Ile coached, taught, and lectured in 'New Fngland,
New York State, New Jersey and Maryland. In 1937 he accepted a
position as badminton professional m the private clubs and schools
of Baltimore. There he organised the city's first Saturday morning
...lasses which produced It years of junior girl national champions.
From this position he and Raymond Scarlett started the first
National, Junior Tournament which was won by his pupil, Barbara
Scarlett. in l'147 the team of Barbara ` Scarlett and Susan Devlin
Peard wezri the first national junior'18 and under doubles Champion-.

, ship.
Frank DeAbn's name is continually in the forefront of the

international FVery three years the .United States and

Aoh. the author Obtained information for this article from a personal
interview with 1.1-. Devlin.
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eariadian. teams compete in a.seven-event match vying for the Devlin
Vup. The.mat,h.c,onsists of two ladies' singles, two i.rien's singles,
one men's Lh ono ladies' doubles, and one mixed doubles.

A major annual badminton event in Baltimore is the Mason -
Dixon Tournament, which attracts top players from all over the
united States. At this tournament the Devlin trophies are awarded
to the men's and ladies' singles champions.

the best Isnown of.Frank Devlin's published works is the Sports
Illustrated 11,1oX of Badmilittin. fie has also written two paperbacks
and numerous instructional articles in newspapers and periodicals.

tie, is currently semi-retired and lives' with his wife in Owings
Mills, Maryland, a suburb of Baltimore. Ile continues his enthusiastic
reaching and coaching of youngsters' and .adults, and regularly
attends the tournaments in which his pupils compete. The lively J.
Frank Devlin is truly a sports legend:

tst

J. Frank Devlin and pupils.
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Conditioning Tips for the Badminton Arm
SHERAN L. BENE.RTH

Shoran Benerth received her bachelor's degree from Eastern
Illinois Universit', Charleston, IL, and her .master's degree
from Northern Colorado University, Greeley, CO. She is
physical education" department head at Ben Eielson High
School, Eielson APB, Alaska. She hasdieen a four-time state
badminton finalist, and is currently coaching the Alaska
State team in international competition. Shoran has served
as the Alaska DG WS (ni»v NAGWS) badminton chairman,
and has served two terms on the National Committee.

With the expansion of the popularity of badminton, it is not
uncommon to find that those players who reach the finals in many
tournaments will often have played as many as a dozen, or more
matches. Because of t t schedules. numerous gignes may have to
have been played in o e day, resulting in a match of endurance.

During 'the begin n g of each sports season participants are faced
with problems of in ury pitvention and treatment relating to the
event in 'which they are participating. Many preseason conditioning
practices and exercise routines deal.with the overall development of
ca:rdlovascular efficiency. However, few/ exercises deal with the
specific conditioning of the muscles of the arm and shoulder..

Sore arms and pulled. muscles are therefore becoming more of a
concern to badminton players and coaches. Some players may even
have to sit out partoftheir-schedule' because of injuries to the arm
and shoulder. Such injuries are. easily prevented through a little time
spent in pre- or off-season conditioning.

One of the biggest keys to success in developnient of the racket
'arm is to focus attention towards the extensors, particularly the
triceps muscles. The importance' of the extension phase of the
forearm in badminton can he. appreciated readily by studying the
smash. The Tripod Pushup (Figure I) when done regularly will.prove
to be one of the best means of developing and maintaining the
triceps for full range of motion. ,

The tripod pushup is executed by placing the hands approXi-
mutely 5 hand spands in front of the feet and forming .a triangle with
the fingertips and thumbs. The nose or top of the head is lowered
into the triangle. Raise or plish the body as far up as possible. Hold
briefly, then return to the starting position. Repeat:according to
predetermined goal relative to the individuals' capabilities.

The' great weight training boom in the 1950s and 1960s has
evolved into more practical, less expensive means of attaining even
156 NAGINS TENNIS-BADMINTON-SQUASH GUIDE
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Figure 1. Tripod Pushup.

better and more specific results. The value of stretching type
exercises are only noW being recognized in relation to noneontact
sport, such as badminton. Research has indicated that there is less
chance of mint and associated muscle injtiryo where joints and
muscles have previously undergone stretching .movements. A simple
but eftective exercise is to grasp- a chin-up bar and hang with full
hod weight suspended for 3t) seconds to one minute. The exercise
is particularly important the day after a. long 'practice session or
tournament play.

An exercise of wide repute for strengthening the wrist and
forearm of a player is the squeezing of a tennis ball. Count to 10,
release and repeat up to 30 times daily. Another simple isometric for
the t,irearin extensors is to. hold the arm out at full length. parallel to
the ground, palm down. Lift the wrist and fingers as high as they will
go. Hold. 30 seconds while the muscles tighten and release.

1)c:spite controversy 'between advocates of isometric and isotonic
exercises, both agre:: that a variety of exercises stressing different
angles and full range of motion are of prime importanCe. The
folloVVing exercises are emphasiied beifause they fulfill this need.

in 'performing these exercise;, use an old tennis racket or
broOmstick Cut to the length of a racket. A doorway may be used
fur lull range of shut simulations. and a chinning bar may be 'Used to
CONDITIONING TIPS FOR THE BADMINTON ARM . 157
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add another station for overhead shot simulations. These exercises
should be don,: .ince each day.

Figure 2. Forehand.

Posabin: Stand in a door ay assuming the stance of a forehand
Swing..Place the face of the racket against the side of the doorway at
a point where the racket would normally come in contact with the
shuttlecock In a. typical forehand swing.

Contraction: Inhale, Holding the wrist firm, press the racket
against the side of the doorway using the shoulder and arm muscles.
Incre"ase pressure for 4 seconds until a maximum effort is reached.
Hold at maximum effort for b seconds, Relax and exhale.
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Figure 3. Backhand.

Position: -$tand the doorway or under the chinning. bar
assuming a. Nickhand stance in exactly. the same position as the
instant the r.i0.c,-t would come in contact with the shuttlecock. At
this point. th'r, racket !should be in contact with the immovable_
o eL t

Contract/oh: Inhale. Holding the wrist firm, press the nicker
against the oistect. Increase the pressure for 4 .seconds until
maximum etfort is reached. Hold at maximum effort for 6 seconds.
Relax and exhale,

0 . 159
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Figure 4. Smash.

hisirion: Stand in the doorway or under, the chinning bar with
the racket in play grip. Place the face of the racket against the
immovable object while assdming a normal stance for the smash.

Contraction: Inhale. Holding the wrist firm, press the racket
against the object increasing the pressure for 4 seconds until
nia,irnum effort is reached_flold at maximum effort for 6 seconds.
Rela-x and exhale_

The 'following; .exercises are designed foi rehabilitation and .

strengthening of the .racket arm; however, they should be practiced
with both arms. l hey utilize a 21/2 pound dumbbell weight available
in most schools. These exercises should be repeated on a daily basis.
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Figure 5. The Circle Swing.

Position:. Place the left hand on the left knee and bend forward at
the waist. The feel should be shoulder width apart. Grasp the weight
in the right hand with the arm hinging loosely in front of the body.

Motion: Swing the weight, making a circle in a clockwise
direction for 10 circles. Reverse, making 10 circles in a counterclock-
wise direction. Repeat, going slower for 5 times in both directions.
Repeat the exercise with the lett arm.

161
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Figure 6. Lateral Swing Side To Side.
.

Postttotr Stand with the feet shoulder width apart. Place the left
hand on the left -knee and bend forward at the waist.. Grasp the
weight in the right hand with the arm lunging loosely in front of the
body,

..1fotion: Swing. the weight across the chest to the left and back up
to the right, letting the weight carry the arm. Repeat 10 to 15 lateral,
Nwmg's from side to sidt. Repeat, raking the weight very slowly 5
times. Repeat the exercise with the left arm.

162

Figure 7: Biceps and Wrist Stretch
and Strengthening.
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Figure 8. Biceps and Wrist Stretch
and Strengthening.

Position; Stand Straigh with shoulders level, feet.spread shoulder
width apart. Raise the right arm CO shoulder level with the palm up.
The left hand is placed under the right upper arm to help hold the
shoulder and upper arm level. . 4

Motion: (;rasp the weight_in the right hand and_slowly bend the:
wrist upward and downward, getting a good stretch. SloWly bend the
elbow upward and downward. Next slowly rotate the forearm
inward and then outward making sure to get a good stretch. Repeat
each exercise for the wrist, elbow and forearm 5otimes. Repeat the
same exercise using the left arfn.

Figure 9.,Shoulder Rotation.
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Figure 10. Shouldec Rotation.

Position: Stand straight with the stroulders ,level,"feet spi-ead .

shoulder width apart. Bend the elbow at 90° and raise the arm to
shoulder level. Grasp the weight in the right hand.

'Motion: Slowly rotate the shoulder hack as in the approach to
the smash tr overhead clear. Get a .good stretch of the' shoulder.
Slowly rotate the shoulder forward, bendjng the wrist forWard: Keep C
the elbow at shoulder leverto get -a good s.trWh.: Repeat 5 times,
then repeat with the left arm. The exercise may alS'ci .beo done on a

bench or table. -
Ba.d.rp.inton is becoming a specialized sport with unique problems a.

and. trainafg--praetice. Paying special attention to the muscles of the
arm- and shotdder girdle should help elirbinate the possibility of
strainsand sprains'which are a constht threat to the athlete.
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Badminton Golf
PAULA WELCH

Paula Welch .has coached inter° sclmlasVc badminton-in Florida -
and has conducted badminton Clinics in Kentucky. She
received her B.S. degree from Florida State University,
Tallahassee, and her M.k degree from George Peabody College .

for Teachers, Nashville, TN. She is a physical education
instructor at Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond.

qtadmintolt-goll is.ah.activity that incorporates some character-
,' ..Fsticsof goltimloth a variety., of badminton strokes. The,variation

prOvides challenge top the . skilled player and enjoyment for the
beganrier. Lamas...well as small groups c'n be accommodated in an
area approximately the size of'a basketball court.,

r

Obje.ct of thd'Activity " -

The. Object of hadminton-golf js,to stroke the shuttle through
nine hifte ho(ip tar, sts few attempts as possible. Specific
'strokes detivnateil each target provide challenge for more

"expCrienced t1admint rr players,

Equipmerttpti Organization"
One an tworackets alui,Iltatles may be distributetham'ong small

groups, or,leach'particarant can use a racket and shhttle. Nine hula
hoop targets are set up throughout the area 0, allow sufficient-room
to- tee oft. The instrpetor can determine the tee ofblistanee on the.,of the participant's skill..

Hoop targets may be taped vertically to net standards. The"
bcittom of a hoop should not he lower than net height. Attaching
hoops to walls and .placin some on courts for :serving targets adds to
Strokecvariety. In additi6n, varying4the height of hoops at each hole
changes the stroke requirement.

Small groups begin 'at different hoops on the course. Each player
can score, or a. group scorer may he selected. The player having the f.
lowest score on each target .strokes first on the next tee. Each.gtroke
counts one: however, a.swing and miss dues not count as an attempt.
Par may he established and a limit of five attempts will avoid delay
and possible discouragement, A shuttle passing through or hitting a
hoop ends an individual's play at each hole. The self toss in which
the player stands the shuttle on the racket, tosses the shuttle into
the air and strokes, is a good technique for putting the shuttle into
play unless the serve is used.

t...
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Three Points

NATASHA FIFE

Aataiha Fite received her haihefor of science degree at Texas
W,sonen's t'inversity, Denton, and her mavter.of science degree

'at Wu iota State Innersity, Wichita, KS, where she is an
tsscitant pr,),fess,;r phlsicat education,

A. winning game of badminton occurs only it' the player or players
execute skill and strategy while playing. There are several points
that, if picticed, will help develop the skill and strategy necessary
16 outplay and outthink the opponent.

One point demand; that each player execute a good ready
position: Rio player should he found standing still on the court. The
quick `ready position results from ytie ready position of the "rackets
up" stance. this implies that the racket should always he up in.front
of the tasce rather thanbelow the chest. The "rackets up" stance also
encourages the players ,to contact the shuttle before it .has fallen
below the head and, immediately after rit hp crossed the'net. A must
in badminton to hit the shuttle a; soon as it has crossed the net.
Advanced players will develop the skill of mixing quick hits with
delayed hits to nianTfilate the oppon'ent in her court position.

A second point-stresses good footwOrk. The left side should
always be toward the net. Players should be drilled to hit one deep
in the lett or figlt corner tollowed by a net stroke. Iffboth sides are
given enough practice in this movement,' quick and fast footwork
becomes habitual When receiving a serve, the left should be
toward the net and protectingihe backhand stroke Such a stance
does not, imply that the beginner should avoid usirf the backhand
but serves as a reminder that any thing over the left sl oulder is-out of
the service court. In the receiving position it is im ortant

as
the

player he -alert and ready to return the shuttle s._soon as it has
crossed the net. The receiver cannot wait and watt the result of her
return. She must he taught to move back ..ri-to .th base position as
soon as she returns the shuttle.

The two ,previous points result in the third/point of winning
badminton. Fvery player .should he taught to anticipate the possible
return the type of stroke and the area open./ A drop .shot will
lenerally he returned- with a crosscourt drop sliot and a short high
clear well he returned generally with a smash. HOwever, this doeS not
always hold' true because some players can foreSee that the expected
return will be either the drop or the smash a d then use the deep
clear from the net or the short drop shot fn m the smash. If the
player- knows the possible returns for specific situations she will he
able to adapt to any situation.
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Beginning Strategy
ROSINE LEMON

R,,sliy Lemon re,.'cii.ed he r bachelor of .science degree from
Columbu University in 1970, She won the Junior Gin's
h,neiu's in 1954 and the U.S. National Ladies Doubles en
1Y6'7, Size was a membcr of the U.S. Cher Cup Team in 1966,
1969, 1972 and 1975. 31otht'r of two children, -she works with
iier husband as a desioer and ph,,uigrapher and resides in New
York City.

Starting, to play badnunton is easy compared to other racket
sports. the ability to follow the flight of the shuttle and' hit it,is
soon achieved. Next the beginner gains control of her strokes and
learns to hit away .from, rather than at, her oczponent. All these
elementary steps are necessary, but when the player conies up-
against better competition or plays doubles, the court openings are
not. as obvious and she must employ other tactics. At this stage a
player needs strategic goals so that her developing stroke control can
be put td work in game situations. A player should learn that each
shot in badounton is played with a specific objective in mind. She
should realife why clears should he deep, smashes steep and drop
shot. ,.curate .a) ,,he can, with practice, progress to competition and
tournament play.

Serve
Objective To put the shuttle in play
f'ommon 1au!t8- Mitt:gilt errors on service
Although 'the serve h not clink:lilt, many unnecessary errors are

made because the server 41(1,:, not concentrate. During;'the service the
shuttle is not in flight, there is no need to hurry. Regard the service
as an opportunity to s'on'e. Lvery rally starts with a serve and if one
cannot serve, a point will never he won.
Execution:

Decide where you will serve. Do not change your mind
midstroke. Stand with the lert toot forward (for right-handed
players). the right arm swings naturally from the shoulder with the
elbow straight but

and

rigid,and the wrist is cocked. Try to feel the
arc of the swing and use it for every serve. The point of contact
should be well in front ot the server but below the waist. Avoid
reaching out to the side during the service.

The low serve is used mainly in doubles. To control the trajectory
of the low-serve, make adjustments by bending the wrist more or .less

swing.rather than by bending the arm or changing the wing. To control
BEGINNING STRATEGY 167
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direction sideways, change the angle of follow-through. For a high
serve, use ti to k ot the wrisfat impact. By keeping the service stroke
the same, the tiettune, level gyp; needed consistency and does not
give information .to her opponent by changing body 'or racket
position.

In singlec., depth and height are more important than disguise. To
achieve depth and height, a fuller backswing is used to make the
shuttle travel high over the receiver's head and fall perpendicularly
near the hack line. A high, steeply-falling serve forces the opponent
to run to the back of her court to strike the return while coping with
the, more difficult timing required to hit a shuttle that is falling
straight down. ,

Service Return
Oktctivc: To return the serve safely and gain the offense
Common Faults: Errors Made on easy shots
As with serves. too many players through lack of concentration

give, away points by returning the serve into the net or Out of the.
court. Do not give your opponent a point she has not earned. Do not
gamble on Li difficult shot. Learn safe but effective service returns
for each type of service.. ,
Eretution.

the key to returning the service is to reach the shuttle as soon as
possible. Watch your Opponent's execution carefully for clues to
determine the direction of the shuttle.

In stn'/es the serve will .usually he high and deep. Move hack
quickly to put your weight into the stroke.and continue forward to
center-court position. In the beginning you should learn one long
and one short return, A gOod choice might he to learn a straight
clear.and a crosscourt drop. Practice these for consistency. You will
gain more from two accurate strokes than from many haphazard
ones.

In douli/es a low serve is more frequent. It also travels a shorter
distance than a high serve and hence arrives more quiekly. For this
reason it is harder to hit early. Spring forward to meet the.low serve
at tape level. Do not wait for it to come to you. The higher in its
flk.it you intercept the shuttle. the easier it is to avoid errors and hit
a forcing shot. Try to hit the shuttle down so it lands just beyond
the service line Id halt-court shot), drop it over the net (a net shot),,
or push it deep to the corners. Avoid hitting up to the middle of the
court. Again. choose a -few, returns you prefer and practice these.
Variety can he added later.

Smash
()bled t to win the point or force a weak reply
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Common Faults: Sthashing when out of position
Hit a smash when you are in good court position and can reach

any smash return. The smash travels last and consequently it conies
back to you quickly. It you ,mash when off balzinje or from the
extreme sides 01 the court you ought win the rally with your smash.
but more likely the opponent will drive or blo-ck your smash into
.open court for a winner.
Execu tirm.

Develop a sense of position in the court relative to your
opponent. In singles, smash when the oppment is out of position or

d shas hit a weak (short) clear. In oub/cv you can smash more freely
since you have a partner to help cover the return, but since you also
have two opponents it will be harder to.hit a direct winner. Try. to
force a weak return. flit down the Middle to create confusion. Hit
into a player's right shoulder so she cannot swing freely. Remember,
accuracy and angle are rpurr important than speed. A smash that is
angled down ,steeply will conic hack up shOrterand slower than a
flat. hard-hit smash.

Clear
Objective: To push the 'opponent deep in the -court and give

yourselt time to regain position
Common Faults Insufficient depth.
Good depth (within a.tuot of the hack line) is one of the hardest

points to Judge for yourself, but for i singles player it is the most
crucial ta:tor in the game. A short clear is a weak shot ;.a deep one.
an attacking' shot
Execution:

In singles,- practice until yod Lan sense the stroke you need to
achieve good depth. It your opponent is smashing or dropping for
winners, your clear is probably short. Realize also that the. trajectory,
of a clear is important'- flit flat clears when you want to rush your
opponent, high ones when you want to give yourself time to regaid
position. In doubles, -clears are used less but 'there are many times
When a high,. deep clear or underhand lift will give you and your
partner time to get out of trouble.

Drops (Overhead strokes lgnding near the net).
Ohjecrire To force the opponent to hit up
Cornmon Fauitv Landing too deep en court (singles) and arriving

too high above the net (doubles`
In singles., your drop should land in front of the service line as

counterpoint- to your clear which lands near the hack line. Force
your .opponent to run full court, to reach the shuttle. Since your
opponent must position herself mid-court, you can afford to give
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y ear ft. . a t, n , is r.c.,tort' to ri.ivise .t ta!'i over the net. In
r . he

. ih,iih; ','/Our di.T. is less
'it it ti:.tt ovi: the ni:t so that the

.01..i,t1

:71 .:01ihk's is to make
1. I i.r:e..this mir,t i.ti,':huse your drop

shot tr-in towardsthe net too
eain hit the :Jr, with the same basic swing used for

sina',Iies arid rrse your wrist 'to hring
the ra.;ket. ..e at the sthime. the teailt ',.hould he a crisp shot
whiJi it Ltoy,e., the net. As you gain
conttol an yoar' stroke to ptOdUk,-C, Cttiiei a singles drop

up and fah, lust .,.er the net or the douhle; drop which is
hit ,t.'whiw Ltd skims the het and fails neiir the service line.

Net Shots (Underhand shots made near the net)
:,;. Inak,.: tae Tponcrt hit up

Lai the stiaitle to tall 1.etore striking

to: Inxt the shuttle !Apo litAel. Direct the shot
' .t r, t ailfa, the shuttle early you

oil the other side of the net. If you hit
tape will have to compensate with a more

an I 'iblthhult. -.11,4. it the >huttle is larThelow tape.
1-ctter hot tr,,Mg to drop. Lilt the bird high

ari anal Lition.

Summary
is at [Mire extivremed players Can bendit from

has:. In stiminaty. each Aroke shot:is! he executed with.a
.kwarene, of iinefi, position on the court

Telathin to the opponent 1s important in stroke selection and
eYi'.att gin. Ohserv.ition of the opponent is essential to detect the

ot the siulitle, \loving to the thuttie rather than waiting
I r he sludtie red errrqS and rushes the opponent. Badminton

l'e plae,1 at min!, level, of skill. but an understanding of
the p!ayer coordinate her stroke practice with

in turn. win help,her gain control
swiations.
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Strategy in Doubles .Play

JOYCE JONES

Jov,ti. fortes ha.i ;'crfortkieJ in exhibitions at,_ professional
bayketba'll' games and at hall times college games. She has

c.tcri St'an:C and Washington Ste.e Oared title in
ti.alblc8 and oared at least once, and some several

tintes. lot ct has held the Oregon State and British Columbia
tttli;y rn Joubl.. and mixed. .

For the Beginner
t There are 'certain bask: rules of play which everyone should

,observe just as there are certain rules in contract bridge which will
enable every player to team up with any other player and to have an
enioable game and a fitty-titty chance of winning.'

t. the serve should he low and to the T (where the center line and
the service line meet at the center of the court) 99 percent of
the time,
.The server NIU,Uld follow in on her low serve and take over on
retarn of all net shots and put-aways..

;. The server's partner should straddle the center line fairly close
to her pat tner sc, she can be ready to return all shots except net,h
the return tit all shots should be in a downward direction if at
all po.,,able: Never lilt the NO in doubles unless absolutely
rikt,essary
there ate tvv.., ba,a,_ directions of the flight of the bird in
relation to court blundaries-.straight ahead doWli the line).and
tloss,ourt.

o. Start play by making the majority of shots-down the line.
Returning the serve with a crosscourt usually leaves.-_ an
unguarded spot on your court which the opponent finds easily.

K. Being on the offensive should result in winning points.
Being-tpti the offensive means hitting hard and fast and down!

10. Returning shots'en an upward direction means being on the
detensive...

I I. r antlers .should try to align themselves in an "up and back"
position otily when the bird is being hit downward;. the majority
t pf,ink should be made by the player at the net.

12. Pataners should assist each other by calls on .line and out shots.

For the Advanced Player
. In addition to the above basic rules, advanced players work more

as established teams.
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I.. Make occasional use of the flick serve, especially when the
receiver tends to rush your low serve.

2. Ilold the return shot a trille longg to try to make your opponent
commit liftmelt in one dire,fion, and then send a return to the
spot he moved from.

3. Make much use of the strong, flat drive return down the line or.
crosscourt, but he sure it is strong and flat.

4. There should be no question as to which partner is to take the
shots that are down the center, but if there is, one partner should
call for. the shot. It is permissible to talk to your partner when the
bird is on your court bi,` not when it is on the other Side of the
net, as this can be construed as distraction.

5. Make use of body fake in returning half court and drive shots, but
this will have to acquired with much practice so as not to fake
your partner or yourself out of position,

b. In setups'at the net, it is sometimes advisable to rush in as if to
"kill" the shot but instead to ploy a soft dump just over the net
and thus, rock.your opponent.

7. Most players have trouble returning 'shots which are aimed
directly at their body, so make use of this fact when smashing the
bird.
To play good doubles, a player must learn the rules and strategy

of the game.

1 2
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Badniinton Double5 Service Strategy
and the Backhand Serve

DONALD C. PAUP

.1ttzrcc front. Occidental
(%,!:t.,e, I 1'ialr, I Vir WO PO Ph.D. Llegrec- from
luzdn. I rt.,:f. rt:lt, tt ()rit tint. tt-.0 f/t' h currently
1,,5 i?f1Pldri. hint' and let -litre Atudic.r at
rjeor.:c W1Ni!in:!2" uz I Putt rqt 1 111 W1sitU4tt,,U1, U.C. Dr, Pallp

,S, t:fittal lien's l).uble, Badnuntsm champion train
IY -.5 and ;LI. cert.cd aSt,),ttit rot. the L.S. Thointh

car, Cup 142,Inunton (airn.

n ...unstundina L.hara.teri,tic .at doubles players competing in
mterrarthinal baln-nni..ri 'is their \repent service. ,Among teams Of

rip. mg ability.. those with the bLi'st.seryicLi will generally urn.
huffs is primarily 'ht.:cause they are .able to start rallies in m.hich they
h.ofe 7llS app inuties.' When deciding. upon a basic service

1:1k. tots must be considered:
. Won %kilt:II serves;

2. Pu.. pt:rLent a ...r.iLes resulting in rallies
I he nurni-r

4'. 1 he riot bei ,,t t shuttle Int out at court I
I t,,hr J.! and vary quantitatively

aon the t' pc at -...ervict. hit. It the server tries to score
ins, , mare ditticult services ,ire required and

ser..iLe error. will inere.ase. I his strategy n poor since it typically
the number at serviLc Limas increasing at a markedly

greater rate than the number of service aces.. Iii addition, most top
daubles team; .t'ss a...s have the threat' of scoring runs .pf several
paints at' a time. I threat must nut he eliminated by service
err. rrs. Since servrce errors are intolerable in competitive badmintim,
basic service strateg :. designed primarily to increase both
tart' r. I and ahai.e and aa.int rease the ratio of one to two. The
Wtteren, e het Leen faLt.Irs I and 2 is determined by whether the

team can take the at tLinsiv.: and maintain control of the rally
aver tiffs appolnent returns the service. II the serving team can regain
tie attack, tt writ scare paints. in- addition, increasing the ratio of 1
ta in lie aL,Jmplished without the L tpens at increasing serviee
enr,,e, I 1.i,Ittr
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Where to Serve
he single hest -orvice ice. undlubtedly short and directed between

the middle ,.,.suit and the center line. the prime
reasons for this are. . .

i. the receiver has chan.e to maintain the attack since the
angles for service returns are poorest tronathe center areas of the
court.

2. The receiver has less tirrit*<, f.rturn the service (decision and
e xes:utton me I.

'3. It is easier for the server to prevent a drop shot r.rt Urn of service,-
thus preventing an immediate loss of at tack. This could he one of
the most crucial.tactors ul (1,11114es.
Although about 9t) percent of the services should be short and

directed toward the oratei of the court, one must have a
variety. of services to counter the strength, weakness or strategy or
the opponents. However. as one serves with a greater variety of
placements, there is a loss in accuracy. Long serves (driveS, flicks or
high deep doubles servesi hive the disadvantage of allowing the
receiver to maintain the atta, k and have a 'elatively good chance of
hitting a winning shot. In addition, when hitting long services, errors
to .service direction and'or trajectory are magnified because of the
greater distance the shuttle must travel, bn the other hand, there is a
&Ammo for a service return error rf the long serve is used sparingly
and at the appropriate time in 'the match. Thus, the long serve plays
an important pile as the receiver must he kept aware that this service
may he hit at any time and. also to prevent hint from moving in toq
quickly tor the re urn of a short service. The long service should also
be used when tat: players on the -serving side are having trouble
executing short serves or arc not winning points why they appear to
be cxectaing'gotid short wives.

Backhand Service
V ith regard bi the, bask: service strategy described above, the

hick'hand service can ninth must ,...qviri.r_needs. In comparison with
the torehand service, the backhand service has the following
advantages a-nd disadvantages:

Advantages of Backhand Service
1. It is easier to consistently ex:cute the short service with high

accurao (even under tournament tension.)
2. The server w atches her Opponent and/Or net and can serve at.thel

optimal time it the opponent moves or loses her balance.
.3. The service is very tact with a short swing and the shuttle as hit

front a white background, thus allowing fewer cues for receiver
.anticmation is not easily rushed).

174 .
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4. The backhand service is easier- for the server to return net drops if
hit on the return ot
Biomccharu;:ally the backhand. i a more natural stro,ke.

Disadvantages of Backhand Service
rfiCite 'difficult to serve in the alley without loss in accuracy.

2. It is more difficult to develop enough power. to hit flick and drive
serves,
Service accuracy will increase if the server can reduce any

unnecessary movements and standardize the. movements involved in
striking the shuttle. Backhand service eliminates the back swing and
any arm movement of the hand.holding the shuttle. In addition, the
:backhand serve is hit from in front of- the body and is easier to
execute than the -forehand serve which is generally hit from the side
of the body.

Execution of Backhand Service (Right-handed player)
Stand within inches of the -intersection of the center and short
service lines (at the T) and face the center of the receiver's court.

2. Hold the shuttle by the tip of ore feather between the thumb and
index finger of the left hand. The left elbow should touch the
body about ,p innes'lateral th'e midline. The left arm should be
in such position that. the shuttle is about 3 inches to the left of
the rnrdline, about 6-8 inches below the waist and about 9-10
ukhes in front ot the body.

3, The racket' is held with a backhand grip, the right thumb being
placed against the side of the handle which is parallel to the plane
of the racket head,

4. I he racket head is placed against the server's clothing in such
position that tha middle of .the strings are abOut. 641 inches below
the waist and about 3 inches to the left elf the midline..

S. From the above basic service position, the server views the net or
his opponent rather than the shuttle during delivery of the
service.

o. For the short service, the shuttle islet primarily by extending the
. torearrn in a short quick motion. The wrist is broken (hyper-

flexed) only for drive and flick serves to gain the needed power.
.7. This service is best practiced by hitting against a wall until a

rhy thm is established that feels comfo,rtable and the service
..procedures are. standardized,

In brief,, he low, short service can be hit very accurately and
should be -the prim-ary service in doubles events. Consistent service
can be achieved best by standardizing the backhand service-
proLedures. Drive and flick serves should be used sparingly to
provide variety and a change of pace.
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Tournament Procedures
BARBARA HORWITZ

ALLYS SWANSON

Barbara Itcrwitz has served as s.ccretary of the Minnesota State
Baanivitni .1ssociati,01 and on. the state tournament commit-
tet' .1vb4. In aadittkm, she has also competed and icon
iii: sc: =tern'ti Jurhhi and mixed doubles d varieti of
Minci:.s,d.; badminton tournaments over the past eight years,
Barbara is-an jvid promoter of badininton and has done Much

and ,lethInistrations.

(11 s Swanson rectyred her Bachelor of Arts and Master of
degre; jrmn the University of- Iowa, Iowa City, Cur -

re ic /1 an. as,,,ciate professor -and departmept chair-
rcni c'ducation at tire College-of St. Catherine in

St. eau!, .51,)c has also taught badminton at- tire MDGIVS'
-sumnier. worAshripat Carleton College, Northfield, MN.

Badminton has been growing fn the schools. through the effort of
interested aria encouraging physical education teachers. Every year
the Minn-,ota State Badminton Association has a state tournament,
and the mir.t entire, come tram areas where badminton is:the
sironee,t in the shoo/s at all levels. When there is intramural
competition t the school year. badminton is an accepted
part of the During the season when there is badminton.
instruction, a va:ualde imentive to encourage more and better play is
to run a tournament calm within the limits Or the -class or with
other -,clul(ds ut the same.age or grade.level.

I veryone can participate. at these tournaments because "of the
seeding. A weak play ermay lose her first round, but the practice she
may get from preparing for a tournament and competing may prove
to he estremelyvalitable.

-Planning the Tournament
. It is necessary to -,eLlire a place in advance. A gymnasium free of
-any other aL. Males with at least four courts is advisable.
1-quipment, prizes and needed officials should he secured several
week', betwe the tournament.
Entry terms should be mailed at least two weeks prior to a

. tournament. preferably one month, with return deadline one
\k.12! prior to thy event.

4. Number kit entries. number of events and type of tournament
Ahould .1, our speolik: situation. See entry form on page 00.
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5. The total number of ]tours needed for the facility dep.mds on the
spe of the draw and type of tournament. It. is. a fair estimate to
say tbat two out of three matches in the -first round require no
more than 20 minutes. When competition 'becomes closer, a
match will List about 40 minutes. Getting the matches started on .
tune continues to be a major problem.

6. Boyden and Burton' suggest that in a large tournament is a
good idea to 'schedule an open court now and then just in case a ;
problem should arise. It can always serve as a practice court.

7. When contestants- are entered in more than one event (singles,
doubles, fluxed), the events- should he alternated between the

. men and women so-no player. will have to play successive matches
in the early rounds. .

8, FbIlowing the tournament, solicit suggestions from participants
and helpers to help make the next tournament run more
smoothly.

. When sending entry forms, it is advisable to send several entries to
all interested participants. Below is a sample entry formpsed at the

- Nli.nnesota State Badminton Tournament is on pages 1787,179. This is..
ameliminat,ion tournament with consolation events only in doubles,.
because of a time factor. When preparing any tournament, -the'
chairman may select whOt type she wants to haveround-robin,
double elimination. or consolation for all first round losers to allow

_tor inore participation. It an important information is mentioned on
the entry torn[. very few complications need arise.

Summary
The enthusiasm and the training are key points if we want our

tournaments to grow and he effective. Good planning wdl encourage
more participants for altypes of play.

Douglas. Boyden and Rwer G. Burton, Staging Sucessll Toutnanents
(Hollywood, CA: Creative Sports Books, Div. of Creative Editorial'Servi4,
1971).
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` Minnesota Badminton Association
1972 State Junior Badminton Tournament

(Closed -

Augsburg College
Si Me lby Gym

731 -21st Avenue.South
Minneapolis, Minnepta

7*- 77
April 7 , 8, 9.L

Friday: 3 00 P.M.' to 10:00 P.M. r
Saturday ').00A.M. to.9:00.4).M.
Sunday 1 2:0(fP.M. to 5:00 (Finals)

Fee: 'S 2.0a per persCp for Ist event S1.50 for each event '
Entry Deadline: Entries must' he received:Tv April' E, 1972

(a) Tournament is sanctioned by ABA.
( hi (7onsolidation events for first match 4osers.,in all doubles

events where entry warrants.
(c) Birds will be furnished.
(di Showers available. Brin.g.yo'fir own towel.
(e) I -minute torten rule inTifect for all matches.
(I) Food will be available. .

Entry Blank

Name Month Day Year

First, Initial

Address City - :Phdrie. .

School Grade
Signature Of Parent Guardian:

Please enter me in the eventfchecked

Class A Juniors vv ho will nut have reached their'.19th birthday on
April 30, 1972.

ti

Boys Singles
Girls similes
Buys doubles Part net's Name

NAGWS TENNIS-BADMINTON-SQUASH GUIDE
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Mow

h
V: r:;

1:4;! M':11 r

P irtner N.1111q _
I t)th hirthda, on

PA:tner'-. Nitn
Pat I titsts Name _

, P it t ftv'T's %Arne__

1' cz;7 ,LT.trat %..tttr!,. I
I elephone:
t)')8.5 I 87

or
09-7t)2.8
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Badminton Bibliography

Revised by SHERAN I. BENERT
Ben Eielson High Scho

Fairbanks, A

GEO RGANNA S. COTTMA
Easton Middle Scho

. Easton, M I

Books
Annario, Anthony A. Badminton, Individualized Instruction Pr

gram. Englewood Chits, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973. $ f .95. Instru
tOr'as guide also available at $1.95.

Bloss,.fMargaret Varner. BadmintOn. 2d ed, Dubuque, IA: :.

Brown Co.. 1971.
Canadian Badminton Association handbook. Current edition. Ti a

Canadian Badminton Association.: 333 River Rd., Ott"
Ontario KIL8139.50¢

Crossley, Ken. Progressive Badminton. London: Bell & Sons, 197
Available through CBA,-333 River Rd., Ottawa,Ontarid. $3.

Davis, PA, Badminton Coach: A Manual for Coaches, Teachers a id
Players: New Rochelle, NY: Soccer Associates, 1972. $5.

Ellio;t Right Way Books. The Right Way to Play Badmint n.
Kingswood, Surrey, England.

Flashgun, Judy Devlin. Badminton: A Champion's 11".ay, Kaye &
/- Ward, 194-200 Bisliopsgate, London LC2, England.

713elton, Barry C.. Badminton. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-1 all,
/ 1971. Hard cover 54.95, papeiback $1.50.

Rogers, Wynn. Advanced Badminton. Dubuque, IA: William C.
Brown Co., 1970. 95st

Articles

Teaching Techniques
Couga'n. Helen Jane. Contract teaching. of badminton. Badminton

Flanagan, P.!vf. Combination drills for badminton. A thleticAnirnal,
Nov. 1969.

Johnstone, J.B. On teaching, not coaching. Badminton U.S.A., Feb.
1969.

Johnstone, J.B. on teaching II. Badminton U.S.A., March 1969.
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Skill and Strategy
Arrieri.dn Bdd111111 ,, 1,111,n 1 ednung to serve. Badminton

Feb. 1971
Amettcan Badminton A -stik. IAD M. Si hilegy IT1 doubles play. Badmin-

ton May 1071.

Tournaments and Officiating
Benerth. Sheran Mudd ied games tor ,pedal situations. Badminton

U.S.., May 1,r5.

Magazines
The Badm:nton Gazettc, 11.A.1. Scheele, ed., 4 Madeira Ave.,
Bromley. , Kent, bngland. S1.40:6 issues.
Badminton Review. the Canadian Bad nun ton Association,. 333

River Rd_ Ottawa. Ontario K11.8139. $3 /year.
Badminton Beatik.k: NdssIllal, ed.; 333 SjId top Rd_

. Buffalo. NY 1411 $3: ear.

Instruction Materials
Badminton and Tennis StrokeA. 24 pp. A.,havvay Products, Inc.,

Ashavvay, RI 02.x04.
Day ton Racquet Co., Ared1111111, OH 45304. Free.

Forpw, Hugh. Pictorial' instruction Sheet Badminton. Bancroft
Ontipany. Paw tiLket , RI.

tsar ;Ir tit &thy Bidminton. lo pp. Ashaway Products, Inc
A.,11,p.vay, RI 0204. Free.
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Badminton Visul Aids
fievisei by SYBIL HILTON'

Bakersfield College
Bakersfield, CA

N L%., refer to film
,7 t, (;041, G -

16mm Films' s.de Wynn
and diarnpion

is played by
i",J of deception,

.n phiy in]; doubles and mixed
I .

ty. Nr 1.1v.(R, 1067 , b0 mm.,
,!; ) I v. !? ,;t h21! inaLtrbetween Judy

S N-,rd..0 'raki,!! !pan).. 13riel preface
,1: 1,1 Int an Wm. l .

12 nun,. -,,)lr. sale S 140. (2).
serkitx, and

TI,i p.vri.)inicil by young and
. be..finners and in normal

' ,+, 1 2 crttt.. mod. t76.w. Sdle 60,
d-..monstrated by skilled

, P Simple drills for
ni-druLtion. G.

B;;.beivr.,! Tqlrnalnunt, Travelers
I iee 71. Swedish I'va

( Jr.
.1.iiierIcan Don Paup and Jim

P,, I ugh-di bean) ot-Tredgett.
!.I up et. Ihree let)- handers

4712,n, ,t11!!!11, :it_':etiltlts.l npthstt Td11101.
tit !"-A'.1,1tAtil ,111t1 touch shot

Loop Films I I -olor. Sale4's:!2.95/Lartridge or
I 14 I fundamental, Of, grips

I I ,;.ot tion, I sperionced teachers
tetehnique.. One can ith,d
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sho, 1 pier iew t,tr pur..ha,e or return within 30 days depending
r

Bad,p.n.t,,ri. irtildA. ; 37.40,',:et. (5). Six films were
171.1,1V Ut: 1.%trl&" lun Pook, Dominguez Dills State
CoPe,:e. t Ih.y indude gip and ervlce, oNerhead forehand
strokes, :iv ha..-khan d stroLes, underhand net strokes', drives
ant ,tr,..ii:1-1:.,:.nea.l.strokes and footwork. These are detailed in
th. 1;,:i1it'_

1971 c.;1,!:;_;#: it,nun pfoduk:!d'hy Canadian Badmin-
ton A ,,,...--11,Si.33.3 River Rd., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K.11.qi;.Vt;.
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'BADMINTON STUDY QUESTIONS
1976-1978

Revised by the Badminton
Examinations and Ratings Committee

PART I

Diredions
Select the one. item which best answers each question. Assume no

conditions-exist other than those stated. 1 eam A is always serving.
Team B is always receiving.

I, Which of the it)110WIng constitutes a fault on the Serve?
A. The shuttle is conta:ted below the server's waist.
B. 1 he scrved shuttle passes over the net and lands in the

diagonally opposite service court.
C. The server slides the rear foot forward during the service

delivery
D. The shuttle is struck on the traMe of the server's racket.

'2. In which of the following situations would only one player of a
d4:zibles team have the right to serve?
A. In ladies' doubles, when the score is tied at 13-all
B. At the start of each game
C. Atter changing-ends at 8-all in the third game

At the ,tart of the first game only
3. When can the umpiri.' overrule thetttof a lint.sman

A. At a time when the linesthan makes an error
At no time during a match

C. At match-point in the third game.
D. At the first sign of the linesman's inattention

4 Team A was the first to reach the score of 13: team B tied the
scare at 13-all, team A elected not to set. The score is now
.14-all Which Of the following Is correct?
A. The game must he played'to 15 as the 'game was not set at

B. The game may be set at 5 or may he played out to 15.,
C. The game may be set at 3 or may he played out to 15.
I). the game may be set and the teams continue to play until

'one team is ahead by 2 points."
5. When should players change ends in the third game?

A. After the leading score has reached 7 :n a game of I5
B. After both sides reach a score of 6 or better in a game of 11
C'. Atter both sides reach. a se ire ol 10 or better in a game of

21
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I) Inineediately .tier is dis,:overed. t hat the players cried and
ts.% Lan., the N per tune

N h ?its Itenients re;arei1 to scoring N correct?A:
. t4, 12 points.

B. Both tnens and woneta'svinitles :tarries.are played to 11
N:ttution eteiltr R.

171 a ,111a.117.711. the server has the iihon.:e whether toilet;.,
I). In iii.rinpi:nship plalr a 1:11.1t:1h is determined by the best 3

ot
11 desv.rthe the speed of the shuttle?
1. I he sh.it tie is ?tom a n.,A, i!,,,,r;.stiv,1 tube.

B a.ii.eptable to both teams.
(' A player- ot asvera,t,.. satength stands on hack boundary'

and hits the siattie with a nv -mal underhand stroke to
;701)77: thin ot and not less than 1'

,..1 her b,1::, h,coiary lisle
I). Hie same as (. ex, ;:pt th.4 the player uses an overhead

Ilk' 17.7,1111 will t. the 4.111 ',)1 a )tlat,,.171 diooses not to
scrys t;rst. What ,rtL,ii is available to the other team)
1. \lust serye ttrst and must choose ends
B May inst
t %dry resit; ".f a repeat ,it the toss
I) \Li er.e nest and 171,1, ill,h),t." ends

h t the I is a rekriurenksnt tor a legal serNe?
1 11l r.0 t the ta,ie...t hed,t must he below all parts of the

!a. k,21 1-.1'7 7

'\11 raS7 h taiket mu'a he below the server's waist.
L. I he serYi's 'tse kept on nir within the lines of the

resit', +!y.
1). 1 he trust be lijd U, the leathers befor delivery.

ill W the t. 1 vin .onstatutes a fault during play?
-1. 1 rIay er . act s the shut t outside t he boundaries of t he

it 1 player s pass.:s over the net after striking the
,!:totte .

play er% t, tithes the net during a rally.
I). 1 player ,..,0711r1,.....tely 171:sst.'s the shuttle before that player's

partner return- the shuttle sat:sly
i l 1: v I. it pint should a 'let' he called on the serve?

1. Hie shuttle tous.hes the net on passing over and lands
within the di:gonally opposite service court.

B shuttle passe,: ,,Yer and then gets caught in the net.
ling an attempt to return the serve. the receiver

I.nnis not to he icady

BADMINTON STUDY QUESTIONS
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I .N.

`O.

!rid to,es the 1,14.
Tn;. h.J.k !ed111-

t

thud games, OM} it

1,.`f In.1 third games. it OM:
'j

ti., ,,.,,fj/d .tro,1 third game .
,": I"

rj ,7 -the pht...,eis is too fatigued

rt.." te.c:. t on the: 4.-Litir1
.'t

di-' ,11!1, t drIti JL1,111.1

'Ii. 11;;,) IS entitled to

1.1
pkie....duies should

.4

h ;.1.11.,: -a: . then. call the

tie readt . then mark the

r1.1. 0.! .,11.inii.e.:ourts, then

1) \LH, '

1 ;2.cp.. IL; .!! net and 11.4' referee lh 11:4 Sure.
,.1,11.! L.; ,o,er the het in SO. domg. What is

st' t,,r'1. rt.'reree"
A

ft dc!...i,;k qt.

7 ,'; \,c`;'./.1.tntle coin t;,, then %:all
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. 4 *ivt,'
It I all a !V.:1!

;.'1 -ikied Fig h Ise Linded in the i.ourt?
. ;;.` taok ttit, t!;.'!;ni !!!t` teitli i land outside the line.

B. the teat he's hit the hr,.; oid the Cork lands outside the line.
111: shuttle lands outside thelme but immediately bounces
%.sit.luti the line

pomt ut :ontait i.ould not he determined.
1-t V tilt ..rit seeing a service fault?.

tit''
B. Report the fault to the referee.

Repo. the wilt to the umpire.
1). Wan the ottender, atter tailing a let
Nk filch the t.d;.,18;.Ing is kiss; a Liar!, 01 a linesman.?

Caifing "14,...,d'' it a plal,e't questions an obviously good shot
t,.sring the eves it the shuttle was unsighted
1'4nntng tcward the court it the shuttle lands,an the court
1. \ten.ieng bath arm horyontally while calling 'out' if the
shattie land, otikidef he 0.,urt

21 W 11,,,n a t:atn IoNes its first scr.ieke at 1(1 .all, what mirk should
Mak:: on the sofesheert

through.both s,:sring columns.
ii IL; nes! hiehci score-for the server

. the serving t;:ani', ;,jort,.
I). 1. hru t!Ir. t receis team\ Nk:ore
fYir,ry. tit the following motions of the

tver's to:
Siid;r1,.!

it Sio,e!!:::! ,71 ph. t:
ShAlng iAIrd

D. I the ti
Ili, net at tots posts?

is
s'i,
4'11"
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PART II

Directions
.1...h ,! the , .0 ii whi,h would require

the dc. tOfl: uic n don eXist ()Om
titian t'hose stated. team k learn B i. alvvays

Se:ond servi,v
B. I et I). Shle out

:4 'Leah. k ',ores a point 1,-) rea,li 7. in the nild,li: of the ne\t
_ rally B st,tps phi- to point th.it team A hJ

11, 1tie AR,W, ,',01e1,411ht: Fle..ed1114_11,11'0., What is the

2 I he r ulted o 1411,11L', ''alythaneothly. the
..reen,..cr i ta.ilted for !casing early . What is the de,ision?

2r.,. Leal% A.. East ice. returns a smash into the net,.
b.:re:iron 1,..1.1 ..a1:eJ tor double hit on the smash. What i

the '

Play :t -X nct to reach= 7 and wins the next rally also
pfir.C! B appeals In the retetee, who say. the ,play,.

the pfo,rer A nad 1.1a1N2,1 on service to reach What is the

I a 11 ii,,r1palth the umpire atter rally that team A
.

rite service Ridge rules that the motion was
LITI,kell,ang to the Jeceiver It was first .

servile ii the
."+. In a la,11 linie. [layer B wins a rally with a shot which is

1- irIs n- ,,11,W111 11,4 slung nor hi ,t 1Wice, but about which
the .1,;Libt. k Lit is the decision''

game. player A smashes so that the shuttle lands
%%WI -nly the ok in the What i. the .

1. tir.st service tear k died by the service lodge for high
ere. brit the umpire tech that the serve WaS legal. What is the

decist flt
In,n ',Ingle', :adme. .1:ssma,11 strikes the net and falls back,
t id player B cat dies it before it hit the ground. Player A:claims
the point, '+.1!,,rug that player B interfered with the-shot during
play. What

33 I. he -server, nrattem pting to serve, strikes the shuttle with the
W hat the de, ision

34 On second ser*:, t-ani A's smash -hits a player of team.B who
has tatlen entirely- out ot the court; I earn B argues that the shot
N. ,17i dead!. out What the decision?

35 In rushing a low singles serve, player B's ra cket contacts the'
shuttle, then passes ever the net and narrowly nussts the faceot
ilaye; A, .obstruiting player A's vision. What is the decision.'

1813 NAGWS TENNIS-BADMINTON-SQUASH GUIDE
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PART 111*

Directions
I-he folloW mg ate duties that ned.to he performed by one o..f the

officials of the game:Select the who is responsible for that
particular duty. Each otticiaLmay be used many times, or not at all.
Only one answer is correct lot each question.

A Reteree C'.. Linesman
B. I mpire D. Service Judge

Svcs that the shuffles are of the legal speed.
37.. Eras the !mat jecHion as to whether a player did or did not

reach over the net
Tfas the tmal Jut honty on the interpaitation of the rules of
service.

30 Sees that the net is of the proper height.
.40. It possible. gives a de,'Islyll It a linesman was unsighted.

41. Sees that the court Ts wt the proPer dimensions.
12. keeps the si.pre.
43. Sees that the receiver does not move before the serve, '
44. Sees that the shuttle 1\ not above the server's waist on the serve.

Has the right to default a player for delaying the game.

`INQUIRIES

11141.1,4(1es rig 1 hese study questions or theoretical
iNi.itninatin qiit:stions should he diteLted to

1.)IANF 11.ALI.S
1421 Niagra
Claremont. CA 017 i

*Irkluslon of a Part Ill on the written e,samination for 1976-77 is subject to
the .ippimal of the li\ecutive Council for the Affiliated' Boards of Officials
and the IN -VAS Officiating .Examinatiozis and Techniques Committee.

BADMINTON STUDY QUESTIONS
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ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES

PART 1

:74.; 1

I .ro, I

C)t! Rot

;

71.1 r

PART 11

I)
h. ( ):I +t I ure.,11I, 7:2

*C. I r.,h. Ott., I :IT.

i I

ir190

t)1 ump.,

NACWs SENNIg-BADMINTON-SQUASH GUIDE
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34. A iav, 141
35 14)

\ I ot Ott
B Ott
A 1..1t ot Ott

34. A Ott
40 B ()It
41 A tit Ott.
42. 13 I L:-!).. 01 Ott.

B of Ott.
44 1) It:11,01 Ott.
45. /3' ott

11.

4

PART 111

i 9
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TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING BADMINTON

Revised by the Badminton Principles
pnd Technici6es of Officiating Committee

11.0,e heen reworded of 1t1T3tiod are de',;gttated
t ..r 1.

DUTIES OF TILE REFEREE

In to,i7n.nuk;nt 41;:: ..h.ntinan n .0!ntnnItee I t.

apvoint .t t-/ :tient ttl teratd, r;141,- ;4-

pla)

'the referee shall s

I . . Bo in ,...,truvit.....Itaii±,... 4 natt,h lay ,..1.,.ept tor the ,.,Ite.lulstag
ot the,114.1... and ',',as.,.' .4 wat..-11v,.

: He thol..-qa.,li::. tay.::..tr Iwtlh, and. I:, .,. the , t l a, tal
law, of 1,adnalat,;;-, an.,1 t!tv inEt.,:liwtitt,,c : V'at't loll
th,..* ijiiir A., C

.i. Ii i4 . va".l,,4.1' .tri re,:pon,thzitt,, ?:...0 avo.,Tat afiArent.o.v.
...r.;ir.rc!.., -.1.,...1,4e ,.-,a,,,.'.e.-

\---i ;,,L. U...0 tstn! ,nv,i, ire ii ..,,,t4 , -,, c.,t.. i",,,ect t

r..,tt':,.. -' -Int,,,,,,,,,1,., .- .
'''; lie tip: t .tri,e,Il ta.:, 111,.. , .,'.4.-4-1 ,,,l, Ihe

war,,,t,..:,. w .,4,-;,? ir,.: t.:,.:1:-::+v ,-, - ,t,,;, Aa'4..,..1., ..

i;)!. a ,;, ,..n. lies.' . .A.tr'Th* ,,est ...itl 14^ :It ,,,,,..!!:'0.

'..,:'azili'.1;

DUTIES OF Tie UMPIRE

t t.

ittrkfai*S TI,NOISS-11A0/40470:4,114.1sAo'



3. Recognize the linesman's decision as final on all points of fact .

on that Itnesinan's designated line. rile. umpire cannot overrule
the linesman II a Imeanan is unsighted, the umpire may then
give a decision it possible. otherwise, a let stroil,ld be played.

4. Recognize 5 service judge's decision as final (<11 all points of tact
in connection with the delivery of the service as set out in
Service CourtJudge, 2. The umpire is responsible for calling the
re( ener's faults.

5. ('all the score distinctly and loudly enough to he heard clearly
by players and spectators. ('all promptly and with autho'ity. If
a mistake is made. admit H. apologize, and correct it.

-(1. Score the match and record pints an a score pad. When a point
is finished-, first mark the score', then sego that the server changes
courts an'cl, announce score before the next service.. (If, the
umffe possesses less than a NAGWS National rating, the umpire
may ask the service court fudge to keep a duplicate score.)

7. Never ask spectators about a decision or he influenced by their
remarks, If a decision . cannot he reached, a let should be
awarded. 0

S., Be responsible for all lines not covered by linesmen. (If at all
"'possible. one person should he assigned to lines which the

umpire is not in a favorable position to see.)
9. Firmly control the match .without being officiou. Keep play

flowipg, without unnecessary interruptions while ensuring that
the laws are observed. The game is for the players.

It). Allow the game to proceed, and do not -call a "fault" when a'
doubt arkes in tho mind of the umpire or service judge as to
whether an intringement of the [ails has occurred. (The player
has benefit Of thedecision.)

11. Be sole ludo of-any suspension of play and have the right to
disquahty;,an of fender for leaving the court or delaying the game
t Law 22).

JI.2. I.n the absence of a referee, appoilit linesmen and service-judges.

Before the Match
13. 011,1in the score :pad from the referee. I. nte,r player's ppsition

and receiver and server on the scorecard:
14. ('heck the net for height. See that the posts are on the lines and

. that tapes are correctly played (Laws 2 and 3).
15. Ensure apt the linesmen and service judges are correctly placed

and knoVthair jobs (see Linesmen and Serive Court Judge).
lo. Insure that a sufficient luantity.of tested shuttles (according to

Law 4) is readily available for the match in order to avoid delays
during play. If the players cannot -:gree, the umpire should have.
the shuttles tested: in a tognameat, the umpire should refer to.

TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING BADMINTON .
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the referee, in a rnat-t. the captains ter reteree. Once shuttles,
have been hound .i.c...ptable. ensure that they are used
unless

Starting th'e atch-
17. L nsure that tossing is correctly carried out and that the winners

and losers corre,tly ev..-cist. their options under Law 6.
Mark on the score pad for doubles the names of the players
starting in the right-hand Thisservice courts. his enables a check to
he ciade at any .tutrsy see whether the players are in their
correct service courts. During the game, it the players get in
their wrong servke courts unnoticed, so that they have to stay
there t Lass 1 2 ). change the score pad accordingly.'

During the Match
. I'd, See that no unnecessary delay occurs, or that the players do not

leave the court without the permission of the 'umpire (Law 22).
-1 he umpire or the service court judge must determine if a delay
ot game' is made by the server by taking more than tive seconds
to deliver the serve atter both the server and receiver have taken.
then-stance. A warning must he given for the first infraction of
this rule in any Match.

:1) Record the score, serNer and the correct service courts of the
players on the score pad' it an unavoidable holdup occurs in a
match t taw 2 2.n.

21. Call a let it a shutt4e or other object not connected with the
match rn progress invades the court or its environs, or a
spectator interteres with-the players.

s Watch for faulty cerving it there is no service judge. It is difficult
t5 'detect from the chair "serving above the waist" or "racket
head above the hand." It there is any doubt, caution the player
and ask for a service judge..

3. If no service judge is available, see that the.server has both feet
on the floor in a staionary position inside theservice court when
the shuttle is struck, and that there is no feint (Law I 4d and
Inferpretation I ).

24. See that the receiver has both feet on the floor in a stationary
position inside the service court until the service is delivered,
and that the receiver- does not move before the shuttle is struck
(Laws 14c and 1.6).

25. Watch...for double hit or faulty stroke under Law 14h. These
should be immediately called by the.umpire as "fault."

26. Watch for obstruction for instance, sliding under, the net;
throwing the racket into the. opponent's court; balking or

. wnsighting an opponent during services (see Laws 14d, 14j, 16,

194 .
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2i1, and int.::rpretatiogi 51. Immediately call "fault, obstruction."
2 ". W at..11 to: ...Iv in,t iri.P rescuing it of turn or from. the wrong

1/4urt. r? thlk,sintlijs, understood. When the rally
has be;n vompleted, salt "fault, sersice'' or "fault, receiver,'
whichever the sass: may be..

's. Watch striking of the shuttle before it crosses the net, and
with. racket, person, or dress while the shuttle is

rn 1,lay I I .t1A s 141 and 14g). Call "fault"immediately.
that the option of "setting" is correctly exercised (Law 7).

31.1. Sec' fliat !the players change ends following each game and at the
s.orrec ,1/4'ote in the third game (Law S). '

31. Secstliat the winning side serves first.
..14 32. Watch tor a player interfering !Auk the correct speed of. the

shuttle. 1 he player should be warned and the shuttle discarded

Do not allow players to cafl "no shot." "fault," "carry," etc.:.
therm it they di', ros it May distract their opponents. On no

ossi.1;ti,qivliouid the um.pire use the.terms"no shot," "foul," or
UM" the term "fault,"

tor the correct interval between the second and the
third games where alloWed.

At the Elid of tha Matclir
sv:n%rs-and sclires. Sign and turn ift scorecard':

<ip

Calling tVeViatch

1. 'When the l'tay,..-rs have finished warming up, announce
a. in i tk,urn.rnmi;:

"treat or sernitinal of . 2"Ifoneither, say nothing.
ft. t ,;irinnient or mat,.11:
it Nafties lit players with country. county or club where `

LI rp11,:able.
i Name the first serser, and in the case of doubles,i)f

the reserver.
31 To start the march. call "love all, second service, play"

in ,foubles, but "love all', play" in singles.
2. 'II Nhall Lail the score immediately after marking the

re ird apon completion of play. always call the server's
ru Itst..

when a player loses Nerd-ce, call "side out" folloWed
by the score in tavor otirhe new server.

4. Doubles whenever the first server is serving, only the score
,sill be called. When the s.econd server is servinN call the score
and "Nes.ond server" foreach point.

TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING BADMINTON
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4.

5, When a side reaches IC or in the case of ladies singles, 1 0,*call
On the first occasion only "game point" or "match point." If a
further game or match point occurs,after setting, call it again on
the- first occasion, Game point or match point should always
immediately follow the server's score where applicable, and
precede the receiver's score.

6. When a linesman calls "At," Or the shuttle falls outside a line
for which the umpire is responsible, call "out" before calling the
score., ..

7. 'When the .Option' to set occurs, ask the playd's Or players'
decision. Announce the decision loudly so that spectators can
hear, calling "set 2 points:: or 3 or 5 as appropriate; followed
by "loverall. '

At the End of the Game,.
& Announce "game to . ." (the names) of the player[sl in a

tournament or the name ape team represented. -- in the case
of a -meeting of representative teams) folloWed by the score
winner's score first .and, if appropriate, by "one game all." In
the case of a match in a meeting between two teams, always,
define.-the contestants by the names of the actual players.

9 In the event of set games, announce the total game points, i.e.,
12 -9, I 871 3. ,

10. At the end of the match announce "game, and match to ..."
(the nameisj of the winner[s] and all scores),.

e
Scoring the Match

. .

The contestants' name should be entered on the horizontal lines
of the scorecard. .4

A vertical line drawn through both scoring column's' indicates
service over.

At .The beginning of ea side's term of service, their existing score
should he carried over and noted. Note: the "0" and the second "5"
in. part 4 in the singles scoring given below.

In regard to setting, the decision not to set is indicated by writing
"no Set" on the scoresheet at the point where the setting possibility
occurs (see In setting, I),

On a decision to set, draw a vertical line through the scoring
column of the serving team and write the, option on the scoresheet
where the setting possibility occurs,

A double vertical line is drawn through both scoring columns and
.Cinal score entered to the right.of the scorecard when the game is

ended (see In setting, 2).

rs-
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In singles:.

I.

June', 0 I -
Smith'

©;
.... ..

Jones.. u 1 ..t3 4 5

Jones. 0. 1.2 3 4 5

5'mith O 1 2

4.
JsilIQN 0 1

SITIIth U 1 2

In doubles:

Jofie, serves and makes
5. points, then

'Jones loses the serve:

Smith scores 2 points;
then

Smith loses the serve.

1 he Initial sop.er for each team shall he listed first.
I indit.-atc 'the' .:ompletion of one service, draw a circle around

the List point 1m:tuber) made by the first server. elenrly
designate'the p ;nt at which the second server begins the term' of
service.

SmIth-Joiles; ;73,J1 2 Li.
Recd-Bi,,wn . U.

Smith-Jones a 1 2 3
Reed-BroAn, C) 1 2

Smith-lonesi v) I _ 3
Reekt-Brow n/ Cr 1

4.
Smith.lonps"i -0 '1 2 3
Reed,B rolk n 0 (I 0341

TECi4NIQUES OF OFFICIATING BADMINTON

Smith-Jones com-.
menee- serving: '

win 3 points, and. .

lose the serve;

Reed-Brown win.
2 points after ob-
taining the serve.

Reed-Brown lose
the point, second
serve.

Reed- i3rown win
3 more points
anl then lose.the
sere'.

19
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In setting:

S mit h-J;r,..,
Reed-Br,,, A n ; 14

No Net

Si:nth-loves' Base ,ptiot. t, et an l';...dl. LI.,.(idt: not to set. no set is

written at the <-111L'111. s..41 '..'I's so it.' 01 I .;' 1 hey sf'ore a point, then
lose the serve.

TI4 1
1,Snutli-Jom.-,. I 3 ,

Reed-Brown I L 3

7 AI

. Smith -Jones win a point ar.11s...ore 14-all. Reed-Brown have-option
set and ;. Hu, r en ait. server's ,urrent score (14)

and a line is drawn 111,!. sen, In.j. team's (SonthJories)Ncoring-c
,...olumn. Further scoring stark at 1

.

'Th. DUTIES OF THE SERVICE COURT JUDGES

The service court judges shall
I. Sit 01 a 101.., ..halt on tie side of the court opposite the umpire.

One serytce tudve ,A 116 sit e.rl onessule ot,thk! net 'while the other
;its on the other s!de or the net, rhe service court judge

should observe the leirdliy..ot the serve by the server on the
OppOsIte side of net.
Be responsible tor seeing that the ser-vvr, at the moment of
striking the shuttle
a. Does not have any part 61 the head of the racket above any

part t It the hand holding the racket ( Law 14a).
b. Dubs r havethe shuttle ahov.... the waist t Law 14a),

Has both feet in, stationary position on the flooroinside
the service curt 11..aw 161, . -

d. Does not fetnt.'t Law' 1 4d and Interpretation I)...
f.V,te- to enable the service Court cadge to determine if the shuttle
was kg:ill!, contacted betty, the waist, the loMing technique is -
re-,vtnunended. A piece of Nper. ,ardhuard. or like-material can he
held in such a wdy that the server's body 'from the waist up is
completely blocked from vision..lf the bird is contacted below, the
waist, the iudge sill set.-,the.ajd. It the bird is notAttable, an illegal
serve was m.ide.)

16

17
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4.4

3. It the server does not cothpb, tz,ith all the points in item 2
the ei ,flout.1 immediately call "taul r loudly.,

and en,,u;. 111 it ilk, has heaidi the Call. Note: I he umpire .
wat..-hes the rLcei,.Lu.

4. Determine whetter the 'server LLtlays the game b/ taking more
than tiAe seconds to deliver the serve atter the server, and
i.,..-.41Let have taken their positiOns. A warning must be given tor
the t;ist L.,Iarion ot this rule in any match (Law 14d;
Interpielation -71 1.

in keeping ,-ore if neessary

DUT1ErS OF.THE ROVING SERVICE JUDGE
'The roving service judge shall
l. arm hand reLoginiable badge.

M...,ve among the court observing. the services that area being
L.(eLuted ui each match.
Like a position by the net post of any ma tch,in which service

.

tault. may he ot.Lturing.
4, l'pon tnt,,r-ving service fault Lill a "let" and then 'Warn the

serwr and L plain the nature of the fault.
5. It the server in question fails to comply with a legal -serve

ot, Service Court Judge, item 2), the roving service judge

DUTIES OF THE LINESMEN

The linesmen shall
.1 . chairs in prolongation of their lines, 'at the ends of the,' ,

L.otirt Aid a.t t side opposite the 'npile.
13e entirely responsible for their designated lines, If the shtittle
talk out. no Matter how, call "out' promptly in a clear, loud
voice. The linesman should reinforce the call by extending both
arms horizontally at shoulder level with the right arm. pointing

the right :Ind the lett arm to ['he left. If tlie shuttle falls in,
say nothing but point in the direction of the court with a
one-hand 'motion. The signal will assure the umpire that the

linesman his seen the shuttle. If unsighted, the linesmen shall
immediately place their hamt-i over their eyes. Note: Notice
where the cork of-the shuttlecock lands in making a decision. A

shuttleLoLl; may be out although the featthers arec.

\k 01 inside the court line. Also. watch the line, .not the shuttle.
In watching moving object, a stationary one May he lost-At.
the first indication that the shuttle may strike near your line,
switch your gaze from the shuttle to the area where you expect .

It to laml.
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3. Never%make a all. until the shuttle has actually struck the
ground oui.side. the
If the kt*.)il too. he, part of
decisior *whenever necessary. by
service.
If three linesmen are available, two
lin6an,' tin doubles) long service
lines farthest from the' umpire.
available, they should be used
preference. . o

. INTERPRETATIONS
1. When officiating, the .uinpire shall enforce the laws of badiniri-

ton. In the absence of an umpire the players cOncernedshal
carry out the laws, and if a violation be claimed by one side and
not acknowledged by the other;, a' let Shall be allowed: Umpires
ar,e recommended for all 'semifinal or final matches in any
championship tournament.

J 2. In order to eliminate service faults in the early rounds prior to
the sernifinals,or quarter-Tinals.,,,a qbalified service j-tuige may 15e
provided to act as a roving serviceItidge,,,who-should-be-providelL
witlran arm hand' or recognizable badge. The players should be
informed of this judge. The roving service judge shall assume a
p'osition by the net, post of a matct: in quetion,' and on
oberving a service fault call a let. This judge will then warn the
server and explain the nature of the fault. lithe server continues
to commit In servic6 the roving judge shall call a fault on
tits server...
If. the receiver is faulted 'fOr moving before ths_....5:erOce is

delivered or tor not being in the correip!ssitvicturt(see Laws
16 or 14c), and at the same.lime-the erver is, also faulted for a

service infringementIseeiLaws 14a, c, h, or 16) it shall be a let.

If any -player feints or intentionally balks art opponent, c:-.,en
...before the delivery of the service (see Law 24d), the shall

. be recorded against the player concerned.
4. Servicefoot faults: Clarification or Law 16.

a. Any forward step of either foot, or any other foot
movement, must be completed and both feet must reach a
stationary 'position on the floor prior to the start of racket

motion to serve.' "Start of 'racket motion" includes the
backswing.

b. Part of 'Law 16 reads "some part of both feet of these

players must remain in contact with the ground in a
stationary position'. until.othi% service i; delivered." The
following three questions were asked and it has been ruled

NAGWS TENNIS- BADMINTON - SQUASH GUIDE
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that the point's raised' do not constitute a breach of the law.
AA,,,oretingly, players should not he faulted for these
actions,
( I ) Does this mean that the same part of a foot must

remain' in contact withnhe ground, or could it be .a
differertl, part of the same foot?

(2) If the back foot of a server starts with the toe and heel
in contact with the ground and rises onto the toe as the
service is struck, with the heel rising straight, isAhis in
order?

'(3) 0h the other hand, if the heel comes off the ground
and syivels , through an angle of 90 degrees, as is
frequent done, which means that the part of the toe
remaining,. n contact ,with the, ground swivels and
moves, is this correct?

5. Service terminology: LaW 14d stattes "If before or .during the
delivery of the service, any player makes a preliminary. feint or
otherwise .balks an opponent, it is it Webster 's Second'
InternatiOnal Dictionary defines the terms = feint" and "balk" as

4,`. "a feint is an assumed or false appearance ... a mock,blow.or
attack," and "a balk is. a failure of a compe,titor to jump, vault,
or t he like, after tiking a preliminary run The service may
he regarded as started when both players have taken stationary
positions it readiness to serve and to receive. Fr.orn.that point
until the' shuttle is struck by the server, ,Law 14d applies.. A
motion to he considered a feint or balk must have some element
of dectption; it must not he some characteristic motion that he--
no purpose and does not deceive the receiver. .0

6. Calling faulty hits: Slow Motion films have shown that
practically all sharply hit shuttles strike the racket twice. The
cork hits the racket, them the shuttle quickly revetses.ends, and
the feathers brush the gut as the shuttle leaves the racket.' The
matron is so fast that it seems to be a single hit. It is important
for the umpire to recognize that illegal hits are a matter of
degree and judgment and to give the hitter the benefit of the
doubt.

INTERPRETATIONS ,
Questions concerning Aciating techniques in badminton
Should he directed to:

MYRNA STEPHEN'S
Illinois State University
Normal 61761
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LAWS OF BADMINTON* -
_.. ,

Ms adapted by the International Badminton Federation and-the
. . American Badminton Association) .

.
. .. .Zf1. .

. . .

.. .

1. Court. (a) The court shall be laid out as in DiagraeMexcept in ' -

the ease provided for in paragraph b of this law) and tb the:,.' , .

measurements there shown, and shalrbe defined preferably by white`
or yellow lines, or, if this is not possible,. by other 'Asily.
aistinguishable lihes, 11/2 ipches.wfde.

In marling the court, the width (11/2 inches) of the center lines
shall be equally dividedbetween,the right and left service courts;°the
width (1' inches each) of the short service line and the long service
line shall fall within the '13-foot'measuremenrgiven'as the length of
the service. court; and the width (11/2 inches each) of all other
bound414 lines shall fall within the measurements given.. . .,

(b.) Where space 'dOes not permit-the marking out 6f d tiburt for
doubles, a oeourt may he, marked out for singles only as' shown in

,Diagram B. The back boundaty lines beco'm'e also the long service'
tines, and the pOsts, or the strips of material representing them as . ''.

referred to in Law 2 shall be placed on the sidelines. .

(e) The height of a court for international competition'play shall
he a minimum of 26 feet or 8 metres from the .fldbr.,over the full
court. This height shall be entirely free of girders and other
obstructions over the area' of the court.

There shall also be at least 4 feet or 1.25 metres clear space
surrounding all "the outer lines of the court, thisspace being also a
minimum requirement between any two courts marked outside by
side.
2. Posts. The posts shallbe 5 feet 1 inch'in height from the surface
of the coure They shall be sufficiently firm ,to keep-the-net strained
as provided in Law 3, and shall be placed on the side boundary lines
Of the court. Where this is not practicable, some method must be
employed for indicating the position of the side boundary line where
it passes under the net, e.g., by the use of a thin poSt or strii3of
material not less than 11/2 inches in width, fixed to the side boundary
line and rising vertically to the net cor.c1:---Wifere inuseon a
court marked for doubles,it shall be placed on the side boundary
line of the doubles court irrespective of whether singles OE doubles

being_p.layed,
.00

Copyrighted by the American Badminton Association. Reprinted by permis-
sion. :iot page 211 for statement from ABA.
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3. Net. The net, shall be made 'of fine natural cord or artificial fibre
of a-dark Olour and an even thickness not exceeding 5/8 inch to 3/4
inch (1.5 to 2 em,) me,h. It shall be firmly stretched from. post to
post, and shall be 2 feet G inches in de.131h. The top. of the net shall
be.,.5 feet in height from the floor`at the center, and 5 feet 1 inch at

'.the posts, and, shall be edged with a 3-inch white tape -doubled)and
supported by a cord or cable run throw he tape and strained over
and flush with the top of the posts,
4. Shuttle. A shuttle shall weigh &OM 73 to 85 grains, and shall have
from 1.4'to 16 feathers fixed in a cork-of I inch to 1-1/8 inches in
diameter. The 'feathers shall be from 21/2 to 21'4 inches in-length from
the tip to the top of the cork base. They shall have from 2-1/8 to 21/2
inches spread at the top and shall be firmly fastened with thread or-
other suitable material.

Subject, to there being no substantial variation in the 0eneral
design, pace, weight, and flight of the shiattle, modifications in the
above specifications may be made, subject to the approval of 'the
national organization. concerned, (a) in places where atmospheric
conditions, due either to altitude of climate, make the standard
shuttle uxsuitable; or (b) if special circumstances exist which make it
otherwise_expedient in, the interests of the game.

(Carlton Nylon Shuttles Tournament and. International grades
- and" RSL stn.; Shuttles have been approved for. all tournaments
exl:e.pt a t "C)pen"_ tournaments for which a. S5 sanction fee is
charge ; Closed and Opefl ABA Amateur Championships; and U.S.
National Junior Championships.) .

A shuttle shall be deemed to be of correct pace if, when a player
of average strength strikes it with a full underhand stroke from a
spot immediately above one back boundary line in a line parallel to
the sidelines, and at an upward angle; it falls not less than 1 foot and
not more than 2 feet 6 inches short of the other back boundary line.

, a
5. Players. (a) The word "player" applies to.'all those taking part in a
game. , .

..

(b) The game shall beplaYed; in the case of. the doubles.game, by
two' players on a side, and in the case of the-single game, by one
player on a side.

(c) The side for the time being having the right to'serVe shall be
,.called the "in" side, and the opposing side shall be called the."out"

side. -.
0. The Toss:Before commencing play, the opposite sides shall toss,
and the-side winning the toss shall have the option of (a) serving
first, (b)-riot serving first, 'or (c) choosirig,ends: The side losing the
toss shall then have choice of,any alternative remaining.

,' 7. Scoring. (a) The doubles, and men's singles game consists of lY or
, .. .,...
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points, as may he arranged. ProVIded that in.a game of 15 points;
when the ore is I ;,..11. the side which has first reached 13 has the
option ot "setting- (.souse and that when the score.is..14-all,
the side which tryst tea,. hyd 1 this the option of "settingthy game
to 3. Atter a game has been 'set." the'syore is called "love-all." and
the side which first scores 5 .ye 3 ilionits, aceoruing as the game has
been "set" at 1 3 -all or 14-all wins the garde. In either case the claim
to "Nt..t""11F: game must he n ado bewre the nest service is delivered.
after the score has readied 3-all or 14-all, Provided also that in a
game of 21 points the same method of i-.coring be adopted,rsubsti-
tuting 19 and 21) for 13 and. 14: (In all Champithiship play, 15 points.
Ia the otticial game, rather than

( the ladies singles game consists of 11 'points, provided that
when the .score is "9-all" the player' who first reached 9 has the
option of"setting" thegarhe and when the score is "10-all", the
player who first reached It) has the option of "setting". the game to

(c) A side reieyting the opoi.m of "setting" at the first oppor-4
tunity shall not thereby be deb:it-red from "setting" if a second
opportunity

(d) In handicap game. "set ting is not permitted.
8. The opposing sides shall contest the best of three games, unless
otherwise agreed. -The players shall change ends at the commence-
ment ot the Nei,,,nd game and also of the third game, if any. In 'the
third game the players shail change, ends when the leading score
reaches

LOS U:1-,a gartiLi 0 15 points,-
(Ho in a 1".ItTa3; I I fi,ints,
((...)1 I in a game (0 1. points,

or. in handicap events,. when one of the sides has scored half the
total number of points required to win the game the next highest
number being ,taken in the' case of fractions). When it has been
agreed to Play only One game; the, players shall change ends as
provided above the third game.

it.. inadvertently, the player's omit to change ends as provided in
t this Law at the settee indicated, the, ends shalt bo changed

s. immediately the mistake is discovered. and the existing score shall
stand,
9. Doubles Play. tat It been decided which side is to have the
first service the player in tivie right-hand service court -of that side
conmences the game by serving to the player in the service court
diagonally opposite. I.t the latter player eturns the shuttle before It
touches the ground, it is to-be returned by one of the "in" side, and
then returned by one of the "out;' side, and so-on, until a fault is
made or the ,shuttle ceases to he "in play" (see'paragraph b). If a

_fault is made by the "in- side, its right to continue serving is lost, as.,
206 ' NAGWS TENNISBADMINTON-SQUASH GUIDE
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r ;r ht:i:.171711nr. tgam.' N entitled to do sool'se.
I ass, -h hand NCINILV court then

la it letirrned or the fault is
the "out- tit.. ,ridii-siaires a paint:-1' he "in" side

pIav s then urt to the other, the servide
now rroin th lett-hanil servier ....unit to the player in the

v r% long a a side remains "in,"
servi..-e alternatclv troin each servi..e court into 'the one

the ;hang.: bell,' made -dis the "m" side when,and t,tilv when. a roint Addeo io
-airvdse ot a s..ht ii each inning shalA he made from-

the ri,rdit-11.!nd. ct te. eurt \ "Set'. Re'' N delisere as soon as theshuttle t tri.,:k by. the server's ta,Iset..fhe shuttle is thereafter "in
it touLhes the gr=mnd, until a fault or "let" occurs, or

rrovided in Law 10. After the service is delivered the
server arid i!le. player served, to may tike up any positions they
choose on Plii7 !do ot the ne i. irrespective of any-boundary
1,0. The player served to inav Ine.receive the servi.:'e, but should ..the shut tif tte stru,..ik h his partner the "in" side scores aroint. No 1,L*,...i nt.i !. rei.eive two consecutive services in the sameeame except 1,7.0,1.,led in Law 12.
II, °till, one player of the side beginning a game shall be entitled to

tilt- oiling... In all -ubsequent innings each partner shall
have the tieht -V3.1 ',laid serve olnsecutively. The side winning taf!,n;- ,h,kn first in the next game, but either of the
M.InT10.!1 fray and either of the losers may. receive the servii:e.
12.- .1f a player serves Tint of turn, or from the Wrong service cohrta ilaist7 t., ,tiurt from which service is atthe time Od.trI..and his side wins the rally, it shall he a

piovi.id that si.ch "let- die Jived and allowed, or ordered
the uinp,:si.-hefige the twist succii-iiding, service is delivered,

apIaver ,ti the "out" side standing in the Wrong service court isprepared t re etse the ers r e Ahen'it is delivered, and his side wins
the rais . it ha:l a "let pros ided, that such- "let" tie claimed and

or ortier:2, h, the- umpire, before the next succeeding

If in either- i, the :da se a e the side at tault loses-the rally, the
and and tlw players' position shall not he corrected.

playeeinadvertentl> change sides when, he should not do
so and /117 -dis,:overcd until afte,r4henexisucceeding
service has Heen delis ereLl. the mistadse shall stand, and 'a "let"
...inn. it he ciatinetl.or altoeI, ar..1 the players' position shall not he
,.;orres.ted.
13. Singles Play. Doul+1.... I ass " to 12 hold good except that

3.1 trom and receive, service in their
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,
respective right-hand service courts only when the server's score is 0
or an even number of points in the game, the service being delivered
from and received in their respective left-hand service Courts when
the server's score is an-odd number of points. Setting does not affect
'this sequence. ,

(b) Both players shall change service courts.after each point has
been scored.
14. Faults. A fault made by a player of the side which is "in" puts
the server out; if made by a player ..Whose side is "out," it counts a
point to the "in" side. It is a fault

(a) If in serving, the shuttle at the instant of being struck be
higher than the server's waist, or if at the instant of the shuttle being
struck the shaft of the racket be not poiiiting in: a downward
direction to such an extent that the whole-of the head of the racket
is- discernibly below the whole of the server's hand holding the
racket.

(b) If in serving, the shuttle doei-notPasi-OViitlie'nWfalls into
the wrong service court (i.e., into the one not diagonally Opposite to
the server), or falls short of the short service line, or beyond the long
service line, or outside the side boundary lines of the service court
into which service is in order.

(c) If the server's feet are not in the service court from which
service is at the time being in order, or if the feet of the Player
receiving the service are not in the service court diagonally opposite --.
until the service is. delivered (see Law 16).

(d) M before or during the delivery of the service any player
makes preliminary feints or otherwise intentionally balks his
opponent, or if any player deliberately delays serving the shuttle or
in getting ready to receive it, so as to obtain an unfair advantage.

(e) If, either in servicear play, the shuttle falls outside the
boundaries of the court, or passes through or under the net, or fails
to pass the net, or touches the roof or side walls or the person or
dress of a player. (A shuttle falling on aline shall be deemed to have
fallen in the court or service court of which such line is a boundary.)

(1) If the shuttle. "in. 'play" be struck before ,it crosses to the
striker's side of the net. (The striker' may, however, follow the.
shuttle'over the net with his racket in the course of his stroke.)

(g)- If, when the shuttle is in play a player touches the net or its
supports with racket, person, "in play" or dress "in play';'..

(h) If the. shuttle be held on the racket (i.e., caught or slung)
during, the execution of a stroke; or. if the shuttle be hit twice in
succession by the same player with two strokes; or if the shuttle be
hit by.a player and his partner successively.

(i) If, in play, a player strikes the shuttle (unless he thereby
makes a good return), or is struck by it whether he is standing
within or outside the boundaries of the court.
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Li) If a--player obstruct; aft opponent",
-11.0 It Law I o l e trAlisressed.*

.--qleral
I5. The server 1114 notsery until his opponent is ready, but the

opponent shall he deemed to be ready it a return of the service is
attempted.

The server and the -player served to must stand within the
hmits of their respective service courts las hounded by the short and
long service, the center'and sidelines), and some part of both feet of
these -players must remain in carita,'.'t with the surface of the court in
a staianary position until the service is delivered. -A fiiot on, or
touching a line in the case of either the server or the receiver shall-be

.held to he outside his service court (see, Law I.4c). ,

respective partnetsmay take up any position, provided they
do not urisight or otherwise obstruct an opponent.

17. (a) If, in the course at service or rally, the shuttle touches
and passes over the net, the stroke'is not invalidated. thereby. It is a
good;return it the shuttle having passed 'outside either post, drops on
or within the boundary lines of the opposite court, A "lee may be
Oven bvthe umpire for an unforeseen or accidental hindrance.

.tb) g,in service, or durin .a rally, a Shuttle, after passing over
the net, is taught in or on the net, it is a "let."

tc) It the receiver is latdtQd for moving beforethe service is
delivered, Or for not being within the correct service court, in
accordance with 1.11"14c or In, and at the same time'the server is
also taulted fora service infringement, it shall he a "let."

(d) When a "let occurs, the play since the last service shall not
count, and thepl4er who seived-s1411 serve again, except whenaw
12 is applicable. '

F. If the server,- in attempting to serve, irrissA the shugle,----it is
not a fault; but If the Shuttle he touched by the racket; a service is
thereby delivered.

.whe,n in play the shuttle strikes" -the net and remains
suspended there, or strikes the net and falls towards the,surfriee of

.

the court on the striker's side of the net, or hits the surface outside
the court .and an opponent then touche,r,the net or shuttle' with his--
racket otperson, there is no penalty, as the shuttle is not then' in
play.

20; It a player has a chanc'e of striking the shuttle in a downward
direction when quite near the net, his opponent must not put up his
racket near the net on the chance of the shuttle rebounding-from it.
This is obstruction: within the meaning of Law 14j. A player 4-nay,
however, hold.up lbs racket to protect his face from being hit if Ire.-
does not thereby.balk his uppoment.
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21. It shall he the duty of the umpire to call. "bull" or "let"

should eithei ,ccur. without appeal being made by the players, and
to gave his decision tin any appear regaiding a point in dispute, if
made betoie*.the next service, -and also to appoint linesmen and,
servic:e judges at his discretion. The umpire's decision shall he final,.
bdt he 'hail uphold the decision of a-linesman or servicejudge.This
dotes not preclude the umpire also from faulting the server or
receiver. Where, however. a referee is appointed, an appeal shall lie
to him from t he decision of an umpire-on questions-of law only.

22. Continuous Play Play shall be continuous from the first
service-until the match be concluded. except that

tu) In the International Badminton Championships there shall be
allowed an interval not exceeding five minutes between the second
and third games of a match.

th3 En. countries where conditions:render it desirable, there Shall
he allowed, subiect to the previously published 'approval. of the
National Organization concerned. an interval not' exceeding .five
minutes between the second and -third games of a match, either
singles or doubles or both; and

(c) When-necessitated by circumstances not within the control of
the players, the umt4re may suspend play for such a period as he
may consider necessary. If play he suspended, the existing 't''ore 'shall
stand and play be resuiiied from that point. Under no circumstances
shall play be suspended to enable a. player to recover his strength or
wind, or to receive instruction or advice. Except in, the case.of an
interval provided for above, no ,player shall he alloWed to receive
advice during match or leave the'court Until the match be con-
chided without the umpise'S consent. The umpire shall he the sole
fudge of any suspension of play and he shall have the right tWdis..
qualify an offender. (In the U.S.. at the request of any player, a
five-minute rest period between the 2nd .ancl. the 3rd game will he
granted. in all events. Sikh a rest period is mandatory for all Junior
TournamentsJ

INTERPRETATIONS
I. Any movement or conduct by the server that has the effect of

breaking the, continuity _of service atter the server and receiver
have taken their positions to 'serve and to; receive the,service,is a
preliminary feint. For example. a server who, after having taken
up his posItion to serve, delays hitting the,shuttle'for.so long as to
be'-unfair to receiver: is guilty of ,Stich conamet (See Law.
14d.) Note a fault if the`serve is not
defiVered ih five seconds from the Mile' that both server and
receiver have taken their stance.
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2. It is obstrudion 'if a, player invades an anponent's court with
raeket or. -person fit any degree except. as rerniitted: in Law 14f
t see Law 14i).

3. Where itt..t.ssary, on a,.k.,,tittt rat the structure of a building, the
local 114L1nunton .Authority in y, ,tibiect to the right of veto by
its National Organwation. make bylaws dealing with cases in
%Nitta a slititle touches an obstruction.

CLARIFICATION OF RULES NAGWS.Badminton
Guide Committee.

Law 12, Paragraph 1. Serving out of turn from the wrong service
court' may mean t a) the correct server delivers a serve. from the
.wrung serNice court, or IN this wrong server delivers a serve. from.
Niter the correct or incorrect service court.
LAw 12, Paragraph 2. "Takes the serve"means receives the serve.
Law 12, Paragraph 4. The procedure given for a .player inadvertently
changing %ideS when he 71hould not do so, under the conditions
noted, also at+plres should a player fail to change sides when he
should do so';:lifider.the same conditions.

ABA Statement

Although the.pre,:eding are the rules as of this date, these rules
may change 4`ear to some extent. Hence, anytime after
19"70, to assure' ,,I)uu,elf that you .are dealing s'ith the up-to-date
rules. -f you should secure them limn the Chairman, American
13admihton Association Rule, BookCommittee. The current Chair-
Man as 1 ester Hilton, 15 Tanglewood Drive, Cubberland, Rhode'
Island 0.2x64.

2'1'
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Teaching Squash Without -a Squash Court
EMILY J. MAGOON

Emily agoon rec'e'ived her B.S. degree from Skidmbre
College, Saratoga -Springs, NY, and her M.Ed. and Ed.D.
degrees from Bo.slon 1.1iversity where she teaches in the
Schdili- of .EL:pcation, Department of Movenicizt, Health and
te:Aure. She has been aetires in the USWSRA as- treasurer,
chairman and menilU,r t the Ranking Committee, and was a
member of the 1961 Wulff' -Noel ('up team to Great Britain.

Sometiiiies, hopefully not too Often, we are called upon to teach
beyond the call' of duty a sport without the correct or adequate
facilities. A d.de,mina to he sure, but with a bit of ingenuity we find

ourselves making do. Such has been my lot for the last four yearS. It:
has stemmed from- the desire to teach another racket sport to the
physical education ,majors, or at least expOse them to that great
activity, squash.but no facilities have been available:What-A° do?

First arrange to. ha we the use of several courts at least one or two
times during your 'te'aching of the unit. -Next, scour, up as many .
rackets as possible so that there is one for at least every' two or three
students. Purchase some English or Australian balls that have more
'bounce and return at a slower pace than American balls.

Start your basic teaching with the forehand and then the
backhand. Emphasize, the difference between this and other racket
spOrts elhoW in ,:lose to the body, wrist cocked, knees bent, body
.crouched, meeting the ball out in front of the forward foot as far as
you Can reach comfortably and still getting your weight into your
shot, and shortness of swing.

Since the best strategy in 'beginning squash is to hit the ball well
and keep .yotir play as simple as possible, start your students hitting
the ,ball straight at the front' wall,. up and down, up and doWn. The
question is', what front wall? This brings up the title of this article,
"TeaLlung Squash -Without a Squash Court," in other .Wards, using a
gyrtinasium .A gym ig usually -a rectangle. After explaining to your
grouts the stroke they are to practice. set them up at the four
corners so that they are facing a wall. At the moment they have only
a front wall and one side wall. Tape on the floor can give you. the'
dimensions needed for each court or part court, including the right
and left Service courts, the 'service line, and the "tin" line on the
front wall.

Depending on, the size of the group, they can be set up in any '

multiples of two. three or four in each area: Each person starts to hit
straight up and down the wall, concentrating on getting the hall back
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to herself. After each person has a turn at hitting a forehand several
times and has had some the backhand can be introduced and
practiced, emphasizing the :Aim, Idea of returning the ball straight
back. Once the grouPs ate able to perform both strokes, they can
rotate corners of the gym so-that the Ones who hadthe wall on their
right *side when facing the front wall will now have the all on their
li:ft side. In this way they can get practice in gauging their success of
Keeping both tiirehandsandbackhandS close to the side. wall.

The next step is to put two players. side -by -side in the "court''
that is taped on .the°1loOr..chis is an excellent time to s,how them a
mock -up of an actual squa;court and to explain the rules of the
game, Player positioning relative tO'gettirg hack to the "T," and the,
importance of a player to try to stay in -front of her opponent and
always he aware of where she is. Once tife ba'sic rules have been
explained; demonstrate the serve, serving from the left service court
first so the players can sevAie body position,one footin the service
cowl, and where to aim it/the front wall so that a' high serve will
fall successfully in..the right service Ciitift, Do the same from the
right service court. Now have them practice the serve until they can
get it in with a high, soft service. Remember, we are trying to keep
the game as simple as possible.

The players are now ready to play a simple game in their'
respective courts. following the rules as,explained above, You should

beable to stay in the middle of-tIr. gym and cover each area in its
turn. Nlake sure that each group gets a chance to play in a court with*"
both a forehand and a backhand Sidewalk Naturally, all of this is not
going. to start iii" one day. As the players .beoonievrnore adept and
begin to enjoy the game, they can he taught a crosscourt shot and a
corner shot. Then they are ready to learn to volley and to try to
intercept"the hall before it goes behind them-.

As soon as possible. try to provide art opportunity for Your group
to play on regular coUrts so they can experience the excitement of
playing on all four walls and hearing the ball actually strike the tin.
A gr,eat climax to. the game of squash without ,a squash court. On to

. bigger and better games!

21,1
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The Serve
ANN WETZEL

.1nri R't.'t,;:el received her teaching certificate from the Oliver-
:ti ot Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. She has been active. in the
tSIt'Sk_1 and sc,in the National Sin.kles Championshi7 in 1964
and has won the National Doubles Championship fir,' times. In
1912 she won the Achievement Bowl. Ann is tennis and
.witach coach and recreation,supervisor at the University of
Penn,ivivania.

. .

There are several types of effective serves in squash. The main and -
basic one 'b the lob serve. The entire action is done with a'fiim wrist
and a sideward or an upward motion. The idea is to have the ball
travel in an oval pattern; the top half of-the oval will reverse to the
other side of the court a; the trajectory changes when the ball hits
the front wall. The server must have one foot in ale red quarter
error marked on the floor. From the right side, it' is best to stand
with the 'tea .and shoulders between a square and open position as if
the left shoulder were pointing toward the left front corner.
I Directions are for a right-handed player:) On the left side, the feet
and shoulders Atli he more parallel to the right side wall. Sometimes
it is helpful to have a closed stance, particularly if the server is
having difficulty with direction. The ball is dropped or tossed lightly
in front of the 101 knee. there must he enough arch on the swing to
allow tliciibaii. to have the lob action. It is also necessary to swing
forward at th,, point of contact, to permit the ball to trayel deep
enough in the opposite service box barely-hitting the side 11. The

, point tit aim is about three rackets above the middle of al' front
wall 'When serving to the left court. When serving to therighP court,
it is a little tja the right of mid-court on the fro :t wail.
Experungitation and practice are nqcled so the server can l rn how
to make the ball land softly and deep h the court. ,

Another good Serve is the chop-angle serve. To do this, the .racket.
is 'rested just off the shoulder. The ball -is tossed up and a little in
front. the stroke -is executed in a forward piinching manner. The
hall should have a downward direction as it returns from the front
wall and land in the opposite serincircle near the side wall. This is a
very- good change of pace serve and particularly effective against the

--%person who is good at volleying the return /The server should move
with -the serve towards the.center of the court to be in good position_
for the next shot. .

-

A third serve is the hard serve. The test to see if_ a player will be
able to succeed with this serve is to stand behind-the red line on the-.
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floor and hit the ball soii (ravels directly to the front -wall and to
the haok .vall..witliont a bounce. If this can he thine, then it is tinne
to practice the several dit terent angles for the secilf, 4t is possible to

'execute this as a tennis type serve by moving the hit rid around the
racket, to "cheating" type grip to gain more power fro at
impact.

The return of serve is perhaps the mos-t itriailt thing to learn in
squash. 'A goOd. receivimipositiOrrisio stand the length of a racket
stre,tched away fromthe back wall,'facing tale side wall to which the
sere is going and about ,one foot inside :the middle red line. It is
necessary to turn tile head to follow the ball for the entire flight.'
Frequently, it is necessary to volley (hit the ball in the air before it
hits_ the back wall). This is often referred to as a "pickoff" shot. It is
a good 'idea to try to stroke' the return down the hear side wall and
then move to the center "T" of the court. A§, skill increases, the
returns 'earl be varied, The. student is told to keep her racket up and
to keep her eye on the ball. When the ball is coming at a highevel
and reasonably hiird, she will want to let the ball come off the back
wall. She should back away and then. stroke the return. Very hard
serves that look as though they might hit 4 back crack should always
be volleyed. As skill increases, players will discover .many ways to
handle the return of serve and-be'able to' vary it.

Serves and returns of .serve should be practiced, a great deal for
they are very important.,

5-Point Strategy:Plan
for Squash Players

1. Hit deep down nearest side wall.
2. a. Hit ball deep down wall.

b, Cross court
3. Cross court everything-, this moves opponent away from center

court position.-
4. Hit a deep ball; follow up with a short shot. 4

5. Play :your opponent's weakness, whether it be a backhand or
some other area where you feel she is weak.

'General Tips.

1. Learn to look at the ball, not Watch it go.by..
2. Learn to move with the ball, not charge at it..

THE SERVE
2i



Coachtrgan intercollegiate Squash Team

A

AGNES BIXLER KIJRTZ

Agnes 13rder K.ur4; received her 31.A: and M.S. degrees fi.tim.
---Smith College, Northampton, .11.1. She has been active in the

Is.'SRA as- Rowe Cup chairman in 1973-1974 and as
chairman of -the inte'rc'ollegiate tournament in 1976. She has
been ranked tiatmmully .5 through Q. In addition, she has been
a.. member of squash touring teams to England and Australia.,
She is, assistant director of. athletics and squash mach at
Dartmouth Colle;le, Ilealt.vt'r, N11.

In the past three or lour years there has been a trernendous.,,,
growth in squash as an intercollatiate sport,The number of coaches
of women's teams has tumpell proportionately. Most women
coaching now were never coached on a team. Several were players
and have knowledge of the game, but each has her own 'ideas as to
how to impart this knowledge--to her team, It is 'toped that this
article '. w ill help the less 'experienced squash coach develop her
college team. . s,

At the beginning of the season, go over the l\asic.. swing
emphasizing the importance of the proper squash stroke -both from
the point ofview. of safety and its importance to the proper
exeoation of a shot Alie. three-points.,to emphasize are: get racket ..up
behind, the emphasis of the stroke is down, and the racket finishes
low and in front toward the trolit wall

Alley Shot
.

The people "who come out for the team vary in experience and
ability so. when mentioning specific,. shots. assume they know
nothing. With. each new shot, describe, What it is, how, tq, stroke the

"ball, and when fo make the shot.-First w6Irk.on alley and crosscOurt
shots from the hack Corners These are made from a defjnsive
position in thepback corners and made in such a way that the player
will then he able to move into an,offensive position in the "T."

A good alley -shot will hug *the wall, and come back to dr just
beyond the service line. If it bounces short of the service line, the
opponent can easily step across and return it without alloWing
other player to get set in the ,T." The shot shoUld not, he too deep
or the opponent-wit? have a chance to get it off the back wall. The
,players must understand that this is -What they want their alley shot
to do, not just keep it close to the Wall, Not all player are able to
keep the ball lot on the front wall and also have it bougce deep, so
they should beyncouraged to hit the ballhigher On the front wall, A'
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1-61v"'hard atey shot. that bounces halfway hack in the.coUrt is easier
to return than a higher oe that.bouth:esjust be'ydnd the service line..

r F'igur'e 1. Arrow shows where
opponent must move to return the shot,

Crosscourt Shot
The second defensive (shot 'is the crosscourt shot. The player

should he coached to aim a few feet above the tin So that Abe :ball . .

will come bat-ik to the opposite service'hox. It must not break oh the
side will- before the service line becatise/this *ill bring the ball7into
the piddle' of, the Z.:otirt where the oppdnent. is waiting, As with an

...alley *shot; the spot at which to aim on the froirt,Wall will depend
upon the player's strength and positioning.; -

.

'... Once the players have learned to get into the t" from the serve
:and froin _the back: t' fhe.coUrt, they-should work ah short.shots.
The drop; the corner', and the.reverse corner shots, are the hasicones. .-.. .

> -,. ...They take a great of, practice and' may be.PracticeTon one s
.own by hitting-.4 s'iraight7shot and t.118n -making the drOP.or corner. "...7.'

..... --coat.lpna.the game is different frorn'teadhing the basic shots.
Coaching Meads teaching a player when to use the'sliots.-There..are
situations produced bohe ball and relative position of the opponent

.. 32.ihii:h make one shot- easier -or more logical, "or conversely, more
-- difficult or dangerous, than another shot. ..

.....
COACHING. AN INTERCOLLEGIATE SQUASH TEAr '
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It Is Anportant to teach the total concept of the game. Basically, a
player is trying simultaneously to keep her opponent from getting,
set kuid to hit the ball to the -,pot. tart hest from her opponent. It; the
player is. behind and her opponent, IN set in the "T.," she should hit
the hall deep to either corner to move her opponent baek.so that she
can get set in the -T." It her opponent hit-the ball to her in the

.."T: she should try a short shot, i.e., a copier or drop. Her choice of
shots will depend upon her oppOnent's position .and that of the ball.
For example, if the opponent was deep An the left corner and hit
,poor ,,hot t& the middle or the court apd.stayed toward the back
corner the logkal shot would he a corner to the left side wall or a
drop toward the right. front all. '( ()aches must point out theSe
situations and can set up practic, s winch set the hall up to the player
in the "T.'"

Atter the players learn various shots,.they must learn patience..lif
opponents constantly keep them deep, contr-elling'the "T," they:
have to !constantly move the opponents froni the "1"''by means of
`alley or crosscoUrt shots or iv7:e. a little variety. The player should not
try drop. shots dlli' corner shots it she N deep in the corner and her
omonent is set in the "T" watching her hit: The player must learn
to he patient' and wait for the setup, even if it takes 10 or 12
.exchangesdoWn.one side or another.

`Another way in which. the coach can help a playeg is to point out
the situation inw Inch certain shots are easier to execute than others.
and in which: cases sOme;should not he tried. For example, the
player in the bak:I, corner has learned that. she can do an alley shot or

'. crosscourt shot to mofre her opponent out of the middle. Her
decision as t .which stint to make should nct h'e arbitrarybut
influenced by the.'Po4ition and flight of the ball she is aboUt.to hit.

.1t..the ball is hugging the wall, it willte difficult to return and she
should "tfy an alley shot. If she tries. a, crosscourt shot in that -
situation, she will. probably be,urtable to hit a great enough angle and
will therefore set up her opponent. balldis a foot from either,
wall, he may decide to- do erthersIfik if the ball has hit the side
wall kind the hack wall, then a angle-Ahtit back into the
saffte corner wilV.-cause the oppOnent to run farther than a
crosscourt'.

The f16s.,fion of the plaYers also h6lPs to make the choice. If the
opponent stands in front of. the '7" or, tp the nearside, a .good
crosscourt will pass her mote easily, than an alley 'shot. The player
who is hitting the ball must consider her own position: If, she is
pf1,7balance, she should bit a lob alley 'shot to enable her to recover
and .get to_ the "T." A. crosscourt shot, is the easy one to do from an
Off-balanced -position, but it is hatd to do accurately in that
situation. If the bail is hit short, and the player who hit it is
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recovering balance, a qthck drop to the opposite-front corner by the
opponent, or a good deep alley shot on the opposite side can win the
twin

Because- of,tre nature of the'-game, psychologiCal readinessosas
important as physi,:al skill. To win a game of squash, a player must
have physical skill coupled with self-cotitrol, determinati-on and
ability to .concentrate despite distractitins. The most obvious
distraction to overcome is-the opponent. In most racket games, a net
'separates the two, whereas in squash, the players pass, push off, and
occasionally, hit each othe'r with the racket or and often will
get in 'each other's.way; This close contact even eye contact, can he
upsetting Co some. Discussion with the team on this aspect of the
game, learning to keep cool at all times,as invaluable in developing
confident play.

Making .in.error can also lead to making,pore errors. The player...
must learn to play one point at a time and forget the one that was
just .played. If she worries about missing one serve return, she may
mils three more before she gets hack into the game. It is important
for the player to realize before going into a match that she is going
to make a few errors..When they happen, she should forget Uteri] and
go On , to the next point. She shottild strive to play with an even
temperament whether .w inning or losing. This will cause her to make
fewer errors .

I earning to play in competition conies only from playing in
competition. One way to help prepare for the season is to have a
-small tournament of four players where the two winners at04-wo
loseb...play a second match to determine the winner for the day. This
can he (lone in one 'practice period. The other way to gain.
experience is through the lailder qournament where the PlayerS vie
"for positions on the team: In sonic instances, this can lead to
exciting matches, especially .betWeen those playing for the #1 spot.,
and for those aiming for the last 'spot. Through this, some_players .

will realize they like squas:, but -don't cpnipetition, end
gdod to knoW this be<fore the season begins: -0

Conditioning is an important' part (if the game. Practice and
playing alone are not enough. Long runs, one mile and over, should
he encouraged, especially.befortand during the early'season. Sprints
and jumping rope are necessary throughout the season. It is
import:ft to he fit and fresh for the final or fifth game of a match. 10

Sprinting, running and jumping should he done after-practice in
order to push the players while they are tired.

"ty'pical practices (based on-five I! hour sessions a week) might
he organized as- fol.14.1-ws:
Monday 20 minutes practicing receiving serves, watching the re-

turn to'We that it is accurate. Next 20 minutes playing
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out the points, each sering 10 points and then chang-
umiiites playing with a second partner. 20 min- ,

ides with .1 thud partner.
Ittesday playing a ritindrolun. Four people of nearly equal

playing in two adjacent courts; change after 25
minutes. The coach may play in, one of the groups to
eive more individual attention.

° We.lricN,!,r practicing corner shot. One set it up to the other
with a weak shot to the middle of the court, or one
that come, off the- side will .it a wide angWoward
the middle. Change. sids. Do several to each side,
Play a match ,c,.iring two points for a corner winner,

'Thiirsdar. sari as Wedneiaay. .
. Frhlay two matches agamsf peo.ple close to each other on the

ladder.
All practices should be followed by sonic sort of running or

jumping rope. After the season's matches start, the week's schedule
may. change slightly.. One-. day challenge matches may occur, another
Oa!, an.antercollegiat juatA may take place, and another day may
be spent entirely on setups. and Nhormaking that may have begn a
consistent weakness during the preVious match.

Coadung,during an intercollegiate match is'an art. When five Or
more matches .ire lying, on at once, it is often difficulk.to see them
all It evs:ry one on your team is winning, that males it easy just
enjoy it It a few are having trouble, try to concentrate on watching
each of these. Iwo things might.become obvious. One, your player'
may,.be.douie. thing; wrong, such as not moving to the
middle after each shut or not getting her racket rea65in time.
Second, the opposing player may have an obvious weakness of which
your player is not taking advantage. When the semi.. is 2-1, the Player
is allowed to leave the court, and you can tell her these things. Of
course, there may he many other things happening. It is important
to give her confidence, or, it she is ahead, to *keep her calm or
confident. This depends upon your knowing each of .your players.
What you will Nay to a player is based on your own personality, how
well you know your player, and how you relate to her. It is an
intangibl'e part of the game and cannot be dealt with on paper.

Coaching squash .is"-challenging and fun.-The players differ from
season to season and in different colleges so each coach must vary
her methods.
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Films
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United States Squash Racquets Association
Singles Rules

I. Server: At the start of a match the choice to serve or receive shall
be decided by the spin of a racquet. The server. retains the serve until
he loses a point, in which event he loses the serve.
2: Service. 1A. ball is in play from the moment at which, it is
delivered in service until

. (a) the point is decided;
(b) a fault, as hereinafter,defined is Made; or
(c) ,a let or let point, as hereinafter defined,: occurs.

Atthe- beginning of: each game, and each time there is a new
server, the ball shall be served from whichever service box the-server
elects and thereafter alternately untilithe service is lost or until the
endOf the game. If the server serves from the wrong boXithere shall
be no penalty and the service shall count as if served frOm-the
correct box': provided, however, thatif the receiver does not attempt
to return the service, he may denicand that it be served from the
other 'box, of if befOre the receiver attempts to return, the service,
the referee calls a let, (as hereinafter defined), the service shall be
madefrom the other bOx.

The server, until the ball has left the racquet from the service;
must stand with at least one foot on the floor within, an not
touching the line surrounding the service box and serve the ball onto
the. front wall above the service line and below thet,16-inch line
before it touches any other part..ofqhe court, so that on its rebound
(return), it first strikes the floor within, but not touching, the lines"
of the opposite service court, either before 'or:after touching any
other' wall or wallS within the court. A ball .so served is a good
service, otherwise it is a fault :'

If the first service; is a faUlt,..the server shall serve again from the
same side. If the server makes two consecutive faults, he loses the
point. A service called a fault may not be played, but the receiver
may volley any service which has struck the front wall in accordance
with this rule.
3: Return of Service and Subsequent Play.

(a) To make a good return of a 'service or of a subsequent return,
the ball must be struck on the volley or before it has touched the
flobr twice, and reach the front wall on the fly above the telltale,
and it may touch any wall or walls within the court before or after
reaching the front wall. A return is deelined to be made at the instant
the ball touches the racquet of the player making the return:

(b) the receiver fails to make a good return of a good Service,
the server wins the point.. If the receiver makes a good return-of
service, the players, shall alternate making returns until one player
UNITED STATES,SQUASH RACQUETS ASSOCIATION RULES 225
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fails to make a good return. The player failingto make a good return
loses the point

(c) 'Until the ball has been touched or has hit the floor Twice, it
may be struck at any naniber of tunes

(d) If at any time the ball hits outside the playing surfaces of the
court, which' include% the ceiling andfor lights or hits a line marking
the playing surlaces of the court (except on,the first service, when it
is one fault), it is a point against the player so hitting the ball.

.
4. Score. Each point won by a player shall add One to his score.
5. Game.. The /player who first .scores 15 points wins- -The game
excepting that.

(a) At ''13 all" the player who has first reached the score of 13
must elect one oh the following betore the next serve:.
(1) Set to 5points making Ike game 18 points.
(2) Set to 3 points-making the.game -16, points.
(3) No set, in which event the-game remains 15 points..

(b) At "14 all," provided the score has not been "13 the
player who has .first reached the score of 14 must elect one
of the following before the next serve:
(1) Set to 3 making the garneJ7 points.
(2) No set, in which event the ganie remains 15 points,

6. Match. A match be the best three out of five games.0
7. Keep Out of Opponent's Way. Each player must get out of his
opponent's way immediately after he has struck the ball and

(a) Must give his opponent a fair view of the ball, provided,
howeVer, interference purely with his, opponent's vision in ftllowing
the flight of the .ball is riot a let;

(b) Mast give his opponent a fair-opportunity to get to and/or
strike at the ball in any position on the court elected by' his
opponent, .

(e) Must allow his oppcirient to play the ball from any parts of
the.couft elected by his opponent; -

(d) Must allow his opponent to play the ball to any part of the
front wall or to eith.r side near the front wall.
8. Ball-in Play Touching Player. If a ball in play, aftef' hitting the
fr3nt wall, but before being returned again; shall touch either player,
or. any thing he wears or carries (oilier than the racquet of the player
who makes the return), the player so touched loses the point, except
as provided in Rule 9(b).

If ball in play touches the player who last returned it or
anything he wears or carries before it hits the front wall, the player
so touched loses the poiiit.

If a ball in play, after being struck by a player on a return, hits
the player's opponent or anything his opponent wears or carries
before reaching the front wall: .1
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(a) The player who made the return shall lose Ahe point if the
return would not have been good.

(b) The player who made the return shall win the point if the
ball would have gone directly from the racquet of the player making',
the return' to the front wall.without hist touchingany_o_ther-wall-r---7--

(c) The poirit_slialLb4--replaycd---as alet-TRule 9) if the return,
--"excerirfoi--.such interference, would have hit thefrontwall fairly and

(1) Would have touched some other wall before so hitting the front
wall, or (2) has hat some other wall before hitting the player's
opponent or anything he wears or carries.

When-there is no referee, if the player WtO made the.return does
not concede that the return. Would not lave been good, or-
alternatively, if the player's oppontriftloes*not concede that the ball
has hit- him (or anything he wears or carries) and would have gone
directly to 'the..front wall without first touching any other wall, the
point shall be replayed as a let (Rule 9).

In all cases covered by the rule, play shall cease even though the
ball goes up.
9Let. .A let is the stopping of play and the playing over of kpoint.

In addition to the lets described in Rules 2 and 8 (c), the
following are lets if the player whose turn it is to strike the ball
could otherwise have made a good return:

(a) When such player's opponent violates Rule 7;
th) When owing; to the position of such player, his opponent is

unable to avoid being touched by the ball;
(c) When 'such player retrains from striking at the ball because of

'a reasonable fear of iniurang his opponent;
.(d) When such player before actually hitting or it the act of

striking or striking at ail: ball is touched by his opponent, ttis
racquet or any thing he wears or carries,

(e) When on' the first bounce from the floor the ball hits on or
above the foot line on the hack wall,- 1-

(1) When if ball in play breaks. If a player thinks the ball has
broken while play is in progress he must nevertheless complete the
point and then immediately request a let, giving the ball to the
referee for inspection. The referee shall allow a let only upon. such
immediate-request it the ball proves in fact to be broken.

A player may request a let or a let point. A request by a player
for a let shall automatically inrlifde -a request for a let 'point. Upon

-sun request, the referee shall allow a let, let point, or no let.
No let shall be allowed on any stroke a player makes unless he

requests such let before actually hitting or in the act of striking or
striking at the ball.

The referee may hot call 'or-allow a let as defined in this Rule 9
unless a player; provided, however, the
UNITED STATES SQUASH RACQUETS ASSOCIATION RULES _ . 227.-
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referee may call a let at any time (1) when there is interference with
play caused by am factor beyond the control of the players, or (2)
when he fears that a Player is about to suffer severe physical injury.

Qn the. replay of the point the server (1) is entitled to two serves
even though a fault was' called on the original point, (2) must serve-
from the correct box even though. he served from the wrong b4 on
the original point, and (3) provided he is a new server, may serve
from a service box other than the one he selected on the original
.point.
i 0. Let Point. A let point is the unnecessary violation of Rule 7
(b), 7 (c) or 7 (d). An unnecessary' violation Occurs_.(1) when the
player fails to make the necessary effort within the scope of his
normal ability to avoid the violation, thereby depriving, his opponent
of a olear opportunity to attempt a winning shot, or (2) when the
player has repeatedly failed to make the necessary effort within the
scope of his normal ability to avoid similar violations. The player
unnecessarily violating Rule 7 (b), 7 (c) or.7 (d) loses the point.

When. there is no referee, if a player does not concede that he has
unnecessarily violated, Rule 7 (b), 7 (c), or.7 (d), the point shall be
replayed as a let.
I I. Continuity of Play. Play shall be continuous from the first
service of each game until the game is concluded. Between each
game, play may be suspended- by either player for a period not to
exceed two minutes, and 'between the third and fourth games play
May be suspended by either player fpr a,period not to exceed five
minutes. Except during the five-Minute _period at the end- of the
third game, no player may leave the court without permission of the
referee. The .referee may suspend play, for such period as he may
consider necessary. If play is suspended by the referee because of an'
injury to one of the playersi such player must resume play within
one hour or default the match. The foregoing provisions shall be
strictly "construed. Play shall never be suspended to allow a player to
recover his strength or his wind. The referee shall be the sole judge
of -intentional delay, and, after 'giving due \ warning, he must
disqualify the offender.

In the event the referee suspends play other than for injury to a
player and for some cause beyond the control of bothplayers, suoh
as " the failure of the electric lighting system, play shall be resumed-
when the cause. of such suspension of play has been .eliminated,
proyided, however, if such cause of delay cannot be rectified within..
one hour, the match shall be postponed to such tithe as the
tournament committee determines and the match shall be resumed
from the point and game score existing at the time the match was
stopped unless thepreferee and both players unanimously agree to
play the entire match or any .part of it over.

228 1
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12. Attire and Equipment.. (a) Player's attire must be white. Any
--controversy over attire shall. be decided by the referee, whose

decision shaill be final.
(N 'The ' standard singles ball of the United States Squash

Racyiets Association shall be of black rubber 1.700 to 1750 inches
in diameter and shall weigh 1.12 to 1.1.7 ounces. It shall be

'Pneumatic. At a ball temperature of 70° to 74° F.,.itshall have a
rebound on a steel plate between 24 to 26 inches from a.drop of 100
inches. After 10 minutes or more of.play or at a ball temperature of
83' to 84' F., it sh'all have a rebound on a steel plate of 27 to 30
inches from a drop of 100 inches. For a supplementary test in a
court, . after 10 minutes, or more of play the ball shall have a
rebound from the 61/2 feet rear red line of not more than 25 inches
and not less than 23 inches.

. The difference in rebound between a ball before play and after
play of 10 minutes or more, whatever the temperature of the court
or the ball,,shall not e ceed 20 percent of thebe,(ore play rebound.

For purposes of is rule a minimum of °300 blows by the
authori;sd, testing de *ce of the Association shall be deemed to be
the equivalent of the 10 minutes or more of play referred to above,
since this procedure yields a ball temrerature of 83' to 84' F.

Manufacturers' may use the test ng device of the Association
which is available through the. ch.irman of the. Committee on
Courts, Bats and Balls or procure their own.

(c) The racquet or bat shall be made -of wood and have a circular
shaped head with a diameter not exceeding 9 inches, and shall not
exceed 27 inches overall length, with a weight of approximately 10
ounces. It shall be strung with gut or a substitute material, provided it
is not metalAlaterials or racquet designs which do -not conform with
this section, or the generally "recognized manufacturer's standards,
should be submitted to the Executive Committee for approval prior
to Manufacture or usage.
13. Condition of Ball. (a) No ball, before or during a match may be
artificially, treatedthat is, heated or chilled.

(b) At any time, when not in actual play, -another ball may be
substituted by the mutual consent of thecontestants or by decision
of the referee. . . .
14Condition of Court. No equipment of .any sort shall be
permitted to remain in the court during a match other than the ball
used in play, the .racquets used by the players, and the clothes worn
by them. All othef equipment,, such as extra balls, extra racquets,
sweaters when not being worn,. towels, bathrobes, etc., must be left
outside the court. A player who requires a towel or cloth to wipe his ...
eyeglasses shouldkeep same in his pocket or securely fastened to his
belt or waist. ,
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15. Referee. (a) A ieferee shall control the game. This control shall
be exercised from the time the players enter the court. The referee.
may lithit the tiin,ofthe warrn-up period to five minutes, or shall
terminate a longer-.;garinup pericfd NO that,the match commences aL
the scheduled time. The referee's-decision on all questions of play
shall be final except as provided in Rule I5(b).

(b)- Two judges may be appointed to act Qn any appeal by a
player to a decision of the referee. When such judges are acting in a
match, a player may appeal any decision of the referee to the judges,
except as--provided in paragraph (d) hereof. If one judge agrees with
the referee, the referee's decision stands; if both judges disagree with
the referee, the judges' decision is final, The judges- shall make no
rulingS iinle"sg an appeal has been made. The decision of the judges
shall be.announced promptly by the refere.

.lye. --A- player shall riot state his reasons for his request-under Rule
9 for a let or let point or fbr his appeal from any decision of the
referee or judges, provided, hoWever, that the referee may request
the player to statr. his reasons.

(d) After giving slue warning, the referee in his discretion may
disqualify a player for speech or conduct unbecoming to the game of
squash racquets. This decision of the referee may not be appealed.

229
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ALSO AVAILABLE FROM. AAHPER:

TENNIS GROUP INSTRUCTION
Prepared to help those with limited playing skills to introduce tennis to
beginners with teaching aids, sample lesson plans, class organiiation,
technique, illustrations.

..Q
TENNIS GROUP INSTRUCTION (filmstrip)
Illustrates class organization for group instruction. Emphasis is on,
effective utiliiation of limited space through use of formations and
teaching stations. Includes guide and script with 33-1/3 rpm record. 15
min 64,frames-, color, sound.

WHAT RESEARCH TELLS THE COACH AGO:lit-I-ENNIS
A non- technical presentation of the research findings relative to. the
competitive tennis player, with recommehdations for further studies.
Topics covered include sociological, psycholooical, and, physiological
espects and chakteristics 61 players, the mechanics bf stroke produc-
tion, _and organization and administration for inter-school competition.
1975.

For onus and order, information, Write;AAHPER Promotion Unit, ,

, 1201 16th St.:NI.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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